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VICTOR KELLEHER

The Traveller

It is obvious that he is a stranger, that he doesn't know Sydney, by the way he
walks in no particular direction. Aimless, wandering through the late afternoon
crowd. His curiosity carefully veiled.
At one point he stops in the doorway of a bar, hesitates, then descends the
carpeted stairs. Down below it is noisy, smoke-filled. And also vaguely familiar.
On his right, two women are talking together. He leans closer, waiting for a
possible opening.
'So 1 told him the truth,' she says-the young, attractive one-'that he's a
pakeha bastard.'
He recognizes then the faint air of familiarity. Maoris. More of them at the
end of the bar.
'And did he know what you meant?' he says, trying to sound friendly, almost
confidential.
The woman looks up. Heavy eyes; wide, curving nostrils. Very nearly beautiful.
'What?' she says.
'The pakeha bit.' Smiling carefully. 'What did he make of that?'
'Oh, you a Kiwi too?'
'I lived there a couple of years,' he says. 'Before that in Africa. I've only been
here two weeks.'
The Africa part is included for effect. Exotic. But she ignores it.
'Two weeks is long enough,' she says. 'You've seen what it's like here. Because
we're New Zealanders, they think we don't know anything.'
He nods patiently and orders drinks. Paying no attention to the plain, silent
girl besiae her.
'They take us for a crowd of country bumpkins,' she goes on. 'Especially me.
I'm just a jumped up black to most of them.'
Listening to her, he realizes that she is barely aware of him. Filled with her
grievances and nostalgia. He lets her talk, knowing that's the only way. Not until
she's on the point of leaving does she really notice him.
'Well, time to go home.'
Stubbing out her cigarette; pulling the strap of her bag up on to her shoulder.
'Do you have to?' he asks. 'Couldn't we make an evening of it?'
She looks at him then. Lowers her eyes.
'I mean,' he adds, 'we're both from New Zealand. Travellers you might say.
I just thought ... .'
'I'm sorry,' she says, 'I've already made arrangements.'
She turns away, embarrassed; but immediately hesitates, almost guiltily, halfremembering something said earlier.
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'You've only been here two weeks?' she asks.
That's all.'
Another hesitation.
'Look,' she says, acting on impulse now. Scrabbling in her bag for paper and
a ball-point. 'I know what it's like being stranded in this town without friends.
If you need someone to show you around, give me a ring.'
After she has gone, he smooths the used envelope out on the bar. On the back
is scrawled the name Marion. followed by a phone number and an address on the
Cross. He carefully folds the envelope and slides it into his top pocket. Still
smiling, but differently now. Pondering the curious question of pity as he finishes
his drink and climbs slowly up towards the street.

*
When he arrives back at the house in Coogee he finds that Nora and Jeff have
delayed dinner for him.
'How did you get on today?' Nora asks as soon as he enters.
She sounds anxious, her forehead puckered with concern.
'Oh for pity's sake, Nora!' Jeff cutting in. 'Give the man some peace. You
don't have to grill him every time he comes back.'
'I'm not grilling him. It's just that 1 know how bewildering Sydney can be to
a stranger.'
'If you ask me, you're the only stranger around here Nora.'
'Now, now,' he says, silencing them both. Placing a friendly hand on each of
their shoulders. 'I don't want you quarrelling about me.'
He finds it odd, their constant bickering, not sure of quite what it signifies. It
is forever breaking out. He can't even go to bed without an argument. Later that
evening, Nora says:
'I'm amazed at you Jeffrey. Leaving your study in that state. Books and papers
everywhere. How do you expect him to sleep in those surroundings?'
'Damn it all Nora, he only sleeps in there. What does it matter once the
light's out?'
'It's the idea. Nobody likes sleeping in chaos.'
'Who the hell knows what they like when they're asleep?'
He sidles out and leaves them arguing. Because the truth is, he doesn't particularly care either way about the room. If anything, he prefers it slightly the way it
is-unopened cartons of books piled up along the wall, the temporary day bed
wedged between the desk and the filing cabinet. No sense of permanence. Lying
there at night, he feels he might be anywhere. Even back in Africa.
But Jeff raises the topic of the room again next morning.
'I'm sorry about the study,' he says guiltily. 'It was bloody thoughtless of me.
I'll clear it up a bit this afternoon.'
'And about time too!'
Nora's voice from the kitchen.
'I said I was sorry didn't I?'
'Being sorry isn't enough. People need more than your sorrow and your pity.
They need a little care.'
There's no stopping them, he thinks, and escapes onto the verandah. Watching
the Saturday morning traffic churning past the house.
But at 10.30 he takes the folded envelope from his pocket and goes to the
phone. Marion herself answers, her voice heavy with sleep.
'Who is it?' she asks suspiciously.
'It's the fellow you met in the pub yesterday. You said 1 should call if I needed
someone to show me around Sydney.'
6
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'Yes ... .' Hesitant, puzzled. And then suddenly remembering: 'Oh yes, I
know.'
'Well, as it's such a marvellous day ... .'
Another hesitation.
'Well ... I suppose ... yes, all right. Why not?'
'Good, I'll pick you up in half an hour.'
As he puts down the receiver, he senses someone standing in the doorway
behind him.
'I didn't mean to pry,' Nora says apologetically.
And Jeff's voice from the sitting room:
'No, it's second bloody nature by now.'

*

She takes him to the places he has already been to-the opera house, the art
gallery, the botanical gardens. He says little, apparently content to be shown
around; but all the time he is watching her, waiting for the right moment. He
finds her features almost savage now-the broad cheekbones, the flared nostrils,
the short, curved upper lip. And her light brown skin, smooth and foreign,
reminds him of the past. Yet he avoids the obvious comments which might easily
be misinterpreted. Carefully biding his time.
She is distant, withheld. Almost official in the way she explains the places to
him. Not until late in the afternoon does she begin to relax. They are crossing the
harbour on one of the ferries and she is leaning on the rail beside him.
'It must have been a marvellous stretch of water,' she says, 'before they fouled
it up.'
There is in her voice the same quality of resentment and regret which he had
noticed on the previous day.
'Not like the Manukau harbour in Auckland, is it?' he says, wondering if that
is what she wants to hear.
'Oh that!' she says. 'It's nearly as bad as this place.'
'Where's better?' he says softly, trying to read her mood.
'Lots of places. Bay of Islands. The Marlborough Sounds. The Sounds especially. We used to go there when 1 was a kid. About five miles from Picton. Not
another house in sight. Just our little cottage and a stretch of water like this. The
hills all green, covered in bush.'
'Will you ever go back?' he asks.
She shakes her head as if shaking off the mood or the memory.
'No, you can't go back. Not like that.'
Standing away from the rail. Looking impatiently towards the shore.
He hunts quickly for a way of recapturing the more intimate mood.
'Yes, a harbour like this holds memories for me too,' he says regretfully.
'In New Zealand?' she asks.
'No, Africa.' Pausing as he tries to recall the names of harbours. Lourenl,!o
Marques perhaps? But all he can remember are the brothels and the plates of
prawns on the tables of the outdoor cafes. 'Durban,' he says vaguely, 'Beira,
Lourenl,!o Marques, Walvis Bay.'
He notices with relief that they are just names to her.
'And you miss them?' she asks, the suggestion of concern in her voice reminding him suddenly of Nora.
'Worse than that,' he says resignedly. 'It's knowing that you can never go back,
never go home.'
Home, he observes almost with amusement, has become several different countries, but she shows no signs of disbelief or doubt.
'Never?' she says, leaning towards him.
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'I'm the wrong colour: he says. 'I'm not lucky like you.' Reaching out and
stroking the soft brown skin of her hand. 'There's no place there for people like
me.'
'But that's terrible'-more like Nora than ever now.
'And it's not only the place that you miss. That's bad enough. But there's also
the people. Those you love.'
'A woman?' she asks gently.
He nods, trying hurriedly to separate the faces, the many smooth brown bodies
-all of them darkened by memory.
'She wasn't well educated or anything: he explains, 'so they wouldn't let her
come with me. In any case, she couldn't leave her village, her people, everything.'
Distant views of thatched Villages, in the bush or on the open veld. Hastily
recalled. Barely noticed at the time. His attention always held by the road.
'Then you'll never see her again?'
'Never.'
Final. No plea. The simple flat statement all that is necessary now.
'My God!' she says, placing her hand on his arm. 'And I think I'm hard done
by. When all I have to do is spend three hours on a plane and I'm home.'
'It must make you feel secure: he says, 'wanted.'
'And you in this brute of a country all on your own: she murmurs, 'with no
going back.'

*
There is no need for him to make any further effort after that. The idea of
his exile fascinates and touches her. The simple image of two people separated by
the gulf of space and colour.
All through dinner she questions him about the woman-her background and
personality, what she is doing now, whether she feels isolated and alone. He plucks
details from his past, resorting to invention whenever necessary. Only her name
he withholds, on grounds of sentiment.
That single omission seems merely to inflame her curiosity. Back in her tiny
flat, after he has kissed her, she says:
'But what does she look like? I mean, her actual appearance.'
'She's much darker than you: he says. 'Otherwise very similar.'
'Really like me?'
'That's why I was drawn to you yesterday.'
'Similar in what ways?'
'The same lips: he says, kissing her again. 'The same soft brown skin'-slowly
unfastening the buttons and slipping the blouse from her shoulders.
She offers no resistance. Allows him to undress and lead her to the bed. Merely,
at the critical moment, saying once again:
'Really like me?'
But he doesn't bother now even to answer.

*

Afterwards, she still can't leave the idea alone.
'You're a refugee: she says. 'D'you realize that? Not like me. I'm just a
traveller. Away from home for a spell. But you're a real refugee.'
He nearly tells her then, what has been in the back of his mind all along. That
it doesn't matter where you live; how countries aren't very different from each
other. None of them a home. Or all of them perhaps. But he checks himself,
knowing now what she wants to hear, and says instead:
'It's often worse for those who remain behind. With no-one to comfort them.'
'Yes, comfort: she says, snuggling warmly against him, 'we have that'-preparing herself for sleep.
8
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He too sleeps for a time. But in the early hours of the morning he wakes,
looks at the room in the dim light coming in from the street. The walls are covered
in posters and prints: candles and incense over the fireplace; shells, books, knickknacks on the narrow shelves. All so lived in. So arranged for permanence in spite
of her discontent and talk of home. He finds it impossible to rest any longer in
such surroundings and slides noiselessly from the bed.
When he is almost dressed, she wakes. Rolls over and stares at him with her
sleepy, heavy eyes, almost accusing in the poor light.
'Why are you going?' she asks.
'It's the people 1 stay with,' he explains. 'They'd be shocked if 1 stayed out all
night.'
'You weren't just creeping away?'
Doubtful, on the verge of hurt.
'Of course not. After finding you like this.'
'Then 1 really do remind you of her? You weren't lying?'
'Look,' he says, taking a used envelope from his pocket, the one she gave him
in the bar, 'if you haven't heard from me by 2.30, give me a ring and we'll make
a date for tonight.' He writes six random numbers down quickly. 'It's in Bondi,
where 1 stay,' he says, placing the envelope on the bedside table. Kissing her
lightly on the cheek before he steals out into the chill morning air.

*
Nora and Jeff are pointedly tactful when he gets up later that same morning.
They say nothing until lunchtime. Then Nora finds it impossible to remain silent
any longer.
'We were so glad .. .' she begins.
'Nora!'-Jeff's voice interrupting, sounding a warning.
'No,' she goes on hastily, 'I'm not prying; Really. 1 just want to say how glad
we are that ... you're settling in. Making friends and such like.'
He reaches over and puts one hand on hers. Affectionately.
'1 understand,' he says. 'You're both very kind.'
Even Jeff is visibly mellowed.
'We're only too pleased to help,' he murmurs, embarrassed. 'Anything you need
now or in the future. A job, a place of your own. Anything. Not that we want to
chase you out. This is your home as long as you please.You know that.'
He is glad that Jeff has given him the opening.
'Actually, I've been meaning to talk to you about that,' he says. 'I've decided
not to settle in Sydney just yet. Thought I'd have a look elsewhere first. Travel
round for a bit. Nip up to Brisbane perhaps, or down to Adelaide. Maybe even
shoot across to Perth. Just for a while.'
They both exchange puzzled glances, but nothing more is said on the topic, and
after the meal he retires to his room.
With some surprise, he notices for the first time that Jeff has tidied it up. All
the cartons stacked in one corner, the desk and the top of the filing cabinet
cleared. It appears much barer, less used. Even more restful, he decides, lying
down fully clothed on the bed.
Gazing at the blank cream walls, he thinks idly back over the previous evening.
Decides that it was right, what he'd nearly said-that all places are really the
same. And people, come to that. Africans in a village; this Maori girl. As universal
as suffering itself. Who said that? Where has he heard it? He tries to recall the
speaker ... gives it up. It doesn't matter. He knows that the only real experience
is that first passionate seduction. Swift and final. The world his oyster. And yet
she'd called him a refugee. He smiles contemptuously and composes himself for a
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nap. Allowing the two images of black-brown skin to merge into one. Finally into
the silence of darkness. Sleep.
Outside the study, Nora's voice, until then only a background murmur, rises
in indignation.
'And don't I deserve some consideration too? I live on this planet as well, you
know.'
Jeff's reply, more muted.
'Yes, but why this particular part of it?'
That's typical of you, isn't it? You don't care about anybody but yourself.'
'If that was true, I wouldn't be here arguing with you now. Would I? Well
would I?'
Momentary silence. While miles away, in a distant part of Sydney, a phone
begins to ring in an empty warehouse.

10
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DAMIEN WHITE

Only trouble is

Four hours since I'd gotten off the train at Liverpool and I'd made only twenty
miles. I was becoming more and more impatient. The nine hundred miles to
Adelaide stretched ahead of me.
I had a good spot, shaded jointly by a Benson & Hedges billboard and the one
branch left to an old gum beside it, and on a straight length of road. That gave
the drivers plenty of time to decide what they thought of me. They can't've been
very impressed. I told myself that my long hair and Russian anarchist beard were
to blame.
Every time a man alone in his car didn't stop for me I'd repeat his numberplate a couple of times to myself, mock threatening.
But women I'd pass through, like a sentry at a gate. In the ten-thousand odd
miles I'd hitched up till then I'd only once been picked up by a woman. And she
had a friend and half-a-dozen kids in the car with her. That women were protecting themselves from rape and robbery or worse, that was understood. I had no
expectations of them.
So when I saw this girl round the corner a couple of hundred yards ahead of
me I dropped by outstretched right arm. Which added the tang of surprise to my
relief as I caught her eye, as I watched her slowing down for me, as I jogged to
where she'd stopped. She had the passenger door open by the time I reached her.
Thanks very much.
No worries, she said, making space for my gear on the back seat, between a
suitcase and a portable TV. Have you been waiting long.
Oh, I said casually, about two-and-a-half hours there.
Christ, she said as she eased back onto the road, that's grim. And on the main
highway in Australia. If I'd been a bit more together I would've been here two
hours ago myself. Yeah, I should've been. Would've saved you the wait.
Oh well ...
The car was packed with cases and plastic laundromat bags and boxes of
kitchenware. My seat was clear, but a carton of something took up almost all the
space where my feet and legs should have been. She said she was going back to
her parents' place in Melbourne, from a flat in Sydney. That meant I was all set
to the Sturt Highway turnoff, 250 miles along. I told her I was heading for
Adelaide. We fell silent. I settled back in my seat to take in everything that was
happening.
I'd been picked up by a girl, about my age.
I'd been picked up by a good-looking girl. Her cheek-bones and jaw were both
prominent, her mouth wide and full-lipped. No make-up. Her hair was flashing
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gold and copper in the sunlight. It was thick, cut to shoulder length. She was
tanned from her hairline to her toes.
I knew about the tan because apart from four or five rings, a batik scarf and a
pair of sunglasses she was wearing only sandals and a bikini. Blue stripes on a
white background. In my one rapid glance over her as I fixed my gear and climbed
in myself I thought I'd caught a wisp of pubic hair curling out over the top of the
pants. I felt overdressed in my jeans and T·shirt. When we spoke I looked her in
the face, seeing the swell of her breasts then only from the bottom of my eye.
Otherwise I kept my eyes on the road or on the countryside around us. She would
glance at me when speaking, but mostly concentrated on her driving. She drove
well.
I'd been picked up by a good-looking girl in a bikini.
Now in those ten thousand miles I'd never ridden in a sports car. And she was
driving an Austin-Healey convertible. Obviously just washed, it was gleaming and
glinting in the sunlight. We were riding with the top open, the sun warm on us,
the wind streaming our hair out behind us. The car had to be bright red. It was
bright red.
I'd been picked up by a good-looking girl in a bikini and a bright red sports
car. I settled back in my seat to take it all in.
It needed only one thing more.
Just as I was thinking that she stretched out her left hand. But she was only
adjusting the radio.
Do you smoke at all.
Well, not cigarettes.
Oh, good. I always like to, you know, before a long trip. Be OK with you if
we pulled over soon and rolled one.
Despite myself I burst out laughing. Of course, of course. She seemed worried.
I straightened my face.
Why, what's the matter. Don't you ...
Sorry, sorry. I was thinking of something else. No. I'd love a smoke.
Unscrewing the cap at the hub of her steering-wheel she showed me the little
compartment it concealed.
I keep the stuff in there. It'd beat a casual search. Not that I've ever been
stopped for that.
She screwed that cap back.
Reach down between the seats.
My hand passed within an inch of her thigh. She watched as I fumbled.
No, further back. But go gently.
And then she saw that I'd found something.
Take it out.
It was a small garden pot, containing a single healthy little plant. A plant with
familiar leaves. We caught each other's eye, and laughed.
I'd better not be stopped. There's three more of those things down there.
When I'd looked at the plant for as long as I thought she wanted I eased it back
between the seats. By then Mittagong wasn't far away. She drew up right in the
middle of town.
Thought I might get something to eat.
Me, I would've preferred miles to food, even though it was then almost six
hours from my breakfast. Three or four local guys jostled each other in one
corner of the cafe where we ordered our vanilla milkshakes and salad sandwiches.
We were standing with our backs to them. I knew I wouldn't need the mirror
behind the racks of glasses and the cigarette posters to know how they'd be looking
at her. And how they'd be looking at me. I checked anyway.
12
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We stopped for our smoke in a little tree-lined side-street just off the highway.
Though she didn't make a show of her preparations she refused to be furtive. She
rolled a second as soon as we'd finished the first. By the time we got back under
way we were both talking easily.
Turned out her brother played rhythm guitar for a band I'd seen a few times
at a disco they ran in the city. A terrible group, but I lied for her. She said that
though she'd worked as a waitress and on the buses she'd spent most of her time
with the group.
She was a groupie. The thought flashed through my body. Ashamed, I blocked
it. The miles passed.
We agreed that Blonde on Blonde was Dylan's best album.
She noticed how I kept squeezing my feet into new tangles in that restricted
space there. She said,
Do you want to drive for a while. Give you a change.
No, no thanks. I'm fine here.
I didn't have a licence then. But even if I did I would still have refused. The
miles passed.
She had dropped out of Melbourne University, and I was on the verge of reenrolling after dropping out from Sydney. We had both been, briefly, in SDS.
In Yass we stopped for petrol. The attendant at the service station looked her
up and down, up and down, as she stood by the car pretending not to notice.
There was the beginning of a wink in his eye when he glanced across at me. I
stared back at him, impassive. He looked away.
I'd done two years school at Wangaratta, where an uncle of hers had a farm.
The miles passed easily. We'd just gone through Gundagai, only a few miles
from where she'd be dropping me, when it clouded over. Without taking her foot
from the accelerator she eased herself into a jumper. Her breasts and stomach
strained as she stretched for one sleeve.
And then suddenly it was raining, raining heaVily. She pulled over, and for a
couple of minutes we were fumbling around each other's arms as we raised the
hood. Before we started again she put on a pair of jeans.
It was still raining, though less heavily, when we reached the turn-off. She
stopped there.
Well, are you sure you don't want to come to Melbourne, go on to Adelaide
from there. You could stay at my parents' place tonight if you wanted to.
No, thanks very much, but it should be quicker this way. And my family's
expecting me.
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CAROLINE M. CADDY
The Garden Revisited

Going south in summer and even
the tang of peppermint under
tall trees turns humid, sour.
Rivers lie encapsuled, a skin
of dust and leaves sealing
slow movements and a little love
is lost at this time when
the land seems bent to an old
survival that does not concern me;
my slight intrusions a tired
scuttle in the dry scrub,
black hollow under wings of birds.

ii
Walking a white webbed beach,
spattered with dark weed and sea eggs;
the wink of wet shells keeps me
level with clear green lumps
that swell and boil and lip the reef.
Sand squeaks and glistens.
In the shadow-ledge of the cliffs
tracked knee, a brown snake,
each large limp coil looped delicate,
as if arranged by water; neat head
lapped graceful to my feet
and fear wells up, quick whispered
tongues, till through a small
subsidence in the suck and flow of surfI sense a hot buzz of flies.

ill
This is the place never finished;
laid out on the bench of the inlet
and left while gates were attended to.
The grit of half carved shells prints
my returning feet and round my ankles,
the warm sleep of unfibered algae
has its being suspended in a trial
solution of river and sea.
Air and water cannot extricate
themselves completely; their margin
ill-defined as fluid shores where
reeds walk in and out or stand
14
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in clumps, remembering old positions
on a faded map. The heat and rhythm
of creation has become a thick
breath of wind, the pulse of sun
and sun; and yet, familiar, this
slow drift from dark river mouth
to bright sea and back again.
iv
Over there among the ti-trees,
where they bar a tepid reach of water,
is a piece of wood shaped like a duck.
All morning it has been trying
to get airborne; thin neck strained
for flight, blunt head angled
to the esturine sky. I have watched
the stiff wings through the sliding
day to see them become wood again;
but missed the moment, if it came.
And now the children, bucket
laden with their hoard of mussels,
call me to prepare and praise
the garden's dark fruit.
I turn from warm lit caravans
and try to think past wants and needs;
hot water, good plumbing, a voice
after long silences; with as much
hope as a grounded wood duck
to escape myoid ancestral cloning.
v

I am the garden of my children.
They will go forth from me
and I will become as a dream to them,
for walking to and turning from;
as I do now while the garden dissolves
in slow drops that fall, heavier
than water on the sides of the tent.
And I will wait to hear
the small indifferent sigh of the wind
as it turns to call me back;
as they will return to their own gardens,
that will be me,
and will not be me.
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SUSAN HAMPTON

Long Distance
Chinaman's Beach: through my fingers
I watched the giant cup of sea
breathing, with its glint-edged glassy voice_
Coiled or strung-out underneath, ancient fish
hiss past cables in the dark green murk.
Under this tree, time is still: our bodies meet.
Afternoon dissolves to night; time moves
and the tree is long distance from us. We smile
at each other across our typewriters. Instant recall.
Now today you are cut into little squares
by the wire grille of the phone booth. I hear
your voice: "Wait for dial tone, insert ten cents,
do not fart." Talking to yourself. I make no noise.
Superimposed on your yellow shirt:
PLEASE . . .
limit your call to three minutes
Thankyou!
Now you are talking to the dole office; last week
it was your wife in London. The messages bristle
across cables, dry little conversations about fe-union,
parting ... Next month you may be gone from me,
volumes of glass away.
Scrawled on the next booth:
OUT OF ORDER

16
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Chloe Intrudes
Every Queen should have one: a cat, I mean,
to reinforce her sense that queens can sometimes
be witches too. Chloe is black and white,
and she's not even grown up yet, but she knows
what's going on. I'm training her to help me
cast airmail spells: it's a matter of rubbing her fur
backwards and invoking the White Queen who is my enemy.
In my sorrow at the White Queen's icy victory
(May she freeze to death at a lonely crossroads)
Chloe intrudes, bringing her cat nose to my large
red eyes, her paw to my hanging hair, her mild whiskers
to my drenched mad cheek, and her rough tongue
to. my eyelid nicely. She is a summons to the real
as she licks me back into shape; she is all sad at my sorrow;
she is this winter's one comfort.
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ANNE LLOYD

The Ballad of the Invitation
That summer brought her second invitation to an orgy,
and, hoping for a duplicate Bacchanalian saturnalia
of the incontinent engagement last summer provided,
she accompanied her six-foot-ten best friend giraffe
to Ian's inevitable twenty-first.
The only thing Ian and her friend having in common
being an inordinate dislike of operating M.L.C. computers,
and the only thing Ian and anyone else having in common
being an insatiable passion for adopting as personal nicknames
the number codes of programs they devised,
she did not expect much except arithmetic conversation,
was not dismayed by the 40-24-36 comparisons, nor indeed
by the furtive swapping of telephone numbers, tanned nipples
displaying tiny pipsticked hearts.
Her friend giraffe, oblivious, danced, contorting
his rubber neck to the twine of the music, kicked
his size thirteen shoes in spastic enjoyment; &
for the first time, she wanted to kiss her mammoth knight
-but she just couldn't stretch that far.
One day though she will organise it properly,
stand him on the bottom step,
and softly propose
the words he wants to hear.

18
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The Israelite Bay telegraph station has recently been classified by the National
Trust. Interest in the fine old building is overdue, but, isolated even today, it is
uncertain how it might be preserved.
J. S. Roe on his exploration to the south-east of Perth in 1848 reached Mount
Ragged, and from there looked towards Point Malcolm, only a few miles from
Israelite Bay. The smoke from native fires was clear, and beyond the sandy coast
the islands of the Recherche. Roe had reached his intended eastward point, now
he could see 'no inducement for prolonging my journey to the eastward ... not
the least sign of a grassy tract of country offered in any direction'. He was unwilling to risk his horses by further examination of 'so fearful and inhospitable
country', and began his return to Cape Riche.
John Forrest's party in 1870 passed through the area, making a rendezvous
with the "Adur" at Israelite Bay. Through this country which Forrest found
'difficult', the party on horses made twelve miles a day. By then land had been
settled about Esperance, and west back along the coast.
These two well mounted and conducted expeditions reveal as all the more
astounding the journey of Eyre, travelling alone but for his one King George's
Sound native in the same country some seven years before Roe and thirty years
before Forrest.
The telegraph line to Eucla, to become the interstate link, was begun from
Albany in 1875 and had reached Israelite Bay by 1876. G. P. Stevens in a paper
to the W.A. Historical Society in 1933 recorded that there was then at the site a
small cottage, home of Mrs Brooks and her sons and daughter. In this unlikely
spot they had two or three hundred sheep, and had left Victoria 'to try their
fortunes in the West, and had chosen a spot as far removed from civilisation
as possible'.
Today, the place would surely seem little changed to any of these people, or
to those who built the telegraph line, or later the telegraph station itself. The
isolation has to an extent guarded the building from the normal tourist vandalism,
but at the same time has made it almost impossible to protect.
1. The building is almost lost on the plain of maBee, acacia, and low coastal
scrub.
2. The stonework and texture retain their beauty. View from the front, facing
the sea.
3. Message slots, almost overgrown, into the big main office.
4. Without the roof support the walls are vulnerable. The roof and flooring were
stripped and removed.
5. The chimneys, and building from the back, the landward side.
6. One of the fine arched window spaces.
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JOY M. ADAMS

I'm gonna gyrate baby & twist
around your ears, gonna
scintillate with modulating undertones of
s

e

x

From my varnished toe to my lacquered scalp,
I'm gonna ooooooze.
I'll humm & ahhh and nod in sympathy
to your ego prattle.
Gonna sigh in ecstasy when you
squeeze my flesh.
And when you're hooked baby,
gonna pack my loving suit in my school satchel.

NORMA WALLACE

Dry leaf scuds across
the pavement, alive again
briefly. I crush it.
Ocean sun sinkingeven footprints in the sand
are forming shadows.
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ANDREA STRETTON

"Thirty Love"

Alex and Cynthia played tennis. Sometimes together, sometimes apart. Often in
midnight black as bitumen. Spotlights playing on the participants. Shining on their
smooth rackets, their silken hair. With a constant rhythm a racket would miss the
furry ball, and it would fall over the white lines, bobbing in the darkness, padding
onto the grass. If they had been poor the players would have scrambled after it,
feeling blindly for where it lay in the blades. It would have been indispensable.
But they were professionals, and rich in love, and careful of blades of any kind, so
they blinked once and held out their arms to the ball basket and gathered another,
so as not to waste any time. The audience, with eyes teased by the burning lights,
did not want to squint and see discarded balls. Only sometimes small boys in grey
jumpers, with early morning voices, collected the balls at dawn, and stored them
in a box in their father's garage, clearly laughing at their trick.

Cynthia in the daylight was alabaster blonde, in the moonlight porcelain pale.
Sometimes, while standing in front of the white shower curtain, looking into the
bathroom mirror, she wondered if one day she might fade away, into the plastic,
into the water, like a cloud. Particularly when Alex was away. Alex of dark-brown
hair, and nuts for eyes, who moulded music from a mandolin. These thoughts
could never persist however, for the children always called, or screamed, or
whistled.
One Saturday afternoon when the wool rug she was trying to weave was being
dragged through the sandpit by Tamsin in the weak autumn sun, she scalded her
fingers while boiling the bottles, and then the back door opened. Her friend Tony
walked in with a tin whistle lighting up the pocket of his duffle coat, like a station
master about to call the finale for passengers on a train. Cynthia glanced up,
sucking her scorched blue-veined hand. Usually she had white fetta fingers in thin
strips.
"What's the matter, Cynthia'!"
"What's it look like, Tony'!" Annoyance flayed her face. "Oh God, I'm agitated,
that's all."
"Alex is not back from Melbourne yet'! I thought he was due back last weekend."
"So did I. However it's Saturday again and still no word. I make up a different
story for Tamsin every day so she thinks I'm a liar." The tight smirk on her lips
said more than her words.
"Oh well. It must have been some folk festival," said Tony casually.
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"His mandolin is probably sailing on the wind."
"Yes. And some lady's heart I bet." She could cut off her tongue when the bitch
grabbed it. Tony was most uncomfortable.
"I don't know about that" was all he could manage.
'Yes you do' thought Cynthia. 'Yes I do' Tony's thoughts replied.
To cleanse the air he said:
"How's the baby son and heir?"
The air was too curious to be cleansed. The subject remained.
"He's fine. Sleeping," she said shortly, looking away. The guilt of the mother
stabbed her though, and she added:
"Oh, he's beautiful really."
"So are you."
"Thanks."
Cynthia refused to blush, if such control is possible. It was just ridiculous. But
a frown meddled with her white forehead as she watched Tony crouch down and
play his tin whistle to Tamsin, who thought he was the Pied Piper. To Cynthia he
looked more like an ageing Italian beatnik. Tamsin interrupted.
"Do you know when daddy will come home, Tony?" as if to say, 'it's obvious
no-one else does'.
"Pretty soon I'd say, pretty soon," he answered evasively.
He pursed his lips and played again, a clear bird-singing sound. Tamsin was
glowing. The harmony did not match Cynthia's irritation.
"You'll wake the baby, Tony."
Tony stared into her eyes for an emphatic moment. He stood up.
"I see." He meant he saw beyond her words.
''I'm sorry," she said quickly, rubbing her hand as if it were an excuse.
"If he wakes now he'll be bad tempered." An awkward silence followed that
remark. An intimidated smile crossed her face.
"You know, like the sleeping beauty if you woke her after only twenty years."
Tony just stared through lank dark hair. And now she blushed, with anger.
"And when are you going to wake up, Cynthia?" She looked away.
"See you later, love." His tin whistle blinked in his pocket as he walked into
the sun and away.
Exasperation coiled in Cynthia's stomach. She pushed her hands through her
artic hair, muttering 'bloody music' to herself. Two weeks ago Alex had arrived
home with the bush band, expanded with music, drenched with whisky, and they
played by the light of the fire while she held Luke in her grasp to subdue his
screaming and the banging of his arms. The child had an aversion to any music
except the hum of a voice. In the domestic court she accused Alex of Insensitivity.
He accused her of Spoiling His Fun. Once, he said, she had danced like a kite,
wih her limbs beating the air. She remembered. Tony remembered. He spoke to
her as though now she were available, or should be. People just were, standing in
a field, or in the kitchen, alone. But didn't he realize?
She saw Tamsin shovelling sand through the pores of her woven rug. Luke was
awake. She rushed out the door screaming:
"Leave that rug alone you little bastard. What do you think I am?" She tore
Tamson from the sandpit by her arm, and threw her to the ground. Tamsin lay
stunned, red-faced and silent. Cynthia grabbed the rug and started to shake it
furiously. Patches of sand were falling from it and stinging their eyes. Tamsin
started to yell and cry. Cynthia turned on her:
"Shut up!" she screamed, and threw the rug over the crying face. She turned
and ran inside, throwing herself on the carpet, with her thin arms folded over her
head. Like wings.
20
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That afternoon in the elderly suburbs of Melbourne the autumn sun stepped
just as crisply as it did in Tasmania, and was accompanied by a warm breeze that
blew lolly papers and ice cream sticks down the gutters, and sometimes onto the
pavements, to the consternation of environmentalists out for a walk. In one high
ceilinged room of one old house that reclined next door to a tennis court, two
lovers lay.
"I will call you 'honeysuckle'," he said, "because the flowers of your eyes fioat
in the sweet fermented wine that is your skin, and you shall entwine all over me."
Peta smiled.
"And I will plant seedlings of gum trees upon your chest and walk among them
to your heart," she replied.
They laughed extravagantly.
"How can I love you so much after only two weeks?" asked Peta, thumbing the
knobs of his spine.
"Perhaps that speaks for itself," replied Alex, mockingly.
"Oh no," she said. "I have loved before, and always fallen out of love. I have
thrown the word around like a paperweight, pressing down what I really feel. This
time it's different. It can only grow better."
"You are very beautiful." He curled her ashen hair through his fingers.
"Can't it?" She demanded to hear it said.
"Yes. Of course." He left a suitable pause. "You really are very beautiful."
Peta blushed, and said no more. She wound her body around his sturdy legs
again. A tendril on a trefoil trunk. Alex sucked her breasts. Outside there were
voices calling and the sound of tennis balls lightly thudding. To and fro. To
and fro.

Cynthia took Tamsin's hand as they walked through the cool evening to the
pine trees at the bottom of the garden. When they stopped she lay small Luke
down on the pink soil that is the carpet of pine needles, and covered him with
a coat.
"Sing to him, mummy. Sing to him, mummy."
Cynthia had recovered. Would the neighbours send the council for child abuse
to hear her ruthlessness? That thought made her smile. She sang softly and the
singing turned her hair silver in the dim light. She drew Tamsin to her and held
her firmly until she, too, breathed heavily. Then Cynthia lay back and stared at
the sky; counting stars, counting sheep, counting pine cones. In other words,
waiting. For one hundred years.

Two evenings later, Alex was literally in the clouds, on a plane heading for
Tasmania. Drinking whisky. And reading the exit instructions.

Peta stared at the tennis courts through the bird droppings on the long kitchen
windows. The courts were empty. The nets had been left strung up, and they
flapped in the wind. It was a Monday, and cars were mumbling in peak hour
traffic.
Peta was not working. She was on the dole, biding time between love and
something else. A pleasurable sadness flowed through her body as she stretched
her blue-jean legs in front of the heater.
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"I'm desperately in love with him you know. Our talking created a bond that
cannot be defiled." Peta's grey ash eyes stared up to the sky. Her friend Melanie
listened with her hands under her chin, staring over the teapot. A faint smile of
boredom was on her face. Others' love affairs sound like a film, wihout the visual
impact. She knew she was only there to listen. And to prompt.
"When is he coming back?"
"Very soon," Peta replied. "He has to fix things up with his wife, of course,
but then he'll come and get me and we will probably live on a few acres he owns
out of the township where he is now."
"Won't all that be difficult?"
Peta shrugged. "At first I suppose. It shouldn't take long, except that his wife's
a bit nutty. Tries to jump out of cars and things like that since the second baby
was born."
Melanie was curious.
"How do you know?"
"He told me."
For a moment Peta felt silent, wondering. Watching the green nets flap, flap,
flap. Then she drew strength again.
"She accuses him of having affairs all the time. Says he's never at home. All
that kind of thing."
"And does he? Is he?"
"Yes," Peta laughed, "to both. But this time he says he's found someone he
can really talk to. He says he hasn't talked like that in all the years they've been
married."
Melanie shifted her position, mentally and physically. She laid her arm on the
table with her cheek upon it.
"I suppose they spoke to each other before they were married?" She said this
with a careless smile. Peta glared at her.
"Of course. Don't get me wrong. I'm sure she is a nice woman." She emphasized the insult. "I wouldn't mind if he had both of us, but she probably couldn't
take that."
Melanie closed her eyes for a moment. The heater made her tired, the talk
almost bored her, although at this moment she was wondering if it would be
exciting to have an adventure like this. Both she and Peta sat staring into the red
bars. Fires, by their nature, magnetise the eyes, and a Coles two-bar radiator is no
exception. Melanie had another thought.
"What about the children, Peta?"
"We might have them. I don't mind. He says he'd never leave without his son."
Melanie's eyes stretched wide at this piece of news, and Peta read the question.
She answered it quickly.
"I could handle it, Melanie. I love children." Peta frowned out the window.
"If only he'd hurry and fix things."
"You make him sound like a car mechanic." Melanie had had enough of love.
Peta looked at her in disgust.
"Don't be brutal. He's wonderful." She wrapped her arms around herself and
smiled. Melanie watched the two men in white overalls sweeping the bitumen
courts with large straw brooms that made them look like midgets.
"I didn't mean it like that," she said.
'Yes you did,' thought Peta, 'you are jealous.'
That night branches of grape vine leaves in her room cast shadows behind the
candles, and incense fogged the air, and she sat cross-legged on the bed, summoning up the body, the being, of Alex, as if she were cremating the dead. Praying
for letters. And waiting. As the tennis courts waited for feet.
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The house was dark when Alex walked in. Cynthia must be asleep. There was
no doubt that this was Home. The smell, the feel, the shape; the very air was so
familiar that it went unnoticed unless he had been away for a week or more. Like
now. The sensation opened the pores of his body and he relaxed, despite the jab
of anticipation injected into him as he glimpsed Cynthia's white face on the pillow
in the moonlight darkness. His body was stocky and bound wih muscle like that of
an Irish peasant, but he was inclined to be clumsy except when madrigals flew
from his hands on a buttock or a mandolin. He tripped in the half light on a set
of blocks. The silence came tumbling down.
"Shit," he said tightly.
"Hello." Her voice came out of the bed.
"Hello, Cyn." He composed himself enough to walk over slowly and sit on
the bed.
She was silent, in a loud way. Thinking on the day he said her name. Once, in
the Beginning, he had said, 'Will you sin with me, Cyn?' Her chalk cheeks had
turned purple, and she had laughed. She wondered if now she was too cyn-ical.
"How's things been?" he said.
"O.K. How's things been with you" she replied, placing emphasis on the
'things', and leaving out the question mark.
"Now don't get bitchy. I've just got home."
"I noticed."
Alex screwed up his face elaborately.
"I tried to phone you but there was no answer. I was delayed."
"I must have been out, playing around." She answered his lie in a low voice.
He could have slapped her then, for her knowledge. But he didn't.
"How have the children been?"
It seemed to Cynthia that whenever anyone wanted to place a sedative on her
mind, they asked the same question.
"Tamsin's missed you. Luke hasn't." She turned on her stomach and stuffed
her face into the pillow.
"Oh, it's great to be home," said Alex. "Bloody great. Look, if it's that bad I'll
sleep on the couch."
Fake sleep is the stillest sleep of all. Cynthia did not even appear to breathe.
"Anyway, bloody Tony's probably been sneaking around here for the past fortnight so what are you on about?" He looked enraged. Insulted. But it was wasted.
Still she did not reply. Defiant strands of white hair lay staring down her back. He
nearly touched her neck-he knew the softness under there-but walked away
instead, dragging a blanket off the bed as he went. At least she might get cold.
The door banged. A band of tears strangled Cynthia'S throat. There was shuffling
and silence.
The house was mute. A man, a woman, a boy and a girl, slept in peace under
the moon.
Suddenly the door swung open and Alex flung the light on with a large hand.
"You didn't even bloody well ask about the festival. How it went. That's the
least you could do," he yelled with a self-righteous glare.
Cynthia looked at him with her black-grape eyes shining. He was angry and
that meant he cared. Which mean't he wasn't angry really. Sometimes through the
bodies are let in the souls. Alex took the chance and walked towards her.
"Look Cyn, let's not get into all that 'you did, I didn't' bit. It's like a charade,
a bloody broken record." He pushed a hand under the blankets and stroked her
legs. "There's no one else for me," he said.
"I know." Cynthia nodded her head lightly, with a new smile on her opaque
lips.
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"What part are we up to now?" Alex laughed.
"You say 'I love you'."
"And then?" she said.
"I love you," he replied.
Alex turned out the light before he strew his clothes on the floor. There was
too much uncertainty for open nakedness. They copulated gently in the dark, in a
familiar throbbing way. Cynthia felt the shape of another breast in his palm. But
she knew what he knew. Perhaps, she thought, when next Alex is away and Tony
calls, 1 shall seek out his Italian hands. And Alex lay composing a letter of
promise to Peta.

And then they slept deeply. Like the ball lying still, and the silken rackets in
the closet. In midnight black as bitumen. With a spotlight for the moon.

ROD MORAN

Silos
Druid priest to ghosts of wind,
the moon performs its ritual rise;
a forest of fossiled trees arrayed
like monks strung in procession.
There, above the green-black gums,
this moment forever in silhouette,
silos rise like Stonehenge.
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NORMA WALLACE

Being Admitted

"Alright, I'll go if that's what you want."
"It's got to be your decision. The doctor said it's no good if you don't go
freely. It's nothing to be ashamed of." I'm not ashamed perhaps that's it. "It just
sometimes happens to a woman after a baby-they don't know why exactly. You
just can't go on like this."
"But why do I have to be treated like a nut-case? I think it's mainly physical,
that's why I'm against all this psychiatrist bit. God, if you'd been with me and
seen that woman he sent me to ..." If you'd been with me at the birth it might
have helped. It was the pain. No, not the pain alone but everyone pretending it
wasn't painful-now come on Mrs Wilson, we're doing our bit. And afterwards
no-one mentions it. It's too late now, it's months too late to talk about it. "I just
need a rest. I've admitted it's partly psychological. Thirty years of hatred isn't
going to disappear overnight." I don't know why I always hated so much. "And
putting love and hate into long words won't help either. Christ knows that!"
"Well you're not Christ."
No, I'm just a woman. God didn't want to be a woman.
"I'll go freely. But not till tonight, when the kids are asleep I'll go."
"I'll ring Dr Smith so he can arrange it. You have a rest while I get your Mum
over. I'll pick up something for tea on the way home."
Yes, get my Mum-she can keep a tidy house. I'm useless.
Kiss them goodbye while they sleep. This last little one. The last one.
And Mum, looking so worried and sad because she loves me.
Driving through the rain. It's such a clear night-the rain is washing everything
clearer than usual. I'm so thirsty, but I can't swallow. If I could cry I'd be alright
-that's all it is. I should have cried, I should have screamed, ten years ago. But
I wouldn't break.
Turning, to go through the straitgate. The place deserted. Where the hell do we
go. Oh no-I didn't expect bars. I won't be locked up, I shouldn't have come here.
But a twinkling young man rattles his keys and ushers us in. Life is fun. Past a
dormitory-dark shapes lying heavy. Into a big room-the windows too high up
to see out of. The wall tells us: Female Ward One. You're not even a woman
here.
"The psychiatrist will be along shortly, Mrs Wilson. How do you feel about
staying with us for a while?"
"I don't feel anything."
He arrives with a flourish. A handsome man.
"Now, Mrs Smith ..."
He's seeing how I react to that. I stare him in the eye, refuse to react.
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"Oh, I'm sorry, it's Mrs Wilson, isn't it. Dr Smith has given me some details.
Would you mind leaving your husband for a few minutes and I'll interview you
over there."
Watch him talking to John. John seems confused by it all. It's all simple-if I
stay here I'll die. I've got to get out. Around the room are half-finished handyworks-got to keep those drugged fingers slowly busy. I'll go round the bend if
I'm kept in here.
Here he is. Writing down facts.
"Two girls and two boys-you were lucky."
God's been good to me, I smile agreement. I've blocked his avenue. This is a
smart fellow who can decide whether I'm manic-depressive or schizophrenicwhether it's the devil or the deep blue sea. That's not for me. I've got to outwit
him and get home.
"Is it just these physical symptoms, or do you feel you have a problem you
need help with?"
"I did have a problem, but I saw a psychiatrist."
"What psychiatrist?"
"Violet von Marchi:."
"Sounds French. Is she?"
"I don't know what she is." Babylon the Great.
"Why didn't you go back?"
"Because I didn't want to see her again."
"What was your problem?"
"I hated people."
"What people?"
"Everyone. My parents, my doctor, my neighbours ... " Not everyone-not my
kids; not my sister.
"Why did you hate your parents?"
"They weren't good parents. Rows all the time."
"What about your doctor?"
"He's not a good doctor." He lets me get worse and worse-he didn't care.
"And the neighbours-not good?"
I laugh, I laugh at myself. Not just a pretty face, but a pretty good psychiatrist.
I did need one. I admit it now.
"I'm going home. If you make me stay here I'll curl up and die."
"It's up to you. You're the boss. I won't keep you here if you don't wish to
stay."
He's talking to John, who is looking more confused than ever.
Outside, breathing the deep relief of the outside air. The rain has stopped.
The windscreen sparkling with raindrops, each with a streetlight. The wipers
send them flying. All clear, we're on our way home. The kids won't even know
I've been gone. I can't cry, but laughing may serve as well.
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NOEL MACAINSH

The Collage-Principle in Recent
Australian Writing
When the word 'collage' is mentioned, one thinks of visual art. Many years ago,
in about the first decade of this century, artists such as Braque and Picasso began to
paste sections of newspapers, strips of variously textured paper and other objects
into their pictures. Indeed, the word 'collage' means to 'paste-on', and thus a technical designation became a concept for a method of artistic production, which has
penetrated since then into other disciplines as well. At that time, the new technique
was taken up immediately by the Italian Futurists and the Dadaists, both of which
continue to influence recent Australian poetry.l
Then, in the technique of photo-montage, understood as a collage of photoimages, fragments of images from the most diverse fields of reality were brought
into a new compositional unity, which was thought to correspond to the abruptness
and disparate nature of the reality from which the photographs came. The technique
of collage proved to be an apt medium for this reality; heterogeneous material
appeared in close proximity, was recorded simultaneously, formed a functional
unity; instead of the closed association of meaning, there emerged the open web of
function, claiming all its elements in one respect but leaving them quite untouched
in every other.
In the meantime, collage has developed far beyond its beginnings. In contemporary plastic art, agglomerations, box and furniture assemblages, such as those of
Luise Nevelson or Kalinowski, machine-assemblages such as of Tinguely, or Combine Paintings such as of Robert Rauschenberg, are commonplace knowledge.
In the pictorial arts, there has also been a step toward literature in the form of
manuscript-collage and, still more decisively, in the form of visual and so-called
concrete poetry. These developments in Australian poetry have been examined
elsewhere.2
The collage-principle, however, has its own history in literature. Lautremont's
famous model of a new poetry, which would take place when a sewing-machine
and an umbrella met on a dissection-table, has the character of collage. Lautremont
anticipates Marcel Duchamp's bicycle mounted on a stool: In both cases, heterogeneous elements, which, in the normal sense of living, have nothing to do with each
other, are united. What is most remote could be that which belongs closest. That
which is not already known to satiety through banal functional use produces the
strongest effect. Max Ernst, himself moved by a strong subliminal literary impulse,
brought the poetic model of Lautremont to an abstract formula, which was then just
as valid for the pictorial art of Surrealism, the literary form of which is also a CUfrent influence in Australian poetry. The poetry of Sylvia Kantarizis, for instance,
has been described as "incorporating the ethics of writing and the philosophy of
creativity" of the Surrealist movement.3 An explanation of this revival of surrealist
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influence in Australia is suggested by Neville Drury in an article "The Implications
of Magic in The Creative Process", published recently in New Poetry:
". . . Psychotropic drugs had opened the floodgate of subconscions imagery
revealing terrors, divine inspirations, exaggerated sexual fantasies, and a vast
new range of textures and colours. The importance of this breakthrough cannot
be over· estimated in terms of its stimulus for the artistic purpose. My point is
that no· one who had this sort of experience could ever meaningfully paint
run·of-the-milllandscapes or peddle trite and sentimental poetry or prose. The
breakthrough was one of intensity."4
One of the chief devices employed in the pursuit of this "intensity" is that of abrupt
transition on juxtaposition of disparate elements.
Max Ernst has remarked that "the approach of two (or more) apparently quite
foreign elements on a plane foreign to them provokes the strongest poetic ignition",
since, the more arbitrary the composition, "all the more certain is it that a complete or partial revaluation of the things will occur through the spark of poetry that
leaps over them." As Kris Hemensley writes:
" ... this is the way the poem goes along. A blue line by Basil Bunting or one of
Hockney's pretty splashes shake our pretentions without an excuse-me."
(A Sunday Jaunt)5
Michael Wilding's short stories also afford examples of such juxtapository effects.
In one of these stories, "An Afternoon for Political Dissidents in Texas", made up
eleven, brief, numbered slabs of text, the author introduces the unexpected, unexplained topic of "unicorns", drops this topic, then picks it up about a page later,
when he remarks:
"But, like I've been meaning to write ever since I began writing this, something
that should have come in the first sentence or second as a striking juxtaposition
to your (reintroduced now for the intended juxtapository effect) unicorns, I
was looking around for a simple fuck and someone with someone else, and
later someone talking about unicorns, that virginity stuff, wasn't what I
wanted at all."6
Here, there is juxtaposition of undistinguished people and a unique object, the
unicorn. Elsewhere in Wilding's work, in "Ted Berrigan Without a Pepsi'? the
order is reversed, where we are presented with the image of two distinguished artists
standing gazing at a banal object, namely an empty Pepsi bottle in a trash can. The
tendency of these juxtapositions as used by Wilding is to break up the reader's conventionally lulled response to their separate terms and provoke him to new responses.
Wilding is very skilled at such provocation.
As to the general method by which the tension between the heterogeneous elements is to be achieved, there is a difference of opinion, though the principle itself
is agreed upon. Surrealism trusts in the close coherence of somnambulistic chains
of association; the dream is its model, which unites the non-unifiable in a hidden
symbolic context. Dadaism uses pure-chance, stochastic structures and leaves it to
the reader or viewer, to create coherencies of meaning. Tristan Tzara proposed the
most radical recipe: "Take a newspaper. Take the scissors. Find an article the length
of the poem you want to make. Cut it out. Then cut each of its words out and put
them in a bag. Shake it. Then take one piece after the other out and copy it exactly.
The poem will be like you."
Hans Arp, Tzara's Dada-colleague in Zurich, applied an analogous method when
he let scraps of paper fall onto a surface and glued them in exactly the position that
they had, by chance, fallen into. The Australian poet, Jennifer Rankin, provides an
image of this approach in her "Poem for Hans Arp". Perhaps it is a self-image of
the poet herself:
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"For a week the wind has had its way
in the leaves of the gums outside our house
tearing the light
warping, throwing the pieces noisily through
Today watched by wind a woman
walks the broad expanse and stooping
sifts the chance patterns of the sun."
(Poem for Hans Arp)8
And Robert Adamson is drawn, in "The Glorious Lie", to the mysteries of the dice
as a principle of poetic composition, "Le hasard n'entame pas un vers, c'es! la grand
chose",9 and:
" ... through storm
tails fans
of memory
through gale whipped wave to appear there
where the dice falls"lo
Here, more than in other kinds of writing, it is the activity of the viewer or reader,
that brings the picture or text into being. K. L. Macrae, reviewing a book of Futurist manifestos, in New Poetry,11 asks if it would not be correct to say that the
Futurist demand that the reader "structure his own response" is a concept essential
to an appreciation of what has happened in any distinctively modern artistic movement. Whereas normally it is the intention of a specific, predetermined meaning that
guides the selection and syntactic ordering of the language-material, here the reference to meaning, a logical order of the text-material offered, is only produced
subsequently by the reader. A short piece from a collage· text in "The Darkening
Ecliptic", by Ern Malley (pseudonym of James McAuley and Harold Stewart),
may illustrate this idea. The excerpt given here was made up, as is well-known, by
the two authors using materials taken at random from disparate sources, including
an army-manual on control of mosquito-infestation:
"Swamps, marshes, borrow-pits and other
Areas of stagnant water serve
As breeding grounds ..." Now
Have I found you, my Anopheles!
(There is a meaning for the circumspect)
Come we will dance sedate quadrilles,
A pallid polka or a yelping shimmy
Over these sunken sodden breeding-grounds!
We will be wraiths and wreaths of tissue paper
To clog the Town Council in their plans.
Culture, forsooth! Albert, get my gun."
(Culture as Exhibit)21
The present writer has long since learned to keep a low profile when present in the
discussion of such texts. Unskilled readers, particularly imaginative non-literary
artists, often appear to find considerable pleasure and meaning in these works. A
'close' reading, however, finds frustrating absurdities.
References to meaning in such a kaleidoscope of collaged language-elements can
be found to some extent because the reader is motivated by his own latent wishes for
meaning and because of the tension of unfulfilled expectations of meaning with
which he must live, even though his own powers are perhaps not capable of achieving meaning. The open pattern of meaning of such a text offers itself to him for
individual completion. The reversal of the normal speech-process often makes it
possible for sufficient communication to occur simply through the semantic plasticity of words and through the fact that logical statements do not unconditionally
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demand grammatically complete sentences but can be complimented by verbal
promptings and indications of the situation in which they appear.
Our words, chiefly nouns and verbs, store more of potential meaning than can
become actual each time in a sentence. Thus dictionaries are obliged only to approximate the limits of the semantic field of a word, and the best dictionaries and guides,
such as Fowler's, supplement their information by giving typical cases of usage of a
word. Every word is ready to take up new nuances of meaning in the actual associations of a text, even if these nuances were not previously in use. As Finola Moorhead
remarks, "The creative user of words knows ... that his purple word can become
green in a chosen context."13 A word is not married to a specific meaning; it is
always capable of taking up semantic displacements. The same word can even
carry quite different meanings, as with 'spring', 'top', 'bowl'. Conversely, a specific
meaning can be conveyed by various words. This semantic plasticity is the prerequisite for economy of language: with a limited vocabulary, an indefinite range
of new meanings and contents can be produced. This property of plasticity characterises its instrumental character. Or, as the Melbourne poets Walter Billeter and
John Jenkins put it, quoting from Hans Arp:
Words take up the scent of wrong and right words
Often the wrong words are the right words.1 4
And Finola Moorhead again, reflecting on the role of the sentence, states that the
previous way of writing, in which "The next sentence would express the next whole
thought in the logical order of their arguments or descriptions" is "an autocratic
and imperialistic way of writing." She states:
"The role of the sentence has changed. Indeed the sentence in contemporary
work can survive without making sense in itself and often without tense. One
word, any word, can be posed between two full stops and although it is not an
exclamation we will accept it. We will understand it. We will not accuse the
author of laziness or obscurity. Yes he has broken rules, not our rules, but rules
which preclude the author has control of the knowledge he is dealing with."
(Who Cares About the Sentence?)15
In contrast to all the other functional instruments of civilisation that we use,
language has not only an historical quality but its instrumental value resides precisely in the tension between remembering and forgetting and again remembering,
which characterises the historical consciousness. A meaning emerges, is used, and
then becomes blurred, but remains nevertheless as a potential of recollection, so
that it can be used again, either itself or one of its variants, or perhaps as a metaphor.
The peculiarity of linguistic forms of collage depends on this dynamic, historical
character of the language-material. Although words behave elastically in terms of
actual meaning, great areas of recollection also guide their use in speech at the
same time, along with the decisions of meaning already made. This is made clear
when, for example, we think of the force of English rhymes on words such as 'love'
and 'heart', a force once felt strongly but which nowadays only exists as a relic of
the past. Although semantic plasticity and historical storage of meaning appear to
contradict each other, they are in fact two aspects of the same matter: words can
only enrich their field of meaning because they are not fixed on one meaning, and
words can always be referred to new nuances and shifts of meaning because they
always function in a field of historically differentiated meanings, which gives each
new application its semantic place-value. It is only in relation to this background
of meanings that the new meaning finds its precise place. If Tristan Tzara recommends that we make a poem out of words arranged in random sequence, then he is
relying on the words to bring not only their autonomous fields of meaning but to
suggest previously unseen relations of meaning in the new context because they are
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not rigidly confined to unique meanings. This property is constitutive for visual or
so-called 'concrete' poetry.
Also, stereotyped usage is part of the economy of speech, beginning with simple
phrasing such as "The radiant bride" or "He was lost in thought", then leading
through idiomatic formulas which have a quite specific meaning differing from the
direct meaning, such as "He lost the thread" or "It dawned on him", up to proverbial
coinings which save the user trouble in finding his own formulations and justify him
by traditional reference. A statement such as "Where there's smoke there's fire" is
intelligible without further ado because of its being a general possession of those who
speak English. We know what Kris Hemensley means when he writes of:
" ... poetry's proprietors
slinging shit at us who've long ago
made the first heav ..."
(The Coffee-Flavoured Milk) 16
Standardised formulas (if not the latter example) are indispensible in daily use
of language. Their usage however is not always intended to convey truths about the
world so much as to short-circuit inquiry, promote habit, lull the hearer, screen out
or filter a difficult outer world, neutralise unwanted response. Meaning in language,
and direct experience of the world, can diverge from each other, as is well known,
in propaganda, ideology, lies, advertising. This splitting or warping of consciousness
is a constant factor of our lives. We live more or less consciously in a reality
impregnated with speech-stereotypes and repeatedly experience the shock that
originates from what it in fact copies. The situation is complicated by the languagefilters being adjusted to the experience of shock; in fact they are orientated on it,
are stimulated by it, and thereby absorb it. Reality is translated into the brief linguistic version and thereby awakens an impression in the recipient of being exposed to
reality and of being equal to it. Even a literature that is proud of its hard realism is
participant in this process of softening the impact of reality.
This situation of language and reality is not to be met by simple reflection; rather
the encrusted forms of language must be brought into a version that corresponds to
their reality. These forms must be dealt with like fragments of reality. This means,
above all, that they must be driven out of the complacency which accompanies conventional phraseage, into a hardening, an objectification, and lose their character
of wholeness and meaning created by the recipient, so that the recipient can recognise their relation to reality when confronted with this truth of his language-forms.
The forms of language now appear to him as that which they really are, namely,
objects among other objects, arbitrary phrases, objectified material available for
new formal intentions. Language-collage and collage-texts become possible.
It is characteristic that, in many literary texts made up of collage-elements, the
impulse to penetrate the illusionist fabric of language with the new, shocking technique is intended to allow the reader to experience a divisive reality. Tim Thome
expresses one aspect of this when he writes:
At lunchtime you can read all the signs
More clearly. Jesus saves! Bank on the Wales!
Drive-in! Give way! You knew they weren't decreed
By the men who painted them or drove the nails.
(Launceston) 17
The language-material that is used for collage-texts either originates or purports to
originate from common social possession, even if the particular 'society' is a subgroup of the wider world. It can deal with quotations from speeches, newspapers,
books, announcements, and so on. It can use turns of phrase, proverbs, and also
individual words with a characteristic content. There is a multiplicity of composiWESTERLY, No.2, JUNE. 1978
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tional forms of language-collages. Their elements can be assembled into a prior
narrative context, as in certain novels, or collage-elements can appear within a
textual plan alongside other forms of text as a unique layer of text, or an entire text
can be assembled from collaged quotations on a given theme. The following extract,
for instance, is entrely collaged from newspaper reports on the musical rock-group,
Skyhooks:
" ... a sensitive thoughtful guy and there's no wonder Greg can come up with
some of the startling moral fabric on "Living in the Seventies" calling for a daylong influx of congratulatory telephone calls increasing advocacy of fornication
infidelity homosexuality with considerable trepidation to future possibilities
of similar national disasters on infinitely greater magnitude continuously
throughout Australia a nation of gluttons and guzzlers while much of the world
bends under the yoke of grinding poverty and 'gay' liberation invades our
churches and our legislation
and the old building which is almost a classic monument in Sydney rocked
and rolled while Australians took stock of the moral social political spiritual
direction in which they are heading but come on let's be serious no girl old
enough to wear Clearasil keeps the seat warm when Skyhooks play fortunately they still have time through deep thought and resolute action and
within seconds the stage was strewn with under-developed and over-developed and over-excited teenage girls swept with the horror of national
disaster collapsing in the ruins of internal rot while time runs out ... "
(National Disaster Peril)l8
The heterogeneous juxtapositions, shown here in a unifying flow of text, present
a continuing struggle between tendencies to unification and dissimilation, generating both information and provocation of the reader to 'contain' the cultural split
so objectified here.
Finally, elements of text can appear kaleidoscopically without a given theme and
without a pre-determined plan; it being left to the reader to establish relationships.
In the limiting case, there are collage-texts that operate only with the roots of words,
and others in which the word-material is further destroyed in correspondence with
the tendency to objectification. The following extract, taken from Westerly exemplifies this destruction as a parodistic version of political language:
" ... ul al ent ic ion etc.
Respectful mutual national political independent
territorial peaceful economic social cultural
integral international regional collaboration
Collaborative regional international integral
cultural social economic peaceful independent
territorial political national mutual respect
Respectful mutual national political independent
integral international regional peaceful
territorial economic social cultural collaboration
Collaborative regional economic peaceful
independent etc.
ive al ic ul ent etc."
(Tripartite Political Poem) 19
The text also may largely keep its traditional form and chronologically reach its
intended aim while still using collage. Thus T. W. Shapcott's text, "Brisbane
Walking", which narrates experiences linked by the theme of 'walking', employs a
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variety of collage-elements. The following extract incorporates pre-given linguistic
features of the city-environment:
"Two dollars ninety nine Twenty Nine Dollars Ninety
these clothes are not meant to be worn they remain in windows
who will ever wear them? old stock discounted in bulk
by stock-control-cards who will wear the mistakes
the SPECIAL MARK DOWN leftovers,
this street next street cross and cross-hatch the city
(call this warehouse park, we will put a tarpaulin over
metropolis) sell us many pummel us with many
many money manny mummy mug I help you and you help me
(where are my hands?) credit is available (they have gone)
terms finance (my hands) business accommodation (my hands they have gone)
the credit houses (stumps) cooperative staff (no feeling, stumps)
service industry ready to serve (not to feel the loss) (where are my hands)
comfortmaster sedan with inbuilt (it's when I lose my body)
sales tax to save the economy (no no not dead) we are saved
(no feel) (dead) high trades for last year's model (but I had eyes)
lease of hirepurchase that is (and to touch) deposit (even tongue-tip then)
(they have gone) (no feel) (no"20
The collage-elements here have a documentary character; they convey atmosphere
and spotlights on the modern metropolis, and they form, by means of the unmediated juxtaposition of the quotations with the narrative, an often grotesque impression of the lack of relation in great agglomerations of people. Another narrative, that
of Chris Wallace-Crabbe's "The Shapes of Gallipoli", also employs collage-elements, this time prose-extracts from letters and reports as well as verse-quotation
and reported speech, applied not to an immediate subject of the author's experience
but to a specific event in Australia's historical past. The crudities of first-person
diggers' vernacular are abruptly juxtaposed with the literacy of Monash's report
home:
" ... Was there another Troy for us to burn?
Quinn's Post and Courtney's were nothing more
than stony, fatal, cramped,
vermin-paraded
varieties of nothing.
From the observation parapet
Sarge told us he could see
miles of shitcoloured fuck-all.
And Monash wrote home: We allow the men great freedom in dress. You
know what "shorts" are? They are khaki overalls, cut down so as to finish four
inches above the knee like a Scotman's trews. These worn with short underpants, and with boots or puttees, look really well, the leg showing from two
Inches below to four inches above the knee and soon getting as brown as the
face and hands. I have dressed like that for some weeks, with khaki shirt and
no collar or tie. As to the men, they all wear the same kit as the above, but no
shirts, no puttees and no socks, so you see there is nothing left but the boots
and trews, and so they go about in the sun all day, and are already blacker
in the skin than the Turks or our Hindu muleteers. We have dropped the
Churchill way of rushing in before we are ready and hardly knowing what we
are going to do next.
Hey, Corporal,
look, it's alright.
Poor bugger, he's dead beat,
leave him alone, Corp.
We'll look after his possie
till he comes good,
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dinky-di we will
so don't you dob him in
whatever you do,
please, Corporal.
Dardanelles

Dardanians

Trojans

Turks ... "21

Neither of these narratives, "Brisbane Walking" and "The Shapes of Gallipoli", are
however successful as a whole, since there are two conflicting aesthetics present in
each work. The authorial intrusion in the form of ideological comment in each case
is a disturbing anachronism, appropriate to the concept of the 'closed' work of art,
which clashes with the 'open' concept of the collage-principle. This latter concept
implies that the author's comment, his ideology, is of no more status than the
other elements of the collage and simply enters with them, when presented at aU,
in an epiphany of open structure presented to the reader for completion. Such a
concept implies a stance outside the 'reality' implied by the authorial intrusion,
which it relativises as epiphenomenal. Consciousness, so implies the 'open' text, is to
be widened beyond ideological 'containment'. These two works just given, representative of a large number of such mixed forms, are interesting as examples of transition
in the work of older poets.
The 'purer' forms can be found everywhere in the works of new and younger
writers in Australia, which is not so say that the quality of these qualitatively different works is always high. A typical example perhaps is a text of Laurie Duggan's,
which begins:
"In Hernani, the Post Office
"Counter-cultural Americans are
just as mad as straight Americans"
people marooned in their time
- THIS IS A C.W.A. TOWN Watch It!
"He wasn't an arrogant sort of bloke
- - - - - - - After Federation
when they decided they'd need a few
laws"
barking up the wrong tree . . ."
(Marijuana Christmas}22
The text proceeds in this manner for five pages, noting a v;triety of phenomena,
external, internal, like a Husserlian philosopher attempting the phenomenological
reduction, that is 'bracketing out' the interpretative activity of the mind, or else like
a Buddhist meditator practising 'bare mindfulness' of thought, bare mindfulness of
feeling, bare mindfulness of seeing, and so on. With such a reading experience, the
reader has the possibility of intuiting the state of consciousness (,stoned') appropriate to these particulars, not, as is customary, of channelling energy away from
insight and intuition into conjecture and fantasy. The 'open' poem pertains to the
openness of "Now", is not bound by a concept of relationship of present to past
and future, but lives in the present, which is everywhere and rife with new situations
challenging consciousness to expand, without prior labelling. Stephen Murray, an
emerging young Sydney poet states that
" ... the poem slides from a rift between spiritual factions. The atmosphere of
the poem lies in the alloy of sense percepts we derive from Ares and his charge
but is non-violent. This is a melodic conflict through which the complete man
emerges, in his modern car, impressing the soil with a new tread ... "23
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And John Forbes, writing of Laurie Duggan's poetry in particular, states'
" ... Duggan recognises that any interpretation is a 'myth' in the denigratory
sense of the word because the complexity of the event, the 'history', is so much
greater than any particular meaning it might have. In this, like Olson he's
overcome the subject/object dichotomy that's made most of our History into
a metaphor of meaning ... "24
That of course is a large claim, but it indicates at least the tendency of his work.
Its innermost principle, as with so much of the 'new' writing, is utopian; it revolts
against the domination of definition; it longs to become a reality in itself, even
while polemicising against precisely that empirical reality which it incorporates and
whose equal if wishes to become. The more it takes into itself the heterogeneous
and foreign, the more it becomes a mere thing among other things; something that
nobody knows really what it is.
A glance at a popular newspaper shows us that this basic structure of collage
belongs to our daily experience and that we are already prepared to accept such a
structure without further ado. Not only the heterogeneous, but the contradictory,
appear together on the one page, held together by only the formal fact of the same
date. The literary collage is able to make this structure visible and readable. Its
location is both imminent and transcendent at the same time, and, in this respect,
it distinguishes itself from the daily newspaper: it steps in and creates distance, it
conveys fragments of reality with the purpose, not only of conveying, but of making
us conscious of the tension of the intervening space, whereas the newspaper as it
were draws in our gaze and lets it spring on further, without bringing the reader to
reflect on the whole. The newspaper is, in any case, the negative model of a textcollage, in so far as it assembles heterogeneous and pre-formulated elements of text.
Naturally, a newspaper is not conceived of as a collage; quite to the contrary, every
editor troubles himself, by means of selection and combination of the content of
news, then by his own contribution to formulation, to follow a specific editorial
line, which tends to an overall picture, aimed at a particular interpretation of reality,
of whatever kind. The apparent collage-character of the newspaper is editorially
overlaid and, where possible, erased in favour of an agreement of information and
statement within a world-view that more or less sharply glimmers in the background.
There is no newspaper in which this anti-collage affect is not effective. This begins
with the selection of words and ends with the lay-out.
Literary collage tends in the opposite direction. It is not concerned to cover a
given world-view with a thousand tiles of mosaic until it fits, but, by means of
striking combination of the uncombinable, to let what is new and unexpected appear,
something previously unimaginable with other means. Whereas the newspaper,
basically, is always concerned with justifying what one already knows anyhow and
with deflecting the reader's need for innovation onto what is sensational, and that
usually means, onto an experience without further consequence, since it is offered in
isolation, namely as pure sensation - whereas the newspaper is basically conservative, even when it presents itself as progressive, collage destroys right from the start
every thematically pre-formulated program and makes the intervening spaces free.
With the given material, with the fragments of an all too well-known reality, it produces by its own method 'another' reality, which not only brings out the inner
nature of the fatally known world, but furthermore suggests the pattern and forms
of play of a new, unworn, perhaps only momentarily attainable world, perhaps
attainable only in this artificial, artistic medium. Collage contains not only criticism;
it simultaneously turns what is criticised into a form that is again perceptible and
graspable.
Including the phenomena of language that occur in it, the world of civilisation
exhibits the character of a vast collage. Our current, general stock of language is
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itself of the same inner disparate nature as a wall of posters: Its abrupt discontinuites result from the fact that we are obliged incessantly to use fixed patterns of
speech, stereotyped expressions that have emerged mostly in situations of a quite
different character, but which are almost indifferently usable for us now. Our language is already like collage. For some time now our literature has had to reckon
with this effect, and has indeed sensed the obligation to point it up and make it
drastic.
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ROD MORAN

Country Pub
They gather nightly like their cows,
strain hard against
the bar's old fence
for the near company,
the next paddock's herd.
But this one in particular,
eye-brows like weed,
eyes blank at endless days
in the green paddock's
small square of world,
cuts out from the rest;
leaves a thicket of elbows,
the furrows of talk,
standing silent at the window.
Nothing happens outside,
except the rain.
He moves back to the bar;
the herd shuffles, makes way,
murmurs a welcome,
huddling, backs to the wind.
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ROSEMARY DOBSON
after Olga Berggolts

Indian Summer
Pale sun, gentle heat:
there is a season of different light,
the rival of the spring's delight.
We call it Indian Summer.
Gently an airborne cobweb
lights on the lifted face.
Birdsong protracts its grace.
The flowers blaze with omens.
Thunderstorms die in distance,
the fields still smell of rain
and I rejoice again,
no longer bitter, jealous.
This wise and gentle season
I hold in joy. My love,
greet, speak to me. The grove
is silent, stars more brilliant.
See, no more stars are falling,
it's time for us to part;
to hold against the heart
love, pity and forgiveness ....
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DA VID CAMPBELL
After Olga Berggolts

Indian Summer
There is a season of special light,
Of pale suns, of the tenderest heat.
Indian Summer is what we call it
And swear that spring herself is not more sweet.
A feathered cobweb on an upturned face
Oh so carefully is alighting ...
Luxuriant, fierce, the flower· beds blaze.
Resonant small birds, delaying, sing.
Downpours have long stormed off. Earth smells
Of quiet and dark fields of grain.
Rarely if bitterly am I jealous.
Glances can bring brief happiness again.
Ah wise and generous season, I
Take you in my arms ... yet still
Cry out, where are you? To our call
The stars are stem, the woods will not reply.
The time of falling stars is ending,
It's time to part for a century ...
And only now have I an understanding
Of our need to love, forgive, to say goodbye.
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ROSEMARY DOBSON
After Natalia Gorbanevskaya

Belyaevo-Bogordskoye
Outside the capital city of winds and eddies
where howling wolves echo my cry of love,
where only snow's light falling marks the snow-drift
there, where the door-bell rattles like a chain
and laughter like a clattering horseshoe rings
and scalding tears fall, light and hot and bitter
like sleds that slip down over a curve of snow,
slip down and dry on cheeks and leave no traces ....
Oh city of tears and dreams upon the wind.

DA VID CAMPBELL
After Natalia Gorbanevskaya

Belyaevo-Bogorodskoye
The wind's suburban capital
Where snow beats a track in snow,
Where love is answered by the wolf's howl
And laughter is as remote as horseshoes;
Where doorbells ring like chains chiming
And tears, hot and bitter, flow:
Down the white hill, like sleds, they go
To freeze on cheeks in the freezing airCity of windy dreams and tears.
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R. K. PRETTY
Acropolis, Summer Sunday
Acropolis, summer Sunday:
tourists on the rocks
posing in the heat
snap their connections
with all of fluted history
and stumble over rubble
towards the bus.
In -the orthodox jangle of the bells
the bleaching city shimmers, grows elusive,
distant ....
in 1823
the turkish garrison
beleaguered on this rock
pulled these columns
block from block
to melt the interlayered lead
for shot; and men were killed
by ancient genius, skilled
at marble exploitation.
The ruins are all around
sprawled like women raped
and left to rot.
The bells wrangle in the glare;
the tourists gape and stumble
or stand dwarfed by columns
giving way to nothing;
unroofed, the inner vacuum
jangles with the bells.
Given free passage
the troops withdrew
red-faced under their fez;
they left a marble shell
empty as an aching tooth ....
The harsh heat saps the blood
leaves the city
in the grip of a withered hand.
Down in the Plaka
the summer horde
buy their plastic replicas
their girls and Domestika;
generous in their occupation
they capture the city on paper
and leave only change behind.
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KEN LIBERMAN
Kalgoorlie
Australiatight lipped old ladies
out-doing each other in their propriety,
the bourgeois penchant for
Upper Class correctness.
Vacuous men
with exaggerated self-esteem
inherited from the British.
My boss complains:
"I didn't have an upbringing,
I had a training".
The clipped gait cracks the sidewalkthe square shoulders and strength of character.
The reliability,
the thoroughness,
the consistent industry,
and amidst all this authority
the Aboriginals sit on the ground,
in the dirt, talking.
With rubber sandals or bare feet,
they pad loosely, silently ...
This morning I went for my daily run.
In shorts and Adidas, I asked
two ladies for the time
and of a sudden, the time
had become improper.
What ails this White Race?
I jogged on and passed an Italian lady.
She smiled at my youth and health
and gave me the time.
Only I worry for her children, who will
deny they are Italian
and grow up to be correct.
Already modem Aboriginal
youths
play at propriety.
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HELEN DANIEL

Politics and "Weltanschauung"Walter Adamson's 'The Institution'

At the start of The Institution, Schiller acknowledges the futility of trying to
discuss with the attendants taking him to Professor Longbeard's institution,
"politics and Weltanschauung". The struggle to evolve a new Weltanschauung
in the midst of the chaos and indifference with which humanity rushes to its
end is the informing concern of the novel. Unable to discover meaning in the
universe and unable to believe in posterity in a world where time is short, Schiller
has retreated to the institution where 'one can do what one can', where there is
for a time a refuge, before the outer disorder inexorably bearing down on it,
transforms it into a microcosm of itself. The narrative hovers between the surrealistic and the realistic, initially focusing on Schiller's experience as he adjusts
to the institution, drawing his confinement around him like a cloak and willingly
accepting his displacement from the wasteland beyond its walls. Later the narrative
broadens out as we see the political events exploding in a world indifferent to its
own destruction, throwing up an image of fear and horror sprung too late from
indifference, of a world where reality can no longer be assumed.
Adamson has referred to the novel's "dangerous mixture of surrealism and
realism"l and it is indeed risky, yielding at times a jagged structure, shifting
roughly at times from one direction to another, with the absurdist elements
cutting into the harshly realistic. Yet it is also an urgent and compelling mixture
that has the effect of tearing away levels and veils of meaning to explore the way
reality is apprehended in a moribund world. The novel recalls the work of the
so-called 'comic apocalyptic school', writers such as Barth, Pynchon and Vonnegut,
in whose work
the tragic, the violent and the comic are interwoven. The conventions of the
realistic novel may be upheld, but only for as long as it suits the author; at
any moment they may be undermined by some unashamedly fantastic or
surrealist device. The characters are in no sense 'rounded' or 'substantial';
they are presented like the boldly drawn two-dimensional figures in a comic
strip, with no question of 'freedom' or 'opaqueness' about them. The author
is a whole-hearted manipUlator, whose consciousness of what he is doing
dominates the whole novel. And his powers of manipulation frequently extend
to the reader, who is likely to be involved in every kind of trap and mystification. There is often a pervasive sense of disaster, that mayor may not be
brought to fruition.2
1. In conversation, September 3rd, 1976.
2. p.98 Bernard Bergonzi: The Situation of the Novel, Pelican, 1972.
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In characterising this 'school', Bernard Bergonzi also points out its invocation of
the "paradoxes of identity" and its comic doomsday vision. While The Institution
carries echoes of David Ireland's The Flesheaters in its surrealistic conception of
the institution and its playing on the ambiguities of sanity and insanity, its purpose
clearly extends beyond that into an exploration of apocalyptic and ontological
issues, suggesting its kinship with the comic apocalyptic writers.
The opening scene suggests Schiller's submission before an ineluctable fate yet
a cool detachment that seems paradoxical. Wryly amused by the need for the
stretcher, faintly relieved that neighbours are not watching and only mildly curious
about his precise destination, he seems to wearily accept his displacement from the
known world. It is a restrained opening, quickening interest in the nature of his
journey but through a detached and muted style. In the early chapters it becomes
clear that Schiller has deliberately "drawn attention to his condition"3 and has,
by an act of choice yet under some obscure compulsion, sought refuge at the
institution. The opening scene is compelling, holding in balance Schiller's weary
submission yet lingering reluctance and generating a mood one recognises as
integral to the novel's concerns. His adjustment to the institution is charted
through two of the central motifs of the novel, the concept of time and mirror
images, which, together with the surrealistic concept of music without instruments,
constitute the framework of Adamson's exploration of man's apprehension of
reality. This sequence sustains the ambivalence generated in the opening scene,
suggestive of both Schiller's welcoming the release and yet his struggle for relinquishment.
In the first consultation with the hirsute Dr Esau, our sense of Schiller's lucidity
and sharp logic couples with the delight of his attempt to convince Esau of his
fitness for the institution (as four-time wife-poisoner and professional stamp
collector). The scene offers a blend of a witty toying with logic and the palpable
absurdity of Schiller's contentions, of Esau's patient questioning that shifts rapidly
into tightening impatience and of a delicate wit playing over a stereotyped situa,tion. Schiller's motives remain obscure, heightening interest in his purpose, yet the
focus shifts steadily to the nature of the institution and its relations with the
outside world. The gap between institution and outside world is insisted upon,
even the militaristic Matron refusing to disclose Professor Longbeard's name "in
reality" because that is no longer pertinent. The all-important pencil, emblem of
the newcomer, is issued to Schiller as an interim gesture to his dependence on the
marking off of time. Yet in an institution where calendar, clock, paper and mirrors
are banned, where twelve months must elapse before the pencil can be sharpened,
it is a fragile link with a sense of time, all too easily lost. The scene of Toneless's
breaking the pencil carries climactic overtones even as Schiller almost welcomes
the loss of pencil and his consequent absorption into the community, no longer
marked out as newcomer.
The Gemini's secret hoard of mirrors introduces the motif of the mirror image
of the self, both through their easy playing on the Chimpanzee's dependence on
his reflected self and through the common identity of the Gemini themselves, a
rich and highly inventive creation. Their common self, through which Adamson
explores man's dependence on the mirror reality of space and time, is
a situation which is quite impossible outside, where even the identity of the
single individual has been in question for years. Their admission to Prof.
Longbeard's institution had therefore been necessary in the interest of humanity. (p. 81)
3. p.7 The Institution-all references to the 1976 Outback Press edition, translated by Sonja
Delander.
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At the outset, the portrayal of the institution runs a fine line between a realistic
psychiatric hospital, whose inmates are those offensive to or affronted by the outer
world, and a symbolic refuge from the outer world. The early chapters generate,
in a way that comes to seem characteristic of the novel, an expectation which later
events then question, here the expectation that the changes wrought by Schiller's
arrival in an enclosed world will be the informing concern of the novel-the classic
disturbing element of the newcomer. The novel plays on the ambiguities of sanity
and the attitudes of the social order outside which fathers and relies on the existence of the institution: the Gemini are a threat to conceptions of identity and
Schiller has been declared "dangerous in the long run"; so too Toneless's convictions about music must have threatened and the dwarf has both refused to
conform to group pressure and proved an irritant to the conscience of a neatly
ordered society. By their 'insanity', the inmates have symbolically, if not actually,
broken the bond with reality and the narrative spills over into issues of freedom
and the constrictions of reality. The dwarf explains the nature of freedom there:
'Here it is not like outside, where there is no freedom.'
'Is there any here? Can one do as one pleases?'
'That I didn't say either,' the dwarf replied stubbornly.
'So there is no freedom here either?'
'You are wrong, Mr. Schiller. Here, everybody can do what he can. You
can also want what you want. But you can do that outside as well. But there
you cannot also do what you can, and here you can. And that is our freedom. Great, isn't it?' (p.29)
The philosophy of the institution, the principle of freedom within the scope of the
capability of each individual, would be unremarkable were it not for the erosion
of that most elementary conception of freedom in the outside world. (When the
dwarf later returns to the institution, he explains, "'I couldn't stand it for long
... that may be alright for normal people. But it would drive me insane.' " p. 179)
There is then insistence on the gap between the world of the institution and that
outside, accompanied by enclosure in the world of the institution itself, as though
the outer world were, with Schiller's departure from it, no longer impinging on
the narrative.
The concept of music without instruments is early introduced, with Schiller
initially incredulous and angry at what he construes as the mockery of the
Gemini's playing without instruments. Through the skilfully controlled concert
scene, Adamson suggests Schiller's awakening commitment to music without
instruments without losing the element of satire and mockery. Adamson's control
of this scene allows a balance between ridicule of the audience and yet a restrained
and supportive approach to Schiller's participation. It is a balance that is extended
and developed in the novel as Schiller's commitment grows and the outside world
vacuously espouses it as a new fad. This central concept in Schiller's quest for a
new Weltanschauung is thus introduced with a control that allows its significance
to grow through the novel yet with that rich absurdist humour that underpins the
narrative as a whole.
From focusing on Schiller's experience at the institution and his disturbance of
its routine in a way that culminates in an uprising, with the return of Professor
Longbeard, the narrative sharply and suddenly broadens out to encompass the
outside world. From what seemed the lightly absurd concert and its aftermath,
from what seemed a concern with Schiller's experience in the institution, Adamson
turns to the disorder outside and thus to the urgency of finding some world view
that can accommodate the imminent destruction of man and his universe. It is
an abrasively effective shift, heightened by the casual, dismissive acceptance of
the necessity for mass exterminations with which it begins. Professor Longbeard
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later traces a chain of causality from Schiller's playing the piano on his first night
through to the explosion of events outside, a chain moving through the smuggled
review of the trio's performance. The narrative line works through a series of
unashamed contrivances and accidents of circumstance, an absurdist image of the
ease with which the end of mankind may be reached. The scenes of fear and
horror in the outside world, fear sprung from indifference too late to matter and
horror become the norm too quickly to avert its spread, are futuristic-but of a
future one knows may not always be fiction.
The narrative of events outside the institution is at times fragmented and jerky,
shifting from one scene to another unevenly, with an acceleration of time, but it
does have the inner unity of being tied, however improbably, to the Chimpanzee's
experience. Through his relation to the Adviser, the pattern of coincidence and
accident is boldly set forth: the knowledge of the extermination program filters
through society to provoke demonstrations, fighting and anarchy; with it, the
persecution of dwarfs and the assassination of the President; then the acceleration of events under the Generalissimo and his negotiations with the V.R.C.F.;
finally, the polite and altruistic destruction of cities begins, extending the small
scale exterminations to the ultimate end. While the rush of mankind to destruction is sharpened by the grim humour and absurdity of events, its impact derives
too from the continuing contrast with the gentle and stable world of the institution, where even the passage of time seems slow and attuned to a different
continuum from the rapid sequence of causality in the outer world.
Despite the vigour of the portrayal of the political events and the impact of
such a vision of the end mankind is working towards, the imaginative centre of
the novel remains the institution and its inmates. The political events are crucial
to the narrative, bespeaking the urgency of a new conception of reality and
exposing the nature of that compUlsion under which Schiller has been driven to
the institution. Yet the significance of events outside depends entirely on the
balancing vision of Schiller and his recoil from the outer world: they derive their
coloration from the inventiveness of the institution scenes and the suggestiveness
of the inmates, not from any intrinsic power. The novel's emphasis on freedom,
time and mirror images takes on wider meaning given the outer chaos and the
link between the two worlds, Chimpanzee, thus becomes central to our understanding of the relation between them. The scenes of Chimpanzee's wandering
with U towards the institution become a way of exploring the pressures that led
SchnIer to it. Its symbolic nature emerges clearly in their conversations:
'Tell me, Chimpanzee, do you consider yourself to be quite normal?'
'Are you talking about inside or outside?'
'Does that make a difference?'
'Certainly.'
U was quiet again. During their walk he had lost all sense of time and
distance. They had often passed crossroads, and he had been surprised that
his small companion always went straight ahead, or to the left or the right
without hesitation. There were no signposts. Now they were again coming to
a fork in the road where they had the choice of three directions:
'How do you know,' he asked, 'whether we should go to the right or half
left, or the extreme left? You seem to know your way amazingly well.'
'No, I don't know my way at all. But it doesn't matter. All roads lead to
Longbeard. '
'That I don't understand.'
'Neither do I. But that's how it is.' So they walked on. (p.110)
There is an echo here of Schiller's detachment and acceptance as he waited for the
attendants, unquestioning but knowing; and it is echoed too in Adamson's remark,
"And so it is a good thing that Prof. Longbeard's institution exists. Because where
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else could one go when it comes to the point that one has to go there." (p.199)
Chimpanzee teaches U the freedom of its always being 3.15 and, in an idyllic
pastoral scene, they wander through a land of plenty, with a freedom in space
and time that suggests both yearning for a lost utopia and the contentment of
release from the confinement of reality, from the divisiveness of existence within
limits:
And so they continued timelessly. Or circularly, as happens in timelessness.
But the circle does not contain timelessness either; there is nothing that can
hold it. The timeless is also unlimited in space. The dwarf sensed that. The
burden of space and time, which had deformed his shoulders and cramped
his growth in a symbolic gesture, had fallen from him. For the first time in
his life he felt free. (p. 123)
His longing for a mirror image of himself has been exorcised by his new experience of the outer reality that only threatens and cramps him. From the pathetic
figure of the headwaiter preening before a mirror in quest of dignity, the dwarf
has become more a voice of Schiller than, as earlier, object of his pity. Chimpanzee becomes an image of man, hunched up and deformed, seeking a way back
to himself beneath the burden of space and time and his own assumptions of
what is real.
Duncan Williams has contended of modern art that
The frenzied attempts to create a new art form every month, the compulsive
hunt for novelty (not only in the arts but in almost every sphere of human
activity), the almost simultaneous acceptance and rejection of the latest, most
modish, experiment however perverse or abnormal it may be-all these are
symptomatic of a dying man's feverish attempts to clutch on to a swiftly
ebbing life. 4
In the outside world of The Institution, music without instruments has been
adopted as a cult and a social revolution in music follows, until it is declared
"degenerate art" by the Generalissimo (p. 134). The cycle of its adoption is
explored with acerbic humour yet an underlying irony that is suggestive of the
outer world's search for the new in a world gone sour, the frantic jostling for
position among the avant-garde and the grasping at meaning in a world that is
ending. Through cults, there is a struggle to stave off the knowledge of man's
finitude which has a new urgency and inexorability. It is a mark of Adamson's
achievement in the novel that the concept of music without instruments can be
the foundation of the most abrasive satire at the same time as it carries, through
Schiller's commitment to it, much of the deeper significance of the novel. Music
without instruments is at once an image of a failing world desperate for meaning
and, at the same time, an image of a search for a new Weltanschauung.
Nurse Helen recognises the nature of Schiller's commitment to music without
instruments and he is for her
An artist who transformed a work of genius from the depth of nothing to
an all-embracing reality; who needed to use no instruments to play creator
and draw fellow human beings into his spell. (p. 77)
From a reality that has become the "depth of nothing", Schiller reaches into an
inner world, an inner reality that relies neither on substance and space nor on
time. Initially, the concept of music without instruments seems delightfully absurd,
wittily explored with a paradoxical logic. In the conversation with the Gemini,
there is a curious logic:
4. p.19 Trousered Apes: A Study in the Influence of Literature on Contemporary Society,
Churchill Press, London, 1971.
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'They are probably waiting for us to play again,' Schiller said to the
Gemini.
'They can wait a long time,' they replied.
'I should be prepared to,' he commented.
'But we aren't. We don't want to overtax our instruments. They wear out,
you know.'
'On the contrary,' Schiller answered. 'A good instrument becomes better
through being played.'
'That's true. But not ours, because we play without them.'
'You've got a point there.' (p. 54)
The attention to logic however gradually reinforces the seriousness of Schiller's
commitment, accompanied as it is by an ability to discover beauty in the present
(p.80) because he can reach out beyond the confines of time and mirror images.
His address to U is one of the few passages where Schiller articulates the nature
of his quest (p. 197) but it is expressed with more precision in the earlier conversation with Nurse Helen, which 1 think is worth quoting in full:
She grabbed him by the arm, but let it go again at once. 'You must leave
here. You don't belong here. 1 have known it all along. 1 suspected it from
the day you came.'
'Let it be, child, let it be. There is no such thing as flight from here.'
'I know the way. The one the dwarf took. I'll lead you out. Tonight
already. I'll come with you.'
'Outside, well, yes. But that's not the problem. Deeper inside, that's what
it is all about. That's what I came here for.'
'I don't understand you.'
'We must go deeper inside. The road to freedom does not lead outside.
The road to truth does not lead to the stars. The sign of the macrocosm has
always fooled humanity, and lured it in the wrong direction. We fly to the
moon, to the planets. To new suns. What do we find? The same, always the
same. And whom do we meet at the end of our almost endless journey?' He
was quiet for a moment. She looked at him uncomprehendingly. 'Ourselves,
my child. You yourself, 1 myself. Each one himself. But if we want to find
freedom from ourselves, then we must not go outside, but deeper inside. This
room here in which we find ourselves is only the pretty facade. But the
essence of this institution, of this labyrinth of tangled passages and countless
rooms, this hidden essence lies somewhere deep in its inside. Hence no
mirrors, no clocks, no calendar. So that one should forever seek to finally
find.' (pp.128-9)
Of the inner world of the self, music without instruments is a symbol and, because
it is "in the irrational that life's reason made itself most felt" (p. 201), it proffers
also a new Weltanschauung that does not logically conduce to the end of mankind
and his universe.
Nurse Helen has insisted that Schiller does not belong in Professor Longbeard's
institution and this question is explored in part through the contrast of his purpose
wtih that of Professor Longbeard. Longbeard is in part a saviour, gathering into
the rock fortress those whose irrationality will not threaten survival; he is something of a teacher, the institution designed to teach its inmates about freedom
from time and space; he is also a dictator who brings the institution into an ironic
parallel with the outside world, shifting its watchword from "one can do what
one can" to " ... everybody in this institution may do what, in the interest of
security and the welfare of all the inmates of this institution, he can be allowed
to do." (p. 116); and he is a counterpart of the Generalissimo, forced to kill
those who built the rock fortress so that a few may survive when the time comes
to use it. At the Council meeting that initiates the new regime (a council whose
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membership is suggestive of the outer political world), he argues, in a deftly
satirised way, that the individual must be subordinated to the common goodand the institution must then become a counterpart of the outside world. A
repressive regime follows, with Longbeard as the triumphant dictator:
'The new era is right. The proof is here. Strong action, discipline, order!
Respect for the law, that's what the masses want! Outside as well as in here.
They'll conform. (p.146)
In determining upon such changes, Longbeard points to the chain of causes that
extend back to Schiller's arrival, a chain boldly plotted and manipulated, its effect
to stress the disjunction of Schiller's and Longbeard's purposes. Schiller, who
alone retains his 'real' name and is marked out from all inmates (whether patient
or staff, a distinction deliberately blurred), seeks a new Weltanschauung; Longbeard's aim is ultimately revealed as negative, a stay of execution in the rock
fortress, no more. When all inmates retreat into the rock fortress to be sealed
off forever, it is a "step from this relative reality into the really unreal; ... flight
from life into the last illusion where truth ends" (p. 127). In his address at the
rock fortress, Longbeard insists it is an honour to be insane because human
rationality led inevitably to the destruction of the universe. Adamson does not
conclude with such despair.
It seems inevitable that the novel must end with despair, with the small community in the fortress steadily dwindling-with a last desperate image of mankind. Yet, in a way that has come to seem characteristic of the novel's structure,
there is a shift of direction that demands a re-appraisal of all that has preceded.
StanBing as he stood at the start, Schiller is left waiting for the attendants to
take him to the institution. Adamson now reveals aspects of Schiller's life which
suggest that the institution and its inmates are the inner experience of Schiller,
blown up into a separate world: his sisters were identical twins, one of whom
had perished "When it had rained fire all over the world" (p.200); his grandfather and father were longbearded, hirsute, his mother a strict disciplinarian;
in his room stands a piano, his stamp collection, a painting of a large house and
a pile of closely written pages. Alan Brissenden objects to this shift at the end:
The point has already been made strongly enough that our present world
contains both Adamson's outside world and the Institution itself and this
conclusion is an unfortunate gimmick in a book which presents many of its
ideas with cool irony.5
Far from an "unfortunate gimmick", the ending I think lifts the novel beyond
that final despair that seemed inevitable. The central narrative is a surrealistic
conception of the present, an apocalyptic vision of the impulses of the present,
and the novel ends, not with despair, nor with affirmation (which could surely
seem only facile and evasive) but with a question. Schiller stands waiting for
the journey that is an ultimate recoil from reality and the novel questions, through
its ending, whether he must make that journey. If instead of indifference to his
fate man can recognise the implications of his present place in the universe,
perhaps the journey need not be made and perhaps man need not accommodate
universal destruction in his conception of reality. It is an ending that draws the
novel into a final, tight unity. It is also an ending that suggests Adamson's link
again with the 'comic apocalyptic school' for while this characteristically creates
"the foreboding of some total catastrophe or cosmic wreckage" and "a pervasive
5. "All the World's an Asylum", Review of The Institution, p.55 The Critic segment of
24 Hours: ABC FM Stereo, Vol. 1 No. 10, November 1976.
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sense of the preposterous: of the end of the world not only as imminent and
titanic, but also as absurd",6 yet it offers too a tentative hope:
... at the heart itself is a humane perspective rooted not quite in hope but
in a hope about hope. The sense of the comic is at once the symptom and
the executive agency of that root sensibility. For if there is a large portion
of bitterness in the laughter, and if laughter sometimes seems the only
response still possible in a radically graceless world, it has served nonetheless
to define, to measure and assess the horror, to reveal its sources and make
visible its shape. To do this is to reassert the human. These apocalyptic
visions indeed are offered as weapons for averting the catastrophe. 7
Adamson's wit and incisive satire, which play over the grim vision of the future,
and his surrealistic conception of the present, allow in a similar way a fragile
hope through the questioning with which the novel ends.
Throughout the novel, Adamson builds up layers of meaning, jolting us from
one level to another, revealing new ways of seeing earlier events of the narrative. H
The novel is about levels of meaning and kinds of perception; and its style, which
is spare and incisive, has the effect of leading the reader to question his own
assumptions about reality. Adamson's presence is clearly felt as if he is steering
the reader through his fantastic world, holding the novel steady with a gentle
explanatory style. Occasionally he addresses the reader directly, as if observing
with the reader yet acting as a mediating presence. For instance, in introducing
the effects of Longbeard's new regime, Adamson begins by warning of its incredibility (p. 142); again, he draws attention to Toneless's usual still silence-"a fact
which is sufficiently suspicious for us to take some notice of. But let it be for
the moment." (p.82); or again, before the final shift to Schiller's standing as he
stood at the start, Adamson prepares us for the shift ("But as we leave the superficial, the obvious or apparent ... " (p. 196». It is a quiet authorial presence,
sometimes a kind of mocking straight-facedness in the midst of the most fantastic
sequences, sometimes a more sober and sobering realism. Yet it is a style too
that can easily move into a restrained and spare rendering of feeling as, for instance, in Schiller's reaction to the news of the imminent exterminations, or the
scene where Schiller insults and belittles the dwarf with his pity. The characteristic impact of the style however is that of the grotesque, the effect of disorienting and jolting the reader into a new and disturbing perspective.
The Institution is a highly inventive novel, its characters vigorously drawn and
its narrative for the most part tightly controlled. It brings a delicate wit and a
rich absurdist humour to bear on its underlying urgency. The restraint of its
opening scene, with Schiller's weary submission yet lingering reluctance to journey
to the institution, is sustained through the development of Schiller's search for
a new Weltanschauung. He is throughout detached and distant from the disorder
outside the institution yet driven by that disorder into an inner world. Adamson
holds in balance the image of a world rapidly approaching its own end and the
recoil from it, without submitting to despair and without evading the implications
of the present. It finally suggests a 'hope about hope' and questions whether there
is a way that "one can do what one can".
6. p.184 R. W. B. Lewis: "Days of Wrath and Laughter", in Trials of the Word, Yale V.P.,
New Haven and London, 1966.
7. p.235 Ibid.
8. Judah Waten has suggested that Adamson "combines an exact literalness about the visible
with an unquestioned acceptance of the impossible" (in "A Mad Bad World", Review of
The Institution, The Age, October 9th, 1976). This seems to me to disregard the novel's
procedure of reversing expectations and questioning earlier sequences.
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GRAEME KINROSS SMITH

Kenneth Slessor

I saw Time flowing like the hundred yachts
That fly behind the daylight, foxed with air;
Or piercing, like the quince-bright, bitter slats
Of sun gone thrusting under Harbour's hair.
So Time, the wave, enfolds me in its bed,
Or Time, the bony knife, it runs me through.
"Skulker, take heart," I thought my own heart said,
"The flood, the blade, go by-Time flows, not you!"
(from "Out of Time")
Kenneth Slessor was the poet of time, of "the cold fact of time", as he said in
describing the genesis of his magnificent poem "Five Bells". His poetry holds a
music, a verbal polish, a perfection. In one of the rare moments when he spoke
about his own work he told his friend Alexander McDonald that in the first two
lines of "Out of Time" he consciously chose the old English word "foxed", meaning "a bit tipsy" to describe the sails of yachts on Sydney Harbour. "I had the
idea of sails being just a bit drunk, you know-drunk on air," he said.
Again, Kenneth Slessor was the poet of Sydney, and particularly of its
Harbour. He spent only six years of his adult life away from it. The country
inland from the coast held no magic for him at all. His few poems about itones like "Country Towns", "Night Ride", "Crow Country" and "Talbingo"often have the edge of cruelty and disdain to them. But for Sydney and his
particular living-places, Elizabeth Bay and King's Cross, he has warm and magical
words, whether he writes of them in prose or distils them further into poetry.
For in fact, when he wrote of these places he was writing of something that he
knew in all its moods and in all his own and yet yearned to know beUer. That
goes a long way to explaining why he presented Sydney with such verbal magic
and sharp visualization.
"Once I lived in the sky over Sydney, seven stories higher than the top of
William Street, eating, sleeping, loving, arguing, sausage-frying and head-scratching
in a small room of stucco, wall paper and brick, on top of a layer of steel in a
structure of cement. From this perch in the air I could see, whenever I watered
my window-box, the complete history of the sun which came up over North Head
and disappeared fairly regularly on the other side of Hyde Park." So wrote Slessor
in a book about Sydney in 1952. He went on to touch gently the features which
made Sydney a distinctive city-the sparrows in the spouting; "the grumble of the
flying boats climbing down to their nests in Rose Bay"; the crowds in the streets
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of King's Cross waiting for the strokes of midnight to ring in the New Year;
Macquarie Street and its brass plates; MacLeay Street; Potts Point; St. James'
church in King Street, "riding aloofly on the clouds, its lovely scales of verdigris
giving the copper a green like tarnished snow, an old, dim, decayed, peeling
almond-green, but indubitably green, as if to honour its 18th century architect,
Mr. Francis Greenway". And at the end of every side street, as Slessor noted, was
the Harbour and its Bridge elbowing into view (" ... 20 miles high, weighs 736,000
Persian Yakmans ... is 142 miles, 17 rods, 23 poles, 5 perches in length," he wrote
facetiously; "carries everything from rickshaws to electric buggies, and feeds on
paint.") Slessor can turn from this to a beautiful capturing of the essence of
Sydney's ferries-"The ferry boat, built by practical men to pay practical dividends, is not meant to be a fairy boat. But at sunset, when the Harbour is glazed
with pebbles of gold and white, and the sun is burning out like a bushfire behind
Balmain, the ferry boats put on their lights. They turn into luminous water
beetles, filled with a gliding, sliding reflected glitter that bubbles on the water like
phosphorous ... " In his way Slessor was to Sydney what V. S. Pritchett has been
as interpreter to New York and Dublin. Without Slessor, Sydney would not have
quite the same understanding of itself.
As a writer Kenneth Slessor led two lives. He was a journalist. Immaculate in
bright shoes, pressed shirt, dark suit, he wrote, and paced, and spoke with a
constant cigarette or cigar planted between his lips. But he was no ordinary
journalist. He sent back moving dispatches to the Australian press as war corres·
pondent in the Middle East and New Guinea from 1940 until 1944. He was a
noted leader-writer, editor, literary editor and book reviewer for Sydney and
Melbourne papers; and at the same time wrote entertaining, fanciful and humorous articles. He was President of the Sydney Journalists Club from 1956 until
1964. From 1953 the Club had become his second home, with its rules and
etiquette, its club dinners and speakers, and later, its poker machines. All his
life journalism was the first call on Kenneth Slessor's time. But with it all, writing
in the period from the early 1920's until his sudden stop in 1947 at the age of
46, Slessor also became one of the most accomplished and influential poets in the
whole stream of Australian poetry.
Kenneth Slessor was born at Orange, New South Wales, in 1901. His father
was an English mining engineer and metallurgist, an unconventional man fairly
constantly on the move from country town to country town. Slessor's mother was
a Scotswoman who was strong in the Presbyterian church. Mowbray House, a
preparatory school in Chatswood, Sydney, provided Kenneth Slessor's early education. In 1908 he visited England with his parents to meet his forebears there.
Then he followed on to Sydney's North Shore Church of England Grammar
School. At "Shore" he edited and produced a small and unofficial magazine,
Printer's Pi. When he was fifteen his first poem appeared in the prestigious
Bulletin.
Slessor liked to write; his essays at both his schools were held up as examples
of style. He finished his leaving Certificate and scuttled off to join the Sydney Sun
as a cadet reporter, revelling in the police court reporting and his first stints in
Parliament. He was soon graded and had a parliamentary column of his own"Potted Parliament".
It was not long after, married to his first wife, Noela Senior, and living in a
flat in Darlinghurst, that Slessor first felt the galvanizing influence of the Lindsay
family. He met the three brothers-Jack, Ray and Phillip Lindsay-in the early
1920's. Although he was surrounded by the Bohemian world of Sydney at
the time, he had committed "the unpardonable offence and got myself a job at
£4/10/· a week, which put me beyond the pale", he recalls. He saw himself as
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"I have lived in, or on the margin of, King's Cross for more than forty years. The Harbour
has never been out of my window ... " Kenneth Siessor, writing in 1963. This is the view from
the window of his Elizabeth Bay flat at 18A Billyard Avenue.
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the amused and detached observer, rather, of the Dionysian urgings of Norman
Lindsay in art and Norman Lindsay's friend Hugh McCrae in poetry. But then
he acted. With Jack Lindsay, Norman's son, he founded in 1923 the magazine
Vision, destined to survive only a year, but wedded to the idea of providing an
opportunity for writers who wanted to write from their Australian background
in terms other than the bush patriotism, romanticism or bush dourness of Paterson
and the other balladists. Vision's aim was "to liberate the imagination by gaiety
or fantasy". The first issue, with a Norman Lindsay cover showing Pan, longhaired, chasing a butterfly, carried a poem by Hugh McCrae and Slessor's poem
"The Thief of the Moon". Exuberance, joy in life were the keynotes. Years later,
in 1962, Slessor looked back on the magazine as he spoke to John Thompson in
an ABC television interview: "It was a very odd mixture of Nature and Greek
mythology and all kinds of thundering pronouncements, and a lot of it I never
agreed with. I did agree on one point of dogma. I agreed very earnestly. That was
our insistence on the concrete image in art and our hatred of the abstract image.
That has been my attitude to poetry, at least, ever since."
Slessor, like many others, felt the stimulus of Norman Lindsay-" ... an overflowing and inexhaustible spring of energy ... creative fury ..."-and went on to
produce more poems for subsequent editions of Vision, for the anthology Poetry
in Australia 1923 that was compiled from the magazine, and eventually for his
own first book, Earth Visitors, which appeared in 1926. Slessor remembered his
debt to Lindsay, remembered his garden, his nymphs in SCUlpture, his infectious
talk in the quiet of the mountains at Springwood, and dedicated the title poem
of Earth Visitors to the artist. That first collection showed a poet who had broken
from the ballad, who still respected the traditional forms, but was committed to
experimentation, who could conjure up details and objects with memorable sharpness in pictorial poems-poems like "Pan at Lane Cove", "Winter Dawn",
"Thieves Kitchen", "The Night Ride"-which at the same time gave an otherworldly half magical cast to familiar scenes. There was a hint of a new modernism in Slessor's poetry. One literary critic likened the impact of Slessor's early
verse in Australia to the unexpected, jarring and stimulating effect that T. S.
Eliot's verse first had in Europe.
Slessor, in the meantime still the journalist, had spent more than a year in
Melbourne, associated with Melbourne Punch and writing features for the Melbourne Herald. In 1926 he returned north as special writer for the Sydney Sun.
In 1927 he transferred to Smith's Weekly-he wrote numerous articles, could turn
his tland to anything, even wrote a series of light, rumbustious verses for the paper
-one a week-under the title "Darlinghurst Nights".
But in his more serious moments Slessor was writing the poems that were to
make his second volume of poetry, Cuckooz Con trey , which appeared in 1932.
Foremost among them were the poems "Captain Dobbin" and the famous "Five
Visions of Captain Cook". Slessor's earlier poems had come from his reading,
from history, and from a sense of mystery and other-worldliness beyond the
surface boredom of human affairs. These new poems built on that and added a
fascination with the sea and things nautical. In that collection are poems of
impressions and exotic detail like "The Atlas"; others like "The Bushranger" or
"Elegy in a Botanic Gardens" are whimsical or lighthearted. Then there is the
sensitive portrait of a sea captain in "Captain Dobbin" and Slessor's greatest poem
to that time, "Five Visions of Captain Cook".
"The whole work," Slessor wrote of "Five Visions ... ", "owes a great debt to
a remarkable man wnom I was once privileged to know and visit, Captain Francis
Bayldon, who lived at Darling Point in the '20's and who died in 1948." Captain
Bayldon, an uncle of Slessor's wife, had been a seaman on the clippers and on
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steamships, had compiled charts and was the founder of the Sydney Nautical
School. He had made a valuable collection of sea charts, nautical books, diaries
and maps. "I was allowed to browse through this collection on my weekly visits,"
Slessor recalled. "Over a glass of sherry I was encouraged to ask questions, and
his enthusiasm, his scholarly gusto and his astonishing knowledge of unfamiliar
details soon infected me with his own worship of Cook ..." Slessor's poem pictures
Cook, the old-style sea captain, as he was seen by his crew, by midshipmen like
Trevenen, a schoolboy officer, and by Alexander Home who had kept a journal
of his voyage with Cook-Slessor had seen the manuscript of it in Captain
Bayldon's library. The poem captures the stubborn, almost divine character of
Cook and the whole sweep of Australia's destiny which he opened up:
... How many mariners had made that choice
Paused on the brink of mystery! "Choose now!"
The winds roared, blowing home, blowing home,
Over the Coral Sea. "Choose now!" the trades
Cried once to Tasman, throwing him for choice
Their teeth or shoulders, and the Dutchman chose
The wind's way, turning north. "Choose, Bougainville!"
The wind cried once, and Bougainville had heard
The voice of God, calling him prudently
Out of the dead lee shore, and chose the north,
The wind's way. So, too, Cook made choice,
Over the brink, into the devil's mouth,
With four months' food, and sailors wild with dreams
Of English beer, the smoking barns of home.
So Cook made choice, so Cook sailed westabout,
So men write poems in Australia.
And after it all there is the death of Cook at the hands of natives in Tahiti,
the beach a scene of boiling-over violence and confusion:
... Wild, childish faces, killing; a moment seen,
Marines with crimson coats and puffs of smoke
Toppling face-down; and a knife of English iron,
Forged aboard ship, that had been changed for pigs,
Given back to Cook between the shoulder-blades.
There he had dropped, and the old floundering sea,
The old, fumbling, witless lover-enemy,
Had taken his breath, last office of salt water.
By 1936 Slessor became associate editor of Smith's Weekly. In 1938, living in
a balcony flat overlooking Elizabeth Bay, he became editor. It was here, and at
his later flat not far away where he lived for 18 years-at 18A Billyard Avenue,
Elizabeth Bay-that Slessor wrote his greatest poetry. Much of it arose from
his feelings for King's Cross, for the sea, and for Sydney Harbour that he looked
out upon. The old house he lived in, with its conical turret rising above the
water, is still divided into two flats. It is much as Slessor knew it, with its gardens
of dense shade running down steps and rock to a swimming pool at the water's
edge-all once part of the larger grounds of historic Elizabeth Bay House only
fifty yards up the slope. "I have lived in or on the margin of King's Cross for
more than forty years," wrote Slessor, looking back in 1963. "The Harbour has
never been out of my window."
There, before the war, Slessor wrote his poems "Out of Time" and "Sleep",
the beautiful piece about the mystery, the selflessness of falling asleep. He wrote
"South Country", about the rounded hills and dairy farms and gullies of deep
vegetation along the coast south of Sydney, where
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" ... The monstrous continent of air floats back
Coloured with rotting sunlight and the black
Bruised flesh of thunderstorms ... "
As a city-lover he wrote his poem in celebration of William Street, that thoroughfare alive with light that runs up from the city to King's Cross. And he wrote his
long elegaic poem "Five Bells" about his memories of a friend, Joe Lynch, a
black and white artist, who was drowned one night in the early 1930's, when he
fell from a ferry ploughing away from Sydney across the dark harbour. But as
Siess or points out, the poem is as much about the compression of memory in
time as it is about Joe Lynch, beer bottles weighing down his coat pockets, who
disappeared never to be found. Siess or hears the first stroke of five bells as they
are rung for 10 pm by the watch on a warship that rides below him on the lightsprinkled harbour. The memories of his friend and the grim harbour waters sweep
over him with their indication of time's relentless washing onward-and the
memories are complete with their sense of loss as the last bell rings out:
I looked out of my window in the dark
At waves with diamond quills and combs of light
That arched their mackerel-backs and smacked the sand
In the moon's drench, that straight enormous glaze,
And ships far off asleep, and Harbour-buoys
Tossing their fireballs wearily each to each,
And tried to hear your voice, but all I heard
Was a boat's whistle, and the scraping squeal
Of seabirds' voices far away, and bells,
Five bells. Five bells coldly ringing out.
Five bells.
Within a year of the publication of his third book of poems, Five Bells, Slessor
had been selected as Official War Correspondent and was eating the bitter dust
and smoke of withdrawal before the Germans with the Australian forces in
Greece, scurrying for cover from the German bombers that attacked the stream
of traffic on the road back to Athens. "At first we too leapt for cover in clods
of earth," wrote Slessor in dispatches for the Australian press, "but later we found
it quicker and less exhausting to take a chance, keep right on and pass the halted
traffic in front." SIess or wrote from Alexandria, from Cairo, from the merciless
mountainous spine of Crete and from Syria. Then it was Jerusalem, Haifa and the
grim fight for EI Alamein. His dispatches, in those days before television, were
graphic, suggesting the huge and murderous deployment of men and materials:
Yard by yard along this road to ruin, air-power has written the terrible testament of what bombs and bullets from the sky can do to men fleeing on the
earth. You go past tanks that have been split open, their metal curled up with
the heat, like smoke-blackened cans. You see what at first seems to be a line
of traffic filing down a sidetrack, then realiie with a shock that none of these
silhouetted trucks is moving. All are still, dead and broken, stopped in their
tracks. Vehicles are halted everywhere at all angles just as their drivers
abandoned them to explosion and flames when they leapt for cover. Some are
mere shapeless tangles of calcined wire and metal, reduced to such a confusion of ash that it is impossible to guess what they were. Some are just a
blackening of the earth, a charred stain on the desert's face, surrounded by
tiny scraps of iron.
It was at EI Alamein that Slessor watched dead sailors from torpedoed ships
drift in to shore. He watched their simple burial in the sand. His dispatch about
these "unknown seamen", friend and enemy interred side by side, later brought
forth his much-anthologized war poem, "Beach Burial", with its inexorable,
moving opening:
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"Softly and humbly to the Gulf of Arabs
The convoys of dead sailors come.
At night they sway and wander in the waters far under
But morning rolls them in the foam ... "
In 1943 Siess or was reporting the Australian and American campaigns in
Bougainville and Finschaven in New Guinea. The Army tampered with his
account. Siessor wrote: "I am bitterly disappointed that I am now forced to give
up to the struggle to tell in my own way the story of Australian fighting men for
whom I have such a deep admiration." He resigned his commission.
The Sydney Sun welcomed Siessor back as chief leader writer and literary
editor in 1944. In that year he collected his most valued poetry and published
100 Poems. He sank back into the life of the city he loved-back to his leisurely
lunches at a Greek terrace restaurant; his chess evenings at Billyard Avenue, he
and friends like Hal Porter and Douglas Stewart warmed by claret punch; his
winter Saturday afternoon pub crawls; his fascination with old houses, old hotels,
old books, old china and glass; back to his impish practical jokes, to his playing
of music, to his circle of acquaintances--eccentrics, actors, writers, artists, professors-ali of whom held him partly in awe. Urbane, majestic, peppery, impish,
indolent-these were the words that Douglas Stewart, a great friend of Siessor
in later years, called up to describe the poet.
Siess or used to write his prose at night-often from 11 pm until nearly dawnat his small desk in the Billyard A venue flat. His dictionaries and reference books
close to his hand, his orderly handwritten notes in front of him, he would pick
away at the typewriter. Poetry, though, was another thing. Poetry for Siessor
was not yet tainted by the 9-em English that journalism had often to resort to.
Poetry was the last and loveliest colour of the spectrum of literature for Siessor.
"It points to something beyond itself," he said. "The rest of literature points to
poetry." In poetry, as in other things, he was fastidious, a perfectionist. Douglas
Stewart describes once seeing a draft of a Siessor poem with "little towers of
words here and there above and below the lines wherever, doubtful of his original
choice of language, Siess or had written in alternatives and synonyms, so that he
could study them at leisure". He might carry a manuscript about with him for
weeks, considering it. Before starting to write, Siessor revealed, he used to shave,
shower, change his clothes, eat a good dinner without too much wine, and then
sit down to his bare and tidy desk.
In 1947, two years after the death of his first wife, Siessor suddenly ceased
producing poetry. He had said all that he had to say for the time being, but
confided, "If I could get away for a year or so, I'd resume writing poetry." He
never did. He remarried in 1951 to Pauline Wallace. Their son Paul was born in
1952. As early as 1931 Slessor had given lectures on modernism in poetry. Now,
although caught up in his work for the Sydney Journalists' Club, he again began
to give lectures on poetry at Sydney University. And again his homage to other
poets was made clear-Tennyson, Wilfred Owen, e. e. cummings, Marianne
Moore, John Shaw Neilson. They were choices to exemplify his feeling for the
magical rather than the intellectual element in poetry, and for the "considered
breaKing of rules" to achieve effects with the colour and texture of words and
their sounds.
From 1956 until 1961 Siessor served as part-time editor of the literary magazine, Southerly. In 1957 he moved from the Sydney Sun to the Daily Telegraph
and produced his final verse collection, Poems. It went to six reprintings and his
work was set for courses in schools and Universities. That surprised Slessor. ''I'm
only a small poet," he told Douglas Stewart; "only a small poet."
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In the 1960's Slessor moved to a flat on the Pacific Highway at Chatswood.
There, before the Norman Lindsay water-colours on the walls, he was still the
doyen of Sydney journalists, the connoisseur of wines and whiskies, the urbane
host. Almost ten years earlier he had been awarded an OBE for his services to
Australian literature. Now, in 1968, he was called to the National Literary Board
of Review, where he often sat silent through the meetings, and on other occasions
insisted on reading aloud his reports on literary projects.
In 1969 Slessor left the Daily Telegraph. In 1971 he died, just a year after
Douglas Stewart had inveigled out of him his prose writings, made a selection from
them, and published it as the fascinating book Bread and Wine. The death of
Kenneth Slessor took his friends by surprise; but time had caught him, as he
knew it must. His passing reminded them of his life-affirming early poems, but
also of his statement as a more mature poet: "Later, when one grows older and
obtains the sweets and sours of existence and has the first hand experience of
life, it's no longer necessary to draw from the experience of reading." One could
imagine Slessor, after his last years of acceptance, almost of boredom, quoting
again the line from Tennyson that he admired above all others:
"Man comes and tills the soil and lies beneath ..."

That, Slessor would say, sums up the whole of human life and time in one line.
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CORNELIS VLEESKENS

Oranges-four poems on a rainy day
1
today
picking the last of the season's oranges
from the uppermost branches
(for juice, four to the pint,
sweetened with glucose.
i drink the smell of jasmine
into thirsting nostrils,
the vine cascading its purple-stemmed white flowers
over the aging orangetree
like a cape,
protecting the blossoms from rain
(next season should
see a good crop.
rain
just starting to fall
(& i up in the tree
drink it, too.
& watch it darken the soil
in the freshly dug, manured, & turned
patch.
then rush inside ...
2
the sound of raindrops on a tin roof
competing
with Beethoven's 6th,
slowly gaining dominance until we give in;
allow the rain to dictate
(this flood
is the sound
of that rain.
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Simon soft-breathing in his cot
(not often i catch him this way,
dozed off during lunch
after a hectic morning:
hunting pussycats is
hard work for a one-year-old.
Celia soft-kneading bread dough
(the punching comes later
when the yeast has begun to work,
giving elastic life
to this now-inert mass.
i look out the window
see the ducks wing-flapping in the rain.
kiss Celia on the back of her head.
4
rain does not always bring this feeling
not when
the firewood is all too wet to catch
& dinner is slow;
there are too many pissy nap pies
& no chance of drying them;
Simon's teething
& constantly underfoot.
today
juicing oranges
is somehow relaxing.
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EDWIN THUMBOO

Conversation With My Friend
Kwang Min at Loong Kwang
of Outram Park
Among
Sensitive vases,
Silk birds
Lamenting sullen, fading flowers;
And those delicate golden statues
Caught in some potent gesture ....
You are captured by serenity:
Kuan Yin upon the lotus.
Conversation fadesTime splits itself.
There are centuries here,
In these images.
Many generations left
These signs of contemplation,
Embodiments of hope, despairIn art. The art of living;
Of mounting better worlds.
Man emerging from the dark
Made dreams, tamed nightmares
Into lovely moving monuments,
Each a voice stealing
Upon you, conversing softly
Out of its secret heart.
This jade pomegranate
Is succulent; that ivory boat
Will always sail to Mogadishu,
Taking Cheng Ho by our city. In that
Corner, intimidating himself,
A cutist lion glares.
Half-way up the wall,
In porcelain, a rare Hannuman.
He ravished the gardens of Heaven,
Cowered the gods one week -end,
Was tamed and sinonised,
Absorbed, given a role, then
Adventured home to India
In search of texts.
He scratches still, in kungful fashion.
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On a plinth,
Li of the Iron Staff
Whose gentle heart belies
The terror of his face,
Remains a comfort.
What better lesson is there
Than to suffer because
You helped another?
Empires wax and wane
States cleave asunder,
Coalesce in this carved panel.
Kun Ming deceives his enemy
By playing his favourite tune
While perched
Upon the city gate. He smiles,
Who faithfully served a cause
He knew was lost;
He, who ruled the winds,
Understood the stars,
The very hand of fate,
Kept true unto the last.
As you move into
Presences of the past
Little things emerge:
Tea-pots, a cracked,
Perky cup; incense-burners
Heavy with prayer; brush stands,
Wmg jugs ....
All looking contented
In a Singapore afternoon.
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R. G. HAY

An Autumn Night's Dream
You so perceptive and knowledgeable
and me not exactly unlearned either
walking hand-in-hand at night
down this ordinary city street
the air cool and clear and all the lights
like the lights of fairy-land, you said
and I agreed_
Thinking how banal, thinking how right
thinking magic casements opening on
but not the foam thinking I've never seen fairy-land
thinking, walking autumn nights with you
I have.

Reflections of the Mind Body
Dichotomy
Well, others have tumbled you in bed;
sometimes you tell me of them, before or after
talking coolly, ruminative, and I listen
dispassionately.
For I have dealt more indecently
than all those worthies
penetrating your poems, snaring you in mine,
delving, sometimes, into the same occasion
comparing your responses to my own,
poking my mind into all the crevices
and folds of your imagery
cradling you most unashamedly in my lines:
in or out of any court I'd cheerfully admit
we were intimate on all possible occasions
and in the intervals cerebrally commingled.
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NORMAN BARTLETT

Science, Sex and Mr . Wells

I met H. G. Wells for the first and only time at a dinner given the West Australian
Fellowship of Writers in Perth in 1938. John K. Ewers was in the chair and the
guests included Professor Walter Murdoch, Katharine Susannah Prichard and
other illuminati of the Perth literary scene. Mr Wells was the only international
literary lion we had ever snared and those of us who were not local celebrities
clung to our "cocktails", as they used to be called, and hovered at the edge of the
privileged group that received the great man during the pre-dinner conviviality.
The chatter, as always in such gatherings, was as innocuous as, at first sight, Mr
Wells himself appeared to be. He was a stout little man with a balding head, a
miniature walrus moustache, a squeaky voice and bright blue eyes. Those eyes
were the key to the man: they burned with aggressive intelligence, belying the
comfortable middle-class ordinariness that disdained the Bohemian extravagances
in dress and deportment that we, on our provincial perimeter, associated with
advanced views.
By 1938, Wells's fame in England was not quite what it had been earlier for
his later novels with a purpose were spurned by literary critics who had no need
to follow the lead of Henry James to observe the difference between The History
of Mr Polly, that delightful evocation of an almost Chaplinesque "little man" in
a passing world, and Marriage or The Wife of Sir Isaac Harman, in which middleclass intellectual pontifications took the place of the cock-sparrow liveliness and
realistic humanity of the early novels. Love and Mr. Lewisham, Kipps, TonoBungay and, of course, Mr. Polly, had made an immense impression on me,
together with Arnold Bennett's Clayhanger novels. This was the world I knew, for
I was brought up among the Welsh lower middle-class as well as in Australia.
In Great Britain it was a time when the new world of irreverent twentieth-century
democracy was rising from the old world of the nineteenth-century class complacency and convention. H. G. Wells was the representative literary figure of the
transition period: "a free citizen of a new world that was arising out of the
debacle," as he himself put it in one of his more apocalyptic moments.
I don't remember how or when I first discovered H. G. Wells but fancy it
was after reading something about him while still in Wales by Frank Swinnerton,
that Georgian mentor to literary-minded youth, in lohn-o'-London's Weekly. If
the popularisers who gave me and thousands like me the key to our cultural
heritage were, as pundits nowadays allege, vulgar in taste, sloppy in analysis and
conformist .in judgement, they managed to convey what, after all, is the essence
of literature: enjoyment. Not the enjoyment of escape offered in those days by
Hollywood and theatrical extravaganzas like Chu Chin Chow, which we also
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enjoyed, but the enjoyment of more abundant life, of contact with an everexpanding environment, the enjoyment (and escape) Wells achieved reading the
books Miss Featherstonhaugh allowed him to borrow from the library at Up Park,
the original of "Bladesover" in Tono Bungay, the country house where his mother
learned the false gentility he rejected: lohn-o'-London's Weekly, together with
Arnold Bennett's Literary Taste and Ernest Raymond's Through Literature to
Life, were our doorways to wider and wilder shores of existence than the littered
margin of State school, factory, shop and office.
The young Wells, like thousands of other aspiring youngsters, left school at
thirteen, worked in a series of uncongenial jobs, discovered the joys of intellectual
effort and the liberation of the scientific outlook, suffered the frustrations inevitable in a highly-sexed young man in a lower middle-class milieu infinitely more
conventional than the brutalized lower depths of the nineteenth-century's classridden society or the aristocratic heights where Byron once lounged among
fashionable bucks to whom a spotted shirt front or bedraggled lace cuffs were
more serious social solecisms than cuckolding their friends or seducing teen-aged
maidservants. For me, mowing the lawn and cutting the six-foot cypress hedge
that shut off our suburban Perth garden from the street, was as footling and lifewasting as Mr Polly found the chores around the little shop at Fishbourne except
that there was no Miriam and it always seemed possible that I might one day
camp with the singing gypsies, for just then George Borrow's Lavengro fascinated
me as much as H. G. Wells.
Even then it was apparent that the restricted world in which Wells had grown
up was different in essence from the Perth to which my mother had come back
after an unsuccessful venture "back home" in South Wales, undertaken after my
father was killed in action with the A.LF. on the Somme. For one thing in South
Wales and Western Australia there were no Up Parks to underline class distinctions; the minor distinctions of the servants' hall as well as the major distinction
between the gentry and others. My father and mother, so far as I recall, never
thought of themselves in class terms at all. Rather, they prided themselves on
being "respectable", which means they kept themselves clean and tidy, paid their
bills, sent their children to Sunday School, although they did not bother much
about church-going themselves, and had no envy or awe for the petty suburban
proprietors who constituted some of our relatives. My mother had a due respect
for clergymen and doctors but no exaggerated regard for them. My father prided
himself on being "a good union man" but moved away and took another job
when the miners went on strike. To my knowledge, he never indulged in the
rhetoric of class war nor discovered any emotional identity in being a "worker".
On the Welsh coalfields as on the West Australian goldfields (my father
migrated from one to the other) everybody we had to do with seemed much the
same in accent, outlook and aspiration. Bosses, schoolmasters and parsons fitted
into the pattern easily enough. There was no condescension from above of the
sort that made Wells so cockily determined not to accept the social inferiority to
which he seemed to have been born. Not that I think my father was satisfied with
the way things were. His innate restlessness, his tendency to move from one job
to another, his prospecting ventures and occasional pursuit of a "big win" on the
races, all indicated an inner discontent. He was not a great reader but sat up all
one night to finish The Count of Monte Cristo at a sitting and bought paperback editions of Nat Gould's racing novels. After his death, my mother found it
equally impossible to settle down, moving first from Kalgoorlie to Perth, then to
South Wales and back, afterwards from place to place in Western Australia,
following my erratic changes of job, for I was as innately restless as my father
had been, a crypto-Gypsy with a vivid imagination.
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H. G. Wells became a tremendously important influence in my middle-teens
when cheap editions of his novels stood with Arnold Bennett's Clay hanger series
alongside the growing number of Collins' and Nelson's classics in a bookcase
roughly knocked together from packing cases in a room of my own. At the time,
a job in a suburban chemist's shop was failing to hold my interest despite the
promise of an apprenticeship for which preparation was begun by evening-class
lessons in Latin. Scrawled prescriptions, which the chemist dealt with so competently seemed indecipherable to me while my slap-happy contempt for detail when
cleaning the shop's two large plate-glass windows and polishing the vast expanse
of plain green linoleum made it obvious that a chemist's career might lead into
the dock on a manslaughter charge for mixing the wrong ingredients in somebody's medicine. The chemist's de facto wife provided the only romantic glow
to an incarceration as miserable as Wells's in a draper store. Not that she ever
did more than ask me to chop kindling wood for the kitchen fire or paint a piece
of household furniture, for the chemist lived behind the shop and the apprenticeto-be was a bumble-handed but readily-available handyman around the place. His
"wife" was tall, self-contained and entirely lacking in vivacity but I had read Ann
Veronica and she seemed to tower above suburbia as a living symbol of the
emancipated woman.
How remote from reality this romantic fantasy was became clear just before
I left the shop to become a packing room clerk at Foy and Gibson's, the (to me)
huge store that stood between Hay Street and St George's Terrace. One evening
I was left in full charge while the chemist and his "wife" were briefly out. An
urgent young man came charging in and asked for a packet of contraceptives.
Strange as it may seem to modem emancipated youth, I had no idea what he
meant. Proffered a popular laxative he thought it must have been a case of
defective hearing so he tried, louder this time, "rubber goods". Faced with a hot
water bottle he spluttered incoherently and then darted behind the counter (he
must have been a regular evening customer), opened a certain drawer, extracted
what he needed, planked the right money on the counter, and disappeared. When
the chemist and his "wife" returned and heard my story my emancipated woman
laughed loudly for the first time in our short acquaintance. Later, the chemist
explained some of the facts of life to me. It was an aspect of emancipated
womanhood that had not before occurred to me.
The H. G. Wells we welcomed at the Fellowship of Writers in 1938 was not
Wells the novelist but Wells the seer with a vision of the shape of things to come
and a dedicated determination to set the world to rights through an application
of science and commonsense. No sensible man or woman, or so it seemed to us,
could quarrel with his conception of an open conspiracy against dullness, lack of
imagination, vested interests and traditional restraints on freedom of choice in
life and love. He had adapted Mr Polly's discovery, "If the world does not
please you, you can change it", into a much wider reference than Mr Polly ever
contemplated. For him, if not for us, the groundplan of change may have become
by then a little stereotyped since he had written his early scientific romances, The
Discovery of the Future, and the Outline of History but his glowing words had
imprinted on receptive minds the scientific elan of an age when scientific cosmopolitanism seemed the key to a brave new world before Aldous Huxley and
George Orwell perceived the worm at the core of the Adamic apple.
Now, there he was before us, a tubby little man with a squeaky voice, but the
words still glowed. The reporters who clamoured around him were not interested
in literature. They wanted his opinions on the world then, a world in which Hitler
had already annexed Austria and was preparing to launch a blitzkrieg to extend
his pogrom against the Jews. Germany, he said, was run by "a triumvirate of
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certifiable lunatics" who would have to be put away before anything sensible could
be done about Europe and the Empire. It was not extraordinary that Australian
writers had turned in upon themselves and written novels about jarrah trees,
gunyahs, bandicoots and bushmen. The time had now come, having gone to earth
and rooted in, they must realize they were part of a greater world, part of a
world-wide English-speaking community on which the future sanity of the world
might depend. Australia had a special role to playas an island of refuge where
the British tradition of free-thinking and free-speaking might be preserved while
England was too busy to carry the light of intellectual clarity in the necessary
atmosphere of extreme candour.
Mr Wells did not have long to wait to discover Australia's official attitude to
intellectual clarity and extreme candour. He did not know, unless he was a closer
student of the Australian Press than was indicated in his Perth observation, that
Mr Lyons, the Prime Minister, dithered around the edges of appeasement and
that Mr Curtin, leader of the Labor Opposition, had opposed League of Nations
sanctions against aggressors because sanctions might involve Australia in a shooting war. Earlier, Norman Lindsay had summed up Australia's lack of intellectual
clarity in a Bulletin cartoon which showed a blindfold Mr Lyons leading a blindfold kangaroo to the edge of a precipice. "We'd see better without these bandages,
P.M.!" exclaims the kangaroo. "Yes," replies Mr Lyons, "but don't they make
you feel SAFE?"
Cabled excerpts from his Perth remarks preceded Mr Wells to the Eastern
States. Mr Lyons was annoyed that a popular author should presume to tell
statesmen how to run the world. He rebuked Mr Wells for insulting the head of
a friendly State. Delicate international negotiations were going on and Mr Wells,
if his remarks were taken as typical of the British people, might have disastrous
effect. He might anger Germans and Italians and precipitate war. How anyone
could call the Fuehrer, acknowledged Head of a great nation, a certifiable lunatic
was beyond Mr Lyons's imagination. Why, he was a successful politician, elected
by his people! What sounder certificate of sanity than this was needed by any
public man?
In his reply to the reporters who flocked to meet him, when he arrived in the
East from Perth, Mr Wells was relatively mild. The Prime Minister, he said, had
as much right to express his opinions as anyone else. Mr Lyons apparently lived
in a world where states had Heads without brains or bodies. Hitler's racial hallucinations, his treatment of the Jews, his trend towards sentimentalized sadism,
justified the label "certifiable lunatic". It was hopeless to think of any permanent
understanding with the German people unless we expressed freely and frankly
what must be the secret persuasion of most intelligent Germans. They would think
of us as humbugs and time-servers if we tried to rationalize Hitler's vagaries. A
study of the ravings and delusions of Hitler, a dissection of Mein Kampf, the
problem of how to cure Nazi obsessions, was not simply of interest but was the
duty of all civilized intelligences. The one redeeming feature of Mr Chamberlain's
policy was the opportunity given the common people of Germany and Italy to
express their passionate craving for peace.
The Prime Minister was not content to let a ruffled lion lie comparatively
dormant. Mr Lyons continued his lecture on the responsibilities journalists and
writers, as well as public men, had towards the public good. He thanked Mr Wells
for permitting a Prime Minister to have an opinion but reiterated, for the benefit
of world opinion, that the opinion of the Australian Government was absolutely
opposed to the opinion of Mr Wells.
Mr Wells kept his heavy ammunition for the columns of the London News
Chronicle, where he was paid for it, knowing that what he had to say about
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Australia and Mr Lyons would be cabled back. Mr Lyons, he said, embodied
an instinctive, disingenuous and largely self-protective resistance to any recognition of the vast changes now at work in human life. He and his like did not
want to crush people: they wanted to paralyse them. They wanted reality hushed
up. They wanted things done unobtrusively by people with pull, and the less said
about it the better. They were fundamentally inspired by a fear of life. In Australia,
the struggle was not simply between minds, but in them, to suppress everything
outspoken and fearless. Suppression neither began nor ended with Mr Lyons. It
was like a malaise all over Australian public affairs. He was only a self-projected
sample. The Australian Broadcasting Commission was less degraded than the
BBC, that was one up for Australia, but much the same petty bullying of streetcorner orators, pickets and strikers was encouraged at home. Immigration restrictions were stretched scandalously to keep out that bogey of furtive isolationists,
the "Foreign Agitator", of which he was evidently one.
"I am told," he went on, "that free expression is hampered by the commercialism of the press and by the concentration of ownership in a few hands ... A
barrier of illiterate policemen and officials stands between the tender Australian
mind and what they imagine to be subversive literature ... The Australian workers' attempts to express themselves in matters of foreign policy are perpetually
hampered. While the Government openly discusses the economic boycott of Japan,
stern measures are threatened against Port Kembla wharfingers for their refusal
to load scrap iron for that country ... It is a pleasant thing to be without a past
or a future in Australia, and to be free to make these liberating observations. I
repeated them wherever I could, and every repetition produced an impassioned
fan mail in response ... the same living spirit of freedom mysteriously stifled and
frustrated, not by a simple organized tyranny but [by] a complex of obscurantism
... I soon realized I had come into a country where the question of the suppression of opinion is even more acute than at home. Lyons, like Chamberlain, manifestly suffers from delusions of sagacity ... "
For Wells then, as always, the world was a place for ample living. He wanted
security and freedom for all. He wanted "fine things made for mankind-splendid
cities, open ways, more knowledge and power, and more and more and more ..."
He put it all in his A Modern Utopia, plus the delights of sexual dalliance in a
world more akin to the world of the shining prince in Lady Muraski's great novel
The Tale of Genji, the golden Heian period of tenth century Japan, than to the
brutal samurai world that succeeded it. By the time he came to write The Outline
of History he had learned that the real samurai "tyrannized without restraint over
the rest of the population ... [They] lived lives of romantic adventure without one
redeeming gleam of novelty; they loved, murdered, and pursued fine points of honour-which probably bored the intelligent ones extremely". But he never applied
the lesson to his own Samurai. He wanted battles without blood, love without
jealousy, self-indulgence without pain to others, a ruling intelligentsia without
the personal pettiness and the sanitary-minded book-keeping detail he decried in
the Fabians he had discarded for the Imperial-minded Coefficients whose Empirebuilding, though it had room for his vision of a World State dominated by the
Anglo-Saxon English-speaking peoples, entailed real battles and real bloodymindedness.
H. G. Wells was born into a world when science and the scientific method
seemed to promise a world set free from the frustrations that have beset mankind
from the beginning of time. He believed that he was making a substantial contribution to that liberation. Instead, to his ultimate despair, he was an unwitting
precursor of the reversal of all values which marks the modern age, his initially
light-hearted assaults against a declining Victorian culture and an outworn system
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of conventions became, in other hands, a calculated onslaught against culture and
convention in any form. Evolution, the science of life, has turned a species of
gentle tree-climbing shrews into man, the most aggressive and destructive of
evolution's creatures. Science, the hope of all nineteenth-century progressives, has
flowered into the atom bomb and its horrific successors. Economic progress, which
promised work, wealth and happiness for all mankind, has stalled in a mountain
range of stifling depressions and dizzy inflationary heights. The approach of
twenty-first century holds forth the prospect not of a modern utopia but of a
vastly over-populated earth facing a series of grim dead-ends. Reason has failed
to produce men like gods. Instead, it has provoked a revolt against reason and a
reversal to infantilism and the absurd. Thus the apocalyptic title of Wells's last
book, Mind At The End Of Its Tether, nowadays seems much less misleading than
New Worlds for Old, The World Set Free, The War That Will End War, The
Research Magnificent, The Undying Fire or God The Invisible King.
So, what is left of the H. G. Wells who influenced my youth as he influenced
the youth of countless others throughout the English-speaking world? A handful
of enthralling scientific romances, less erudite and more human than the science
fiction of today. Two or three delightful novels which brought the little man into
English fiction as surely as Charlie Chaplin brought the little man onto the screen.
The memory of an irascible, irresistible, delightfully entertaining and thoroughly
human man who struggled to be honest with himself and others and whose
ebullient faith that humanity would one day rise above its limitations inspired
millions of readers and, with his other qualities, won him the love of many women
prepared to overlook his foibles for the warmth of an intimate physical relationship they must have found infinitely rewarding.
All in all, the world would have been a poorer place if H. G. Wells had never
been born into it. Nor was he unaware, as his many predictions made clear, that
science was dangerous as well as beneficial. Basically, he was no rosily smiling
optimist but a man with a message of hope amidst encircling gloom. We can
hardly blame him if we fail to exercise our democratic right to effectively use the
power we possess to wrest control from the purblind politicians and self-interest
of social and economic cliques that impede us from realising our full human
possibilities. Let Wells have the last word as he always liked to do:
It is possible to believe that all the past is but the beginning of a beginning,

and that all that has been is but the twilight of the dawn. We cannot see, there
is no need for us to see, what this world will be like when the day has fully
come. We are creatures of the twilight. But it is out of our race and lineage
that minds will spring that will reach back to us in our littleness to know us
better than we know ourselves, and that will reach forward fearlessly to
comprehend this future which defeats our eye.
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GRAEME HENDERSON

The Mysterious Fate of the Dutch East
Indiaman "Aagtekerke"
A Review of the Eighteenth and Nineteenth
Century Sources
Does the unfound wreck of a Dutch East Indiaman lie amid the coral on Western
Australia's Abrolhos Islands Group? This is a question which has tickled the
imaginations of divers, archaeologists and historians alike ever since the exciting
days of the underwater discoveries of the wrecks of the Batavia (1629), the
Vergulde Draeck (1656), the Zuytdorp (1712), and the Zeewijk (1727). A fifth
Dutch wreck could potentially provide more information about the merchant
adventurers of the seventeenth or eighteenth century and, if found in "virgin"
condition, could well yield to archaeologists a collection comparable to those
already raised from the Vergulde Draeck and the Batavia.
Several other Dutch vessels have frequently been cited as likely to have been
wrecked on the Western Australian coast. These are the Ridderschap Van Holland
(1694), the Fortuyn (1724) and the Aagtekerke (1726). Evidence now available
has indicated that the Ridderschap Van Holland sailed no further west than
Madagascar, while the Fortuyn was lost in the vicinity of Cocos Island. 1 But
recent articles on the Aagtekerke follow the general lines of Halls, who states:
All the available evidence suggests that the East Indiaman Aagtekerke was
wrecked in March 1726 on the outlying reef of Pelsart Island, Houtman's
Abrolhos, approximately thirty miles off the Western coast of Australia.
Survivors reached the islands, where they certainly stayed for a short time
before putting to sea in a ship's boat in a desperate attempt to reach Batavia.
The boat was probably swamped and all aboard drowned. 2
Eighteenth century evidence seemed to indicate that the Aagtekerke was wrecked
on the Pelsart Group of the Abrolhos Islands, but it may well be that the Dutch
accounts were themselves confused and therefore misleading.
The Aagtekerke was built for the Zeeland Chamber of the Dutch East India
Company in 1724.3 She belonged to the second class of merchant vessels, being
145 feet (47.5 metres) long, with a carrying capacity of 140 lasten, and an armament consisting of 36 cannon and swivel guns. On 27th May 1725 the vessel sailed
on her first voyage to Batavia under the command of Jan Uitenboom, with a crew
of 212 men. Her outward cargo consisted of merchandise and a consignment of
bullion and specie amounting to about 200,000 guilders.
After touching at a port in Angola the Aagtekerke proceeded to the Cape and
anchored off Capetown on 3rd January 1726. Sixteen men had died during the
voyage and 45 of the sick were put ashore. Fresh provisions and crew replacements were taken on board and the Aagtekerke put to sea on 23rd January, never
to be seen again. In October 1726 the Company in Batavia wrote to the Directors
in Amsterdam, notifying them that the Aagtekerke was considered to have been
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lost.4 It was not until after the wreck of the Zeewijk in 1727, however, that any
further information regarding the possible fate of the ship could be sent. In
October 1728 the Governor General and Council of the Indies, in a despatch
principally relating to the loss of the East Indiaman Zeewijk, suggested that the
Aagtekerke was probably wrecked in about 29° south latitude on an outlying reef
of the southern islands of Houtman's Abrolhos.
The Zeewijk was wrecked on the Half Moon Reef in south latitude 28°50'.°
The survivors of the wreck lived on the Abrolhos for about 10 months, and during
excursions in search of water explored a number of islands in the southern group.
They reported having seen:
· ... some signs of a Dutch ship, probably wrecked against the abovementioned reef, which might have been the Fortuyn or Aagtekerke, whose crew
may have died or perished at sea on their way thither.6
The first material was reportedly found soon after the ship struck. A contemporary transcribed copy of the journal of Adriaen Van Der Graeff, one of the
crew, reads:
· ... then they were 22 persons on the reef who hauled the boat and scow as
high as they could on the reef near the rigging where they also found a filled
hand-grenade, also old rope and rough skin being of (a) ship or ships, struck
here by the same fate .... 7
Two months later some of the seamen visited Pelsart Island, to the south-east
of the campsite on Gun Island, and Van Der Graeff reported on 27th August:
They found there our gig, which was lying astern of the wreck by an iron
cable on the 16th July, which cable was broken, so that the gig was thrown
over the reef by the surf and floated away out of sight to the N.E. On the W
side of the same island they found a piece of a ship or wreck, finding the
figurehead lying under a cliff, of which they could discern that it had been
the figure of a woman.8
A week later more information about Pelsart Island was given:
At about 9 o'clock in the evening the two scows which had departed from
here on the 30th ult., returned bringing the gig after which they had gone,
having stayed at the island of which we spoke more extensively on the 27th
ult., for four days and nights, where the master found a wreck as he told me
upon his arrival, as noted on the 27th ult. They also found there our gig and
two rafts with half the awning from our late ship, which they demolished ...
. . . They also found in that island a piece of grating, the upper chimney
and some empty casks, a binnacle, some blocks, a wheel of a gun carriage and
some more trifles, all new and hence from our late ship.9
More material was found on Middle Island, which lies between Gun Island and
Pelsart Island. On 28th January 1728 the journal read:
· ... in the large island (Middle Island) they also found a pair of sail cloth
scissors which were not yet completely perished, but which, in our opinion,
must have been exposed too long for them to be from our ship.lo
On the same island the Zeewijk men found a well "dug by the previous sailors".u
The material certainly indicates that a vessel had been wrecked, but the questions of where and when, and which ship, are not so easily answered. Certainly
some of the material (the Zeewijk survivors themselves were not sure how much
of it) came from the wreck of the Zeewijk. The currents in the area were such
that material coming in over the reef at any point might easily wash ashore on
Pelsart Island, as indeed happened to the gig. Similarly the figurehead could easily
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Section of Jan Steyn's chart showing the Sloepie (a vessel built by the survivors of the
Zeewijk) and areas where the survivors found wreckage.

Der Graeff's chart
and wreckage located by the survivors.
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have come from anywhere in the Indian Ocean, or even farther afield. For
example, in 1871 the figurehead of the American clipper ship Blue Jacket was
washed ashore on Rottnest Island, two years after the vessel had been destroyed
by fire off the Falkland Islands (in the Atlantic).1 2 On the Western Australian
coast Vlamingh found, in 1696, wreckage near Fremantle which probably belonged
to the Vergulde Draeck, wrecked some 100km to the North in 1656. 13 Thus the
heavy timbers found on Pelsart Island in 1727 do not necessarily indicate a wreck
in the near vicinity. The scissors and the well found in January 1728 could also
have been left behind by visiting survivors of a vessel wrecked hundreds of miles
away. Indeed, the Vergulde Draeck survivors, left behind on the coast near Ledge
Point, may well have reached the Abrolhos on their way North, only to be
stranded on the reefs and linger on Middle Island trying to find water and to
repair their boat.14 Scissors left on Gun Island by the Zeewijk survivors in 1727
were collected in a reasonable condition by Broadhurst's guano diggers in the
1890's, so it is quite likely that the scissors found on Middle Island in 1728 had
been lying there a considerable time prior to their finding.
Finally the grenade, rope and skin found on the reef adjacent to the Zeewijk
wreck must be considered. If the "skin" referred to ship's planking, and the
grenade was attached to such floating timber, then it could have floated many
miles (it does, however, seem an unlikely attachment). Otherwise a grenade could
not be expected to have travelled much more than 100 metres or so out of the deep
water on the seaward side of the reef. That area has been searched thoroughly
by divers without finding any indications of a second wreck. The terminology
"filled hand grenade" is itself perhaps dubious. A second journal of the Zeewijk
reads for 16th June:
.... pulled the boat and the scow on the reef where they also found the
skeleton of a dog, filled up, and a piece of rough skin on the rope. 1S
The mournful spectacle of the decomposing body of a seal (or sea dog as the
Dutch frequently referred to seals) would more easily attract the attention of the
Dutch diarist than a "filled hand-grenade" lying beneath the foamy waters. The
rotting body, sloshing in the water close to the ship, could not fail to present an
evil omen to those on board anxiously awaiting rescue. In Dutch, the words "handgrenade" (handgranaat) and "dog skeleton" (hondsgerammte) are somewhat
similar, and it seems likely that the 18th century Dutchman who transcribed Van
Der Graeff's original journal made a mistake.
While as a whole the collection of wreck material described in the journals
of the Zeewijk survivors may be considered circumstantial evidence that the
Aagtekerke was wrecked on the Abrolhos, nevertheless when those items are
considered individually there is little to support such a conclusion.
The evidence provided by the visit of the survey vessel the Beagle in 1840
does nothing to support the argument that the Aagtekerke was wrecked on or near
the Abrolhos. Commander John Lort Stokes found on Pelsart Island a large block
of scoria (laval rock) which he presumed had been floated by the current from
the volcanic island of St. Pauls (midway across the Indian Ocean), and nearby the
beams of a vessel. 16 These Stokes thought to have come from the wreck of the
Batavia, but probably drifted in from the Zeewijk wreck, as the gig had in 1727,
or came from the raft dismantled there in 1728. Another member of the Beagle
complement, Crawford Pascoe, wrote a book about his adventures, which was
published in 1897. Pascoe describes the finding, on the Southern Group of the
Abrolhos, of "a copper doit", coin of the Indian Netherlands Government about
a half penny value, bearing the date 1620, as though testifying to the period of
the wreck of the BataviaP But Pascoe's description of the events shows that his
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memory produced some distortions over the years, and it is likely that he was
mistaken in regard to the date of the coin. In 1853, thirteen years after the
incident, Pascoe had been unsure of the circumstances, writing in a letter "a doit
bearing the date 1620 (I think)".18
A chart of the Southern Abrolhos, produced by the Beagle crew in 1840, shows
a wreck to the west of Pelsart Island, but as Stokes conjectured about other
aspects of the Dutch visits to the Abrolhos (notably the locality of the building
of the boat Sloepie by the Zeewijk survivors), the pinpointed wreck site cannot be
taken as firm evidence. 19
In 1842 the barque Ocean Queen was wrecked on the same reef as the Zeewijk,
and the survivors spent some time on Pe1sart Island before setting out for Fremantle in a boat. Somewhere between the wreck and Fremantle the crew buried
a chest of specie, which they were unable to re-Iocate. Soon afterwards John
Gilbert, the ornithologist, accompanied Captain Daniel Scott, the purchaser of
the wreck, on a visit to the Abrolhos for salvage purposes. Gilbert made use of
the opportunity to examine the islands:
.... short of water ... we determined to try Middle Island, on which we
eventually found an inexhaustible supply ... the well is merely a hole in
the limestone on the lowest part of the island, and about 100 yards inshore
from a sandy beach on the east side near the southern end. The circumstances of there being water on one of these islands during the driest part
of the season, is not perhaps generally known, although I strongly suspect
the Beagle watered from this very hole, from the circumstances of there being
hoops and portions of casks lying about the immediate vicinity of the well.
There were, besides, numerous portions of Dutch jars, and bottles, which
have perhaps been lying there for the last 200 years-since the wrecks of the
Zeewijk and Batavia, Dutch ships. On several of the islands of Pelsart's
Group may be seen portions of vessels, and on South Island (Pelsart) I
found several cannon balls; also some iron bolts, rings, etc., attached to
portions of the timbers ....20
It is interesting to speculate as to the origin of the cannon balls found on Pelsart

Island, but the most likely source is the wreck of the Ocean Queen.
From the 1840's onwards visits to the Southern Abrolhos became quite frequent, and it may be expected that some of the Dutch artifacts were moved from
the original locations, and contaminated with material from later occupations.
During the early 1970's divers carried out tow searches along the edge of the
outer reef without success. A party from the Western Australian Museum, carrying out a survey of the Zeewijk wreck, has found Dutch material on several of
the islands, but it is probably that all this material originated from the Zeewijk.
It remains possible that the Aagtekerke (or any of a number of other Dutch
vessels lost between the Cape and the East Indies) was wrecked off Western Australia, but upon analysis none of the evidence which has so far been located
substantially supports the conclusion that the wreck lies in the Southern Abrolhos.
REFERENCES:

1. See C. HalIs "The Loss of the Ridderschap van Holland", Annual Dog Watch 22 (1965),
pp. 3-8, and "The Loss of the Dutch East Indiaman Aagtekerke", Annual Dog Watch 23
(1966), p.6.
2. Halls, "The Loss of the Dutch East Indiaman Aagtekerke", p.7.
3. P. E. Playford, "The Wreck of the Zuytdorp", RWAHSJ 5:5 (1959), p.ll.
4. HalIs, "The Loss of the Dutch East Indiaman Aagtekerke", p.5.
5. A survey of the wreck, and of associated sites, is being carried out by J. Green, C.
Ingelman-Sundberg and G. Henderson under a grant from the Australian Research Grants
Committee. That grant has enabled work to be done for this article.
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Below: A proton magnetometer, trailed from a helicopter, was used for an airborne search
between Wreck Point on Pelsart Island, and the area of the Zeewijk. This search,
directed by Jeremy Green of the Western Australian Museum, located all known sites
on the reef, but showed no signs of the Aagtekerke.

Cover: Work on the Zeewijk wreck site is limited by the heavy sweIl conditions. Fieldwork is
currently being directed by Miss Catharina Ingelman-Sundberg of the Department of
Maritime Archaeology, Western Australian Museum. Photo by Hugh Edwards.
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EDWIN THUMBOO

Singapore Writing in English:
A Need For Commitment

I concentrate on selected aspects of my subject for the focus I want and have left
undiscussed the growth of the writing in English, the relationship between the
writing in English and that in our other languages and the likely effect of a
bilingual language policy on the writing. Our concern at this Conference being
literature, my immediate one is with certain aspects of the writing in English in
Singapore.
Despite being a residue of colonialism, English turned out to have blessings,
the more practical of which are too well-known to repeat. At least three ASEAN
nations are among the beneficiaries. Such is the rate of change nowadays that
25 years of gathering direction ought to suffice for a language to steady its literary
nerves. If one had to hazard a date for so subtle a matter as a change in attitude
to a language, I would suggest 1950 as the time by which English, which had
arrived more than a century earlier, ceased to lie outside the imagination, the
aesthetics of those using it. What marginally creative writing that had hitherto
emerged, sporadically, remained so, precisely because writers did not see themselves as Singaporean or Malayan. Their literary consciousness, the idiom they
employed or approved in others were appendages of metropolitan traditions represented by England and America. They lacked an informing vision, and even were
there semblance of one, fragmented and dim, its ingredients were not drawn from
the real-politik of life under colonial dispensation. Borrowed visions, however
potent, tempting and fructifying originally, do not take root in colonised hearts.
The shift from descriptive to creative modes, which turned English into an
instrument meeting the elaborations and demands of psyches, themselves evolving,
was crucial to the growth of literature. The major origins of this shift lay in
broad, political, as well as social movements, which rose against colonial power
and which concurrently inspired the search among subject peoples for an initial,
minimum image of themselves, an image that grew and burgeoned. This movement, a phenomenon of emergent nationalism, held consequences for the growth
of literature. In Singapore, the history is best seen in the poetry, a genre that
prospers and therefore has sufficient body and continuity to allow the discovery
and inspection of the interacting forces at work. The main details, the phases
through which the poetry in English moved, the settling on themes and their reshaping, the verbal strategies mounted by poets, I have examined in the Introduction to The Second Tongue [Heinemann Educational Books (Asia)] and elsewhere.
A paper (revised) delivered at the Conference of ASEAN Writers, lst-3rd December 1977,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
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I have felt increasingly the need to reassert a more positive function for writing
in English, both in terms of what is being done and what can be done. Not an
exercise in futility but in genuine commitment. It urges an enlargement to the
thematic preoccupations and, concurrently, a release for certain inhibitions that
travel with English, a language which possesses long creative and critical tradi·
tions. Where the language goes, these traditions tend to follow. But they do not
always apply. We must, therefore, question fundamental assumptions, in particular,
those touching on the writer's function as propagated by metropolitan thinking.
To begin with, if writers in America and England do not see the need to
specify or to be conscious of their function, it is because their tradition has
answered these questions earlier. We live in societies radically different from theirs
in our political, social, and cultural circumstances, in societies which are nascent
and actively forming themselves. Acquaintance with writing from the Third
Worlds-S.E. Asia, Samoa, Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Malta, Mauritius, countries
in Mrica, the Middle East and the West Indies-will show irrefutably that writers
have functions combining large commitments and a necessary attention to the
demands of the craft. Mulk Raj Anand, Chinua Achebe, Wilson Harris are
among the many who make the point. We ought to remind ourselves of literature
that is social, political, philosophical, in Shakespeare and Dryden, Shaw and
Yeats, and the poets inspired by the Spanish Civil War.
We must be vigilant when responding to an organic view of literature developed
in metropolitan areas as part of their literary history. This brings me to the
second heresy, concerning the nexus between content and idiom, which insists
that they are such twins as to force the conclusion that idiom is message, that
message is idiom. Such a formulation, acceptable in one set of circumstances,
cripples rather than illuminates when applied to situations where a language, in
this case English, is one of a number of languages and is, moreover, imported.
The formula, fairly insistent among the critical and creative imperatives of metro·
politan areas, can hardly apply. The medium cannot automatically be the message,
because, firstly, the message-especially its cultural and social concepts-is likely
to be new to the imported language which is being itself shaped to suit the
intellectual demands and style of its new milieu. By making the distinction, I do
not want to be understood as implying that in new literatures we are free to
neglect these elements of technique and organisation that ensure durable writing.
Content, however fascinating or vital, is no substitute for organised power, of
embodied resonances. Literature is literature and not journalism or something else.
I have chosen these two heresies, not because there aren't others. They are
among the major impediments. Setting them aside will contribute substantially to
releasing the writer in English from what one of our literary elders described
25 years ago as 'foreign inhibitions', which, I might add, continue to exist, though
less visibly, as a disturbing force in the language, and which all who use it
creatively must identify and overcome before the full stretch of their evolving
vision can attain full expression.
English is but one of four languages of education in Singapore. Malay is the
National Language, with Chinese, Tamil and English as our official languages.
The literature in Chinese and in Tamil have in their past had connections-now
declining-with metropolitan traditions. Such connections were linguistic, ethnic,
and so forth. With regard to the writing in English, the link with the metropolitan tradition was linguistic and hardly at all ethnic. While they were mentally
influenced by 'western values' so called, and risked becoming WOGS (Western
Oriental Gentlemen), those who wrote in English are to be distinguished from
visitors such as Conrad, Somerset Maugham, Anthony Burgess, Patrick Anderson
and D. J. Enright.
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One special feature marks our writing in English. Though decreasingly so, the
literatures in the other languages were and still are confined largely to life within
their speech communities. It is English, spoken and written by those coming from
different communities, that has taken up, that has drawn unto itself, experiences
of the various communities. Robert Yeo's play Are You There, Singapore has a
multi-racial cast. Poems in English have themes touching on Hindu cremation,
the Cheng Meng festival, ranging to the experience of reading King Lear. The
whole content of life in each of the communities is within reach of the writer
because English-and the users of English--cross communal boundaries. Until
such time when the literatures in Malay, Chinese and Tamil move with vigour
out of the communal compound, the writing in English would be the only one
likely to cope with the broad life of our society. Paradoxically, in this sense,
English will probably be the first to produce a national literature.
The main thrust of writing in English has been in poetry, resulting in an imbalance that will take time to correct. There are explanations for the relative
paucity of work in the other genres-drama, the novel and short story. The very
nature of poetry lends it to the exploitation of nascent and what amounts to fragmentary experiences, fragmentary to the extent that they can pose severe problems
for their successful or even satisfactory structuring. As it tends to live off a single,
usually singular, experience whose limits are defined by a single consciousness,
employing a relatively homogeneous idiom, poetry generally proves attractive at
the beginning of a literary tradition. While there are problems confronting the
would-be poet, those which the novelist and the dramatist have to surmount are
severely more enormous. Dramatists and novelists organise their material by
identifying and elaborating on a theme or themes through characters, each with
an individual identity and all that that involves. Dramatist or novelist must locate
and construct his types before he can invest his characters with a personal, individuating power.
In our society, one searching for an identity, a commonality, in search of its
types-not quite the tinker, tailor, soldier, sailor, rich man, poor man in the
English nursery rhyme-the tasks of the novelist and dramatist remain truly formidable. The types are doubtless forming and will emerge in due course. The
process, intricate enough in itself, is exacerbated by a lack of social history, of
basic information about how our forebears lived, how life styles have changed.
This information and the understanding it inspires are vital complements to
imaginative writing. We should not at this stage insist overmuch on the distinction
between autobiography and fiction, whose boundaries in any case are less rigid
than was previously thought. Given the present state of things, every attempt is
a contribution towards the definition of society in its dominant types.
Francis Thomas's Memoirs of a Migrant, N. I. Low's Chinese Jetsam On a
Tropic Shore, Yeap Joo Kim's The Patriarch, Ruth Ho's Rainbow Round My
Shoulder, Lim Thean Soo's Destination Singapore draw on history, social history,
family history, autobiography, i.e. the material out of which fiction ultimately
ensues, and are useful because they attempt to utilise the methods of fiction. Tan
Kok Seng's trilogy, Son of Singapore, Man of Malaysia and Eye on the World
offers an instance of themes expanding outwards and away from the autobiographical. Some of the difficulties that Goh Poh Seng had to resolve when
writing If We Dream Too Long arose from the fact that he was providing a
first frame for the experience of a Singaporean in fiction. It is in this area that
perhaps the writing in English ought to develop. The signs are there, in the
increasing number of short stories being written, doubtless because the relative
brevity of the form suits the handling of segments of experience. In a sense,
every new start is a wholly new failure to which we should add that every
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succeeding start will be less of a failure. The collective attempts will gradually
create both an audience and a fictional tradition from which writer and reader
will learn; the writer, how to shape material according to his vision, based as
it must be on the shared experience he has with his readers; the reader because
the fiction is drawn from the marrow of experiences he can share or has had.
But while waiting for fiction and drama to grow, the poetry would do well
to expand its thematic range and subject matter. Its collective achievements
include a sophistication, a variety and reach that will not disappoint the expectations of demanding readers. Listen to the following, the first by Arthur Yap,
the second by Geraldine Heng:

some friends
one of my friends has green fingers,
she grows grasshoppers quicker than flowers.
another, always wanting to get me a better job,
peruses the classified ads. avidly for his next stop.
another, once a staunch undergrad socialist,
now scoffs at all stupid, rash idealists.
another, pitying the starving millions of the third world,
merely prattles & even this world becomes a blurr.
another, a devout practising vegetarian,
eats eggs with a heap of chopped onion.
another, who celebrates each & every religious festivity,
has given all gods a rest & taken up other civilities.
i have yet to meet them all at once
for fear of the confusion that will arise:
civil eggs with chopped idealists,
grasshopper jobs with fringe-benefit onions,
ex-green-fingered socialists, floral vegetarians.
(0 gawd, another friend's injunction)
Arthur Yap

For Anais Nin
i am but a silky fragment of a woman
wispy, tiny
i fade like perfume
if you speak too loud, look too roughly
or slip from the senses like powder.
pale green silk,
translucent with elegance
heavily delicate,
the sun shines through me.
Geraldine Heng
But more important, an impetus has been generated. Three of the poets present
here today had individual volumes published this year. Sophistication and impetus
apart, the permanent achievement has to do with the growing creative possibilities
in the language, one that is now our own. The necessary initial decolonisation of
English is virtually done, though the young poet who looks for instruction from
his predecessors and who must therefore go to the metropolitan tradition until
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such time when the local tradition is robust enough to provide it, must, for the
sake of his soul, remain vigilant.
Taking the language increasingly on our terms was and is a pre-condition for
creative freedom. It was their language; now it is one of ours. An intimate,
essential part of living, language is simultaneously instrument and possession. As
instrument it regulates acts and thoughts and in tum is influenced by them. So
habitual and inward is this process involving one's mother tongue, that we become
aware of its workings most acutely in multi-lingual situations. To grow up in a
culture is to grow up in its language. Consequently, growing up in a language is
to submit to both a cultural and an intellectual schooling. Language rests upon
a culture; much of culture resides in, is transmitted through language. Philosophical systems, folklore and all that lie in between are embodied in and handed
on through language. The content of a language ranging from idioms, adages,
lyric and dramatic moments to extended narratives, distils the history of a people,
most comprehensively formulates, projects major social, intellectual and at times
political movements.
English came and remained, and is now growing into our likeness. Essential
adjustments have been made and there is no danger of Wordsworthian, Tennysonian or Eliotish imitations. But there are other persistent dangers. A more local
and immediate limitation than the threat of that creeping internationalism of
idiom which afflicts much of contemporary poetry in English by giving it a
neutral tone, is the inclination towards a highly individual poetry which is introspective, attentive to the inner life secured through the apparent exclusion of the
larger issues which surround it. This seems to be a symptom of the poetry in
English only, as that in Chinese, Malay and Tamil is very much socially, politically
aware. The English-educated as a group have been open to the charge of remaining less than decently informed on and moved by political and social issues.
There is substance to the charge. The answer is not a leap into political or social
themes, however tempting. That would be altogether too crude, would undo, even
betray the fine balance between subject and appropriate idiom that gives the
recent poetry especially, its consistently respectable level. These large themes
should exist as an active part of the poet's searching consciousness, working at
the edge of his perception.
Those who started writing in the early 50's were caught up with the excitement
and trauma associated with the anticolonial struggle-relatively low-pressured in
our case-which instilled in them awareness of politics, economics and the dominant social and cultural questions which dominated that phase of our history. The
experience left them with a broader range of concerns so that as poets, their
interests and writing, while containing the personal, does not neglect these larger
themes, among which is the need to construct a viable mythology, a myth-seeking
consciousness by retrieving folkways within an impulse towards a common identity. Those who started writing later, when the uncertainties of survival had
lessened as prosperity, secured through closely supervised economic and political
development, had led to rapid urbanisation, were not in the position to appreciate
these larger themes. These themes, while still important, had receded under the
surface of events, and for that reason lost their sense of urgency. But they remain
central to our lives as Singaporeans, and the challenges they offer to the poet, if
taken up, will broaden the scope of the poetry in English.
By extending itself, by searching deeply into the pressures associated with these
large themes, discovered, particularised and experienced in the details of daily
life, the poetry would acquire a relevance likely to attract those interested in
literature but who now hesitate on account of doubts about the degree to which
it impinges upon their lives. I am not suggesting that this broadening be prescribed
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as a programme deliberately making poetry into propaganda. Creative freedom,
the autonomy of the imagination remains unimpaired because the poet is persuaded to enlarge his interests to ensure his function. Functions are conceived
differently but they are there, implicit in the work of Derek Walcott, Edward
Braithewaite, Okot P'Bitek, Gabriel Okara, Wole Soyinka, Christopher Okigbo,
Taban Lo Liyong, Nissim Ezekiel, R. Partharasathy, Albert Wendt, Jack Lahui,
Hone Tufare, Wong Phui Nam and others including Black poets such as Ted
Jones and Mike Harper. An anthology of their poems would carry the intensely
personal but also poems whose impact derives from the way they sharply focus
on issues of fundamental concern to their societies. The image of the poet communing with his muse in splendid isolation would be hard to sustain at the present
time. If the writing in English is to retain and expand its growing place in the
shaping of a Singapore consciousness, however tentatively or indirectly conceived,
themes beyond the merely personal should enter the estate of poetry. For instance,
the dangers of modernisation, of becoming a global village with the implicit threat
to the values and the life styles we have is a theme much discussed. And we can
see why.
Games
I approach the theatre
They are playing Cousin Kate
I divert to the cinema
They are screening Lawrence of Arabia
I retreat to the newspapers
Princess Anne is pregnant
I look for sarong and baju
They sell Levis
I get to the drive-in
Colonel Sanders is licking his fingers
I despair for a drink
Get served Coca-Cola
I reach my friend
He serves chilled Pepsi-Cola
I get home to my TV
Steve McGarrett says:
Book 'em. Murder one.
Edwin Thumboo
These are inevitable developments and we learn to take coconut water and PepsiCola. The arrival of foreign folkways affects our thinking, the very texture of our
lives. While change is a fact of life, the agents of change are best tested against a
more certain sense of what we are and what we want for ourselves and the coming
generations. We must ask with Shakespeare's Lear, though in a less dramatic key
and out of a different set of urgencies, 'Who is it that can tell me who I am?'.
There is no simple answer nor can one answer find general acceptance because it
is not and never can be a neat equation, precise, unvarying and complete. It is
more in the nature of a broad recognition, of shared responses, of understood
differences, of images and symbols that work because they are common possessions. Out of the inheritances of a multi-racial society, common possessions are
but gradually discovered and given the resonance of metaphor and image. Ong
Teong Hean's The Tai-Chi Man', Geraldine Heng's 'Little Things', Chandran
Nair's 'Hindu Cremation', Yeo Bock Cheng's 'Malacca Mosaic', Arthur Yap's
The Oranges, the Table, and Other Things', Wong May's 'Study of a Millionairess: Still Life' and Sng Boh Khim's 'Auntie's Wedding' all contribute to an evolving
tapestry of our folkways. The tapestry's topography, its configurations, depend on
how we link them and other images. The search goes on as part of the individual's
84
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experience. The extension of the impulse-in poet and reader-leads to larger
speculations, to pieces of which Lee Tzu Pheng's 'My Country and My People',
with its quietly assertive final stanza, is the best known:
Yet, careful tending of the human heart
may make a hundred flowers bloom;
and perhaps, fence-sitting neighbour,
I claim citizenship in your recognition
of our kind.
My people, and my country,
are you, and you my home.
Lee Tzu Pheng
The larger themes of political, social and cultural cohesion are present, not as
anxieties and planned action, but as intrinsic in the poet's awarenesses, perceptions and controlled idiom. It is among the highest form of construction, touching
as it does on fact and feeling, on the growing confidence of the psyche as it adjusts
the past to the present with confidence and expectation. We need this and other
myths, making and remaking them. Poetry is but one of the forces working
towards a collective psyche. Through such poems as 'My Country and My People'
we add to the sense of our destiny as a people. By developing it out of our past,
Indian, Chinese, Malay, we bring into our lives those elements which constitute
an identity, that is shored up by a historical continuity whose force is validated
by the individual imagination.
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BOOKS
Lloyd Ross, John Curtin (MacMillan, Melbourne, 1977), 422 pp.
In the immediate post-war years the labour
movement in Western Australia made annual
pilgrimages to John Curtin's grave to mourn
his death and celebrate his memory. He was
remembered with pride, with admiration and
with uncritical affection as the man who had
re-united a bitter faction-ridden party, returned
it to federal office and led the nation through
its great wartime emergency. The John Curtin
of Labor memory is Lloyd Ross's John Curtin.
Dr Ross is very much a part of the Curtin
legend. He is the son of R. S. Ross who, as
editor of the Victorian Socialist party journal
Socialist, was an early friend and associate of
Curtin. Ross himself, a long-time Labor activist and trade union official, was director of
public relations for the post-war reconstruction
programme of the Curtin government and also
a personal friend of Curtin. So father and son
together provide something of a chart of Curtin's political and intellectual life.
The story Dr Ross tells in his long-awaited
biography is one of human triumph, where a
man and a time come together in fulfilment of
both. This is Ross's principal theme. In keeping with it half of his book is devoted to the
last four years of Curtin's life when he was
wartime prime minister. The rest of his life becomes only an apprenticeship, preparation for
the supreme test that was to come. In establishing this framework for his biography the
author has virtually precluded any possibility
of an effective re-examination of Curtin's life
and thought. However to expect anything other
than the traditional account Dr Ross has provided is to ignore the personal and political
commitments of a lifetime. His perceptions of
John Curtin are the traditional ones of the
Labor party and of much of the broader
labour movement. The value and the limitations of his biography lie in this fact.
Dr Ross begins with a brief examination of
Curtin's childhood. He tells of economic deprivation, interrupted schooling and frequent
changes of housing often leaving rent unpaid
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as well as of an early abandonment of Catholicism. He reports that Curtin did not ever talk
freely with friends about his childhood experiences. Perhaps in these experiences is to be
found some part of the explanation for the
enigma of the man-for his lifelong difficulties
with personal relationships, his moodiness, his
periods of depression and intense self-doubt.
For Ross they are the humble working class
beginnings over which Curtin triumphed as
well as the correct origins for Labor leadership.
Ross details Curtin's early activities in the
Victorian Socialist party and the warmth and
comradeship he found in its collective life"its newspaper, its Sunday night lectures, choir,
orchestra, co-operative store, Sunday school,
teas, dances, anniversaries, and open air exposition". He traces Curtin's move into the trade
union movement as Victorian state secretary of
the Timber Workers' Union. His union organizing activities combined with the tensions produced within the labour movement by the
Great War led Curtin into what was to become
a familiar landmark in his life-a trough of
despair and alcoholism. He recovered from it,
however, to take a leading part in the anticonscription movement in Victoria, finally
spending a short time in prison because of his
activities.
A description of Curtin at this time as "a
revolutionary every inch of him" is noted with
approval by Dr Ross who identifies the young
Curtin as "socialist, international socialist, militant industrial unionist, anti-militarist". The
labels are generally appropriate although his
British race patriotism and support for White
Australia must cast doubts on the applicability
of the second of the four. However, the political ambiguity of the man can be seen in the
juxtaposition of his radical socialist views and
activities with his decision to contest the
federal seat of Balaclava for Labor in 1914.
Dr Ross does not attempt to explain Curtin's
apparently ambivalent position. He simply
notes that he was accused of "vacillation".
Curtin's Western Australian years as editor
of the Westralian Worker, the AWU journal
which was also the official organ of the state
Labor party, are seen by Ross as crucial in the
development of his thought.
Partly under the influence of the serene
Western Australian atmosphere, he evolved
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gradually a policy of vague socialism in
practice without changing his early philosophy . .. [H]e turned to social reformism
as a practice and the Australian Labor
Party as its expression.
If the years between 1917 and 1928 mark some
kind of transformation in Curtin, and this certainly appears to have been the case, then they
require a closer examination than Dr Ross has
provided. The "serene Western Australian atmosphere" is not a sufficient explanation. The
hegemony of th A WU and the conservatives
within the state ALP was well-established and
'serenity' was its product. It was not the product of consensus nor was radicalism or conflict absent from the Western Australian party.
Were Curtin's radical views so little internalized that removal from close contact with
his VSP friends could lead to their abandonment? Did increasing absorption in the practicalities of routine Labor politics dissipate his
revolutionary ardour? Was there a degree of
expediency in the pursuit of an increasingly
moderate line by the editor of what was essentially an A WU journal? Indeed how coherent
was Curtin's political thought at this point or
at any other in his career? Dr Ross has provided little in the way of additional illumination on these questions.
In 1928 Curtin was elected to the House of
Representatives as member for Fremantle. Dr
Ross ascribes his surprising failure to gain
cabinet rank in the Scullin government firstly
to the activities of Theodore and secondly to
a general concern about his drinking habits.
However Scullin's biographer, John Robertson,
states that it was Scullin himself who kept
Curtin out of the ministry by letting it be
known that he opposed the idea. So between
1929 and 1931 Curtin remained on the back
benches, voicing strong opposition to the
Premiers' Plan and demanding that the government face the electors rather than compromise
Labor principles. In common with his colleagues CUrtin was not to forget the events of
the depression, in particular for him the failure
of Labor unity in a great crisis.
Moving towards the climax of his story Dr
Ross details Curtin's return to federal politics
in 1934 and his election in 1935 to the leadership of the federal party. Ross sees Curtin's
will now as firm, his direction clear: he became
a teetotaller; he campaigned to revive and reWESTERLY, No.2, JUNE, 1978

unite the party; he worked to provide it with
adequate defence and foreign policies. The
man was ready and the failure of non-labor
provided the opportunity. In October 1941 he
became prime minister. Two months later war
with Japan broke out and Curtin's hour had
come.
Dr Ross provides a lengthy account of Curtin's prime ministers hip : his efficient and vigorous implementation of policy; his battles with
Churchill and the developing relations with the
USA, chiefly in the person of MacArthur; his
successful introduction of conscription for the
South-West Pacific theatre; his emphasis on the
need for greater regional co-operation, particularly with New Zealand; his successful visits to
the USA and Britain in 1944. The picture is
of "a national and responsible Prime Minister"
whose "main concern was to win the war",
who was "primarily and basically responsible
for the leadership that united and inspired
Australia". In June 1945, worn out by his efforts, the great leader dies.
Clearly the story told and the tone of the
telling has much of myth about it. In Ross's
view all men were lesser mortals beside Curtin
and some-like Evatt, Calwell and Wardwere very much less indeed. Even Chifley
seems a shadowy and unimportant figure in the
wartime government. And some omissions are
notable. Although he lists Bruce Muirden's
book on the Australia First movement in his
bibliography Ross does not mention the 1942
arrest and internment without trial of twenty
Australia Firsters nor the Curtin government's
subsequent reluctance to admit that it had
perpetrated a major injustice. Yet the whole
affair, reminiscent of the Wobbly imprisonments during the Great War, raised important
questions of civil liberties and of the power of
permanent government advisers, this time military intelligence. For Ross the 7,000 or so persons interned in Australia during Curtin's
prime ministers hip may well not have existed.
Similarly Blackburn's expulsion from the party
for his adherence to Labor's traditional anticonscription stand is not discussed; nor is the
concern expressed by some sections of the
party about Curtin's total pre-occupation with
the pursuit of war at the expense of social
reform.
The central weakness of the biography lies
in its failure to come to grips with Curtin's
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thought, in particular with its development
through time. Ross points to the pre-eminent
influence of Tom Mann and Frank Anstey on
Curtin's early beliefs and he quotes Curtin in
1935 as saying-"They are still my shining
stars and they twinkle their message as I grow
older". But what was for Curtin the exact
nature of their 'message' remains unclear.
When describing Curtin's beliefs in the
Great War period Ross insists that "This was
the Curtin who was to become Prime Minister
of Australia". However it is quite clear that
this was simply not so. The Curtin who supported the Great Strike of 1917 was not the
man who used troops to break the seamen's
strike in 1943. The young anti-war crusader
was not the man who as prime minister successfully identified Labor with patriotism and
the pursuit of a total war effort. The radical
socialist who called for revolution to sweep
away the class oppression and other evils inherent in capitalism was not the man who promised that "this Government will never inject
any socialism into the economic structure, nor
will it do anything to disturb the existing
order". The youthful anti-imperialist was not
the man who in 1943 called for closer imperial
co-operation through the establishment of an
Empire Council. The disciple and friend of
Tom Mann was not the prime minister who
made the Governor-General, Lord Gowrie, his
close confidant and appointed the Duke of
Gloucester as Gowrie's successor. Times had
changed, of course, but the man had changed
more and Dr Ross does not analyze the nature
of the change.
What he does much better is to utilize Curtin's personal papers and a range of interviews
to explore the nature of the man. The finished
portrait escapes him but his sketch reveals an
essentially lonely man, reserved and austere and
yet desiring easy comradeship. For Curtin
'mateship' was a largely unattainable goal. He
seems to have battled much of his life with
feelings of inadequacy which produced fits of
depression occasionally plunging him to despair. He found solace in dedication to the
causes of labour and then of Australia, in
loyalty to the Labor party and in his family
circle. His simplicity and the closeness of his
family ties are clearly evidenced in letters to
his wife and children. He wrote to his son
John at the time of the latter's wedding:
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I told him I remembered my own wedding
day and my best wish for him is that his
wedding brought him the graces mine
brought me.
lt is not difficult to believe Perth's fund of
traditional Curtin stories, a number of which
Ross retells: of the prime minister waiting
patiently in queues, hitching lifts along Stirling
Highway, being unrecognized in a crowd, and
so forth. Curtin's lack of affectation was wellknown and was, of course, the stuff of which
myths are made. Ross writes-"Curtin, even
when he felt himself to be the instrument of
destiny, walked simply among his people".
Here again as in other aspects of his biography
Dr Ross reiterates and reinforces Labor
myths.
The 'Golden Age' of Labor awaits re-examination and re-interpretation. This process will
involve the demythologizing of the giant figures
of the Age-Curtin and Chifley. The two men
are perceived as having a great deal in common and indeed there are striking similarities
between them. Not the least is the parallel
between the Great War anti-militarist, anticonscriptionist and radical socialist who organized a total war effort, including the conscription of men for overseas military service, and
the militant unionist of 1917 who sent the
troops into the mines in 1949. What is required
for a better understanding of the complexities
of both men is a more rigorous analysis of the
Labor ideology of which they were standard
bearers. In this task Dr Ross's biography of
'Labor's greatest leader' will provide a useful
primary source.
LENORE LA YMAN

Nicholas Hasluck, Anchor and Other Poems,
Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1976, 72 pp.,
$2.95; Alan Alexander, In the Sun's Eye, Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1977, 64 pp., $3.25;
Lee Knowles, Cool Summer, Fremantle Arts
Centre Press, 1977, 72 pp., $3.25.
Western Australian poets have always found it
difficult to find pUblication, since most of the
publishing houses are located in the eastern
states. Accordingly, a stimulus to poetry in this
State which has only taken place in the last few
years and promises to be a valuable adjunct to
the work of Western Australian poets was the
establishment of the Fremantle Arts Centre
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Press. The first publication of the Press was
an anthology of Western Australian poetry
published in 1976 under the title Soundings,
made up of the work of contemporary writers
resident in the State. The anthology suggests
that the poets included have a wide variety of
concerns and interests. Most of the work is
conventional in tone and style as compared
with much that is being published elsewhere in
Australia. Subsequently the Fremantle Arts
Centre Press has published a number of individual volumes, including Anchor and Other
Poems (1976) by Nicholas Hasluck; In the
Sun's Eye (1977) by Alan Alexander, and
Cool Summer (1977) by Lee Knowles.
The first of these, Anchor and Other Poems
(1976) by Nicholas Hasluck, consists chiefly of
poems of a quietly discursive and sometim~s
satirical bent. Hasluck sees clearly the traditional civilizing responsibilities of art, and his
poems meet the tough, responsible and empirical obligations of the rational intelligence.
His balanced readiness to think out his relations with the traditionally major concerns of
poetry, sometimes at cost to freedom and spontaneity of diction, makes his austere hits preferable to other writers' more lyrical misses.
There is evidence of much wit and humour
which is one way for the poet to keep the
forces of individualism and the collective in
balance. For example, his reductio ad absurdum of the conventionally solemn meditation on death and man's place in the cosmic
scheme of things emerges as dead-pan satire
delivered via a set of instructions for the preparation of spaghetti:
There is also piercing
the top of the can.
And the standing of it
in boiling waterbut without permitting water
to enter the can ...
... Death will come to the heretic
not as boiling water
entering the can-but as
the fumbling touch of a white
.
tentacle at your shoulder
(Eating Canned SpaghettI)
That is one way of putting the terrifying
facts of the human condition at bay. At a more
sober level, Hasluck shows considerable feeling
for his environment, and an affirmation of desperate survival in the face of potential fragmentation:
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Dry weeds and grass; fire-splashed,
tawny as those distant bodies
cat-footed on the splintering surf.
The tide is out. The rhetoric
of fire and foam, abandoned junk ...
beyond the palings, something chokes.
(Burning Off)
He shows a cool sense of the struggle by
which men earn their convictions and their
culture, an awareness that society is the individual. He is also conscious that the poet in
that society is, of necessity, a split personality
insofar as he can realize that his society nurtured him, met his needs, gave him security to
develop his potentialities yet frustrated him
with its constraining customs. This emerges in
the metaphor of the escape-artist, Houdini, e,nvied for his audacious protest even while
plunging towards death:
Then, we think of you
with envy, Harry Houdini.
You lucky guy. Up there,
upside down inside a mailbag
(away from the telephone)
settling down to business,
getting your teeth into it,
parting the stubborn buckles,
stripping off the straightjacket
and waving to the crowd below.
(Houdini)
We witness the development of a complex
consciousness slowly becoming aware of its
necessary isolation:
To find the key to the city
yes, you must travel alone
to the city's edge ...
(Metropolis)
Harsh stOlclsm co-exists with tenderness: an
understated sense of despair emerges without
self-pity in the sensitively restrained elegy for
his brother, Anchor:
Caves by torchlight ...
glister of the water-drip
on stalwart pinnacles. Each drop,
each ripple . . . distant,
constant; the fragile ceiling
propped up by silence.
Knee-deep in darkness ...
flashlights whispering the way
on to the stepping-stones;
my hand, your hand.
(Anchor)
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His interest is primarily in assessing in an
oblique way man's spiritual adaptability in an
environment barely nourishing to either body
or spirit; the authentic tragic note is present
together with a rueful knowledge of the ambivalence of human existence.
Alan Alexander's In The Sun's Eye (1977)
is an accomplished collection. It is valuable in
that it represents perspectives on the environment taken by a comparatively recent arrival
in Western Australia. Originally from Northern Ireland, Alexander tests out the new land,
observes it, adapts to it tentatively, sometimes
comfortably, at other times disturbed by nostalgia for home and family. He recreates what
he has left behind in clean, unsentimental
imagery:
High in a ribbon of frost, three men cut thorns
While, startled by the shotgun of the morning,
Nine little imp roads are scattering into the
Mournes.
Turning away from the havoc there beneath,
Three men work on,
One a father and one a son,
The other a cousin, dreaming of escape,
Bound with the two who silence his return.
(Mourne Country)
But for the exploration of the new environment, he adopts the persona of an older settler.
The fine poem, "Nuytsia Floribunda" begins
with an epigraph from the diary of Georgina
Molloy: "But for the request, I would have
bestowed on the flowers of this wilderness only
passing admiration." Georgiana speaks of her
alienation to one of her children:
... mothers must hem their summers as before
And know the very pith of desolation. I thread
my needle
On hope, ...
I dread the truth when the wind is up,
The long calamity of this Southern Ocean.
Is there no ripeness a drudge puts on
Beyond the hardstone of the days, the energy
of men
curled up like smoke against the karri? ...
(Nuytsia Floribunda)
This contains the familiar ambivalences of the
intelligent adapter's tight-rope act in a country
which emerges as blank and indifferent rather
than actively hostile. It impressionistically ren90

ders an acute sense of the country's brief but
poignant history and a struggling intention to
make some kind of identification, however
tenuous.
Lee Knowles, in her book Cool Summer
(1977), also seeks to probe the relationship
between herself as a woman and the demands
of her environment. She explores the dilemma
of the isolated, thoughtful female consciousness:
High-backed lady,
Your pride uncovered, your eyes clean,
what's the world like for you?
In the heart of a diamond
you make your throne. For your unwelcome honesty
we come and quickly go.
(High-Backed Lady)
Lee Knowles does not shirk the responsibility
for the "unwelcome honesty". It is obvious
that the modern poet has to start from more
difficult premises these days, more dispersed
and more democratic than ever before. Because there is no uniform agreement on style
or belief, a greater strain is placed on the individual. Everything starts and finishes with his
or her consciousness, and the work becomes
proportionately more exposed, more risky,
more groping. In a cultural environment where
practically anything is acceptable, a test of
originality becomes not one of form and belief,
but of the exploration of individual consciousness, of the artist's own identity. The emphasis
falls more and more on the poet's need to
forge his own language, to use his art reflectively in a depersonalized society in which the
notion of identity is so quickly submerged.
Lee Knowles reveals the inner vulnerability
of the urban dweller often with wit and acute
perception. For example, in the following:
Hours she sits, worrying her fingers,
blowing images that float around the ceiling,
burst, and then provide the answeran affair is necessary.
But who-tradesmen are out of the question.
In her district they don't deliver ...
She leans far, far out the window.
Her breasts swing loosely, puddings in a bag of
skin.
But there are no customers, no assignations.
(Upstairs Woman)
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Apart from her poems about people, she is
thoughtful about the physical world and its
external features:
Rock is its meaning
from humped dinosaurs
to the long blue backs of whales
rolling into the sea.
At the tip of the land's finger
the lighthouse stands,
last outpost of this coast.
(Cape Leeuwin)
She can also describe the smaller-scale limits
of a city and its inhabitants in a swift series of
sense-impressions, armed with critical insight.
In the following poem, she speaks of how
Overhead the freeways swoop everywhere
cars hurtling into houses, gardens, beds,
the far side of the river.
Shops are tunnels, blown through with
bitter light
where bikes blaze in rows.
But what is bought and what is needed
by this city's wandering dead?
(Walking Down Murray Street)
Her scenes are detailed, cool, and nervously
resonant: she pursues an intricately local accuracy and is successful at recapturing complex
natural scenery, shape by shape, with assured
and precise delineation:
This is the end
of road and sand-track,
the meeting-point of two great oceans.
Wind screams, waves tear the shore,
the oceans merge.
(Cape Leeuwin)
Some of her poems about Dutch shipwrecks
on the western coast contain points of reference which may be regarded as distinctively
Western Australian, especially "Batavia Incident" which recreates Pelsaert's desertion of
his crew in 1629.
The Fremantle Arts Centre Press venture
symbolizes the work of a community which is
putting its energies not merely into sewerage,
hospitals and pest control, but is also caring
for the life of the mind without which no
culture can exist. The volumes mentioned are
being published as part of a series described
.. This review is taken from a larger survey of literature in Western Australia, to be published in 1979 by
the University of Western Australia Press.
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as West Coast Writing, and it is likely that
further works by this younger generation of
poets will indicate the direction poetry is likely
to take in this State over the next ten or fifteen
years.
FAY ZWICKY

Louis Johnson, Fires and Patterns (Jacaranda
Press, Brisbane, 1975)
Louis Johnson is a New Zealand poet who has
been living in Australia for the past eight years.
He has a distinguished reputation in his home
country, having published ten collections of
poems there and having edited the New Zealand Poetry Yearbook from 1951-1964, yet his
two Australian publications-Land Like a
Lizard: New Guinea Poems (1970), and this
most recent collection, Fires and Patternshave attracted very little attention. One of the
few to notice the pUblication of this volume,
Bruce Beaver, claimed Johnson to be "one of
the most impressive poets writing in English
now", and it does seem unfortunate that he has
not had more recognition during his time in
Australia. Land Like a Lizard was an original
and accomplished volume, and one might well
excuse Louis Johnson's feeling some bitterness
at the neglect with which he has been treated.
He does hint at such bitterness in a poem in
Fires and Patterns-"A Provincial Autumn";
he responds to a companion's denigration of
the autumn colours of "imported" trees in a
New South Wales country town:
Might it mean that you have to be born here
To have the least performance recognised?
If one can pardon this brief self-indulgence,

Fires and Patterns is a mature and thoughtful
collection of finely-crafted poetry, varied in
subject and treatment, presenting Louis Johnson's distinctive and intelligent poetic voice.
The collection is divided into four sections,
the first of which is devoted to a cycle of
poems called "Endeavour's Wake", dealing
with the journey Captain Cook made in 1768
to view the transit of Venus. Kenneth Slessor
has, of course, written on this theme, but Johnson's treatment is an addition to, rather than
a reprise of, Slessor's vision. His portrait of
Cook, in "Portrait of a Captain", is tactile and
fresh, depicting the explorer'S search as an in91

tuitive, elemental drive that is both unique and
imperfect:
Weaknesses: Yes. How else account for his
ending
some murderous morning on an outlandish
beach
at the end of the world? Stubborn, believing
perhaps
all men were as driven as he to seek out that
place
at the crumbling brink of enquiry. But this
could
well be the very essence of greatness, the
deftness
of detail that finally finishes, lets no man
fathom the answer.
An original perspective on the voyage of the
Endeavour is offered in a poem inventing a
plausible series of reminiscences from the point
of view of the young ship's boy, Nick, who
first sighted the east coast of New Zealand. In
"Nicholas Young Remembers", Johnson presents a characteristically ambivalent view of
the history of Australia, as the ageing Nick
looks back on his romantic. but bathetic past:

I sit in the chill of the Chelsea light, and look
back
on coasts that still haunt my dreams, barbarian
bodies that
flame into passion or death at our coming. Our
tracks
were shame. I cannot believe we enlarged the
world very much.
"Endeavour's Wake" leads us into the three
remaining sections of the collection-entitled,
respectively, New Zealand, New Guinea and
Australia-examining the modern civilisation
built upon the Endeavour's discoveries. All
three sections look closely at their particular
culture's version of everyday life, the routines,
the values, the relationships generated and
limited by modern urban society. Urban society
does seem, in fact, to be Louis Johnson's most
recurrent subject, but there is a short cycle of
poems within the Australian section of the
book, "Country Roads", investigating the alternative of the country. The cycle is not a pastoral, however, nor is it unaffected by the
poet's critical eye; the fresh mountain springs
in which his lover bathes in "Summer Sunday"
are tainted by mortality with the news of the
drowning of two children that day. This ambivalence is not simple or depressive-as an92

other poem in the cycle, "Trunkey Creek",
demonstrates. In this poem, the town of Trunkey Creek, "A handful of scattered, close-tothe-ground cottages/Left like last summer's
figs on a faded tree", is given vitality by the
history of Ben Hall's escape from the troopers
at nearby Abercrombie Caves, and by the old
artist giving that history a visible shape.
Just out of town, among the chancey
Walls of his cottage, Selby Warren, well
Into his eighties, paintbrush and tubes in hand,
Gives primitive figuration to his memoryCanvasses charged with troopers, miners, lights,
Of the Cobb coaches burning up their miles.
Gaiety gleams from him like blooms and buds
Of the new season's fig tree. In his yard
Two heifers bellow, quickening with milk.
For Johnson, the continuing cycle of life referred to in the last stanza is never simple or
complete, and his considerations of what he
sees tend to probe for a reality, rather than
attempting to fix it, finally.
This is true of his urban poetry, too. Once
caricatured as a suburban poet (the late James
K. Baxter called him the "poet of subtopia"),
Louis Johnson does write about what are essentially small, everyday situations-putting out
milk bottles, riding in a city train, walking in
the park on Sunday. Yet his treatment of the
suburban banalities of the existence most of us
accept is not comfortably detached or confidently critical. His ability to repudiate what he
sees as everyday reality is complicated by the
strong feeling of personal entrapment, of his
own implication in the emptiness and boredom
he sees around him. His method is an attempt
to penetrate deeper, to analyse and understand;
his poems, as he says in "Dedicatory Sonnet",
are "little nets for reality to enter and/ there
be known". He examines the patterns of urban
existence with a kind of helpless compassion,
the consciousness of there having been, somewhere, a chance lost--charting the same kind
of area Joseph Heller catalogued in Something
Happened.
There is a compensatory strength in Louis
Johnson's poetry, though, that shows itself in
the wry humour which leavens the often
solemn cadences, and in his ability to find cause
for celebration within unpromising situations:
the sardonic use of economic metaphor as he
advises his businessman friend to beware of
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thinking he has "absorbed" the losses in his
life just because he has "skilfully juggled the
tax"; the sense of satisfaction at the solid
wholeness of the Harbour Bridge's unlovely
linking of the two sides of Sydney Harbour;
and, most importantly, the reassuring ability
of the poet's understanding itself to order and
cope with the bewildering and isolating aspects
of the existence within which it is trapped. At
times, this understanding creates an image that
freezes a familiar and empty experience into
fresh perspective, providing the poet and the
reader with a confidence that counteracts the
depressive anonymity of the situation described. The poet captures the lack of romance in
the routines of the modern diminished self,
almost with relish; he sits in a crowded commuter train, seeing himself and the other occupants of the car as extras on a movie set,
waiting for a star who will never arrive:
You suddenly notice the central aisle in the
carriage
is strangely empty: across it, hands clasp;
Bottles and smokes and jokes are passed:
And then you sense what's missing.
This is the background scene from the television
Against which Gregory Peck should stand,
strap- hanging.
Here's how reality looks without the hero:
There is a sense of discovery in this passage,
as Johnson seizes an image of our dull existence with some satisfaction, despite the grim
nature of the perception itself.
However, it is not always a perception with
which he is comfortable. The pressures Johnson sees society exerting on the self, and particularly on love, cause him to create images
of modern existence that are potentially tragic.
His icy sense of one-ness with the people his
poems create forces the reflectiveness of tone
at the beginning of "There Was Something
Wrong With My Life" to escalate into a chilling portrait of desperation. The poem's persona is a woman whose marriage has failed,
and who pursues her husband in order to ask
him, again, why he is unfaithful:
And next time I tried to follow
The street would close up on me or a wall
Suddenly rear up and stop me. I'd cry,
Don't leave me, and find I was standing
Under a vacant tree in a windy space
Beating my hands on the bark with the blood
Crying over me, and he wouldn't be there,
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Nor on the road I took back to the house,
Nor in the kitchen when I took the knife
From the drawer to go and attend to the
children.
The surrounding brick walls and the stripped
tree in the vacant lot, are images of urban
desolation and oppression, and the woman's
feeling of divorce from her context is a constantly isolating force in Fires and Patterns.
The battleground of marriage is a recurring
location for the poems, and here, too, the
pressure put upon love by the externals of
everyday existence saps the energy the self
needs to persevere. In "Going to Work on a
Winter Morning", the relationship is tired and
worn, predictable in ways that neither participant want, but have had to accept. The woman
drives, articulating the limits of the marriage
as a lack of "more", but the thought process
is interrupted, undramatically, as she searches
for a parking space. The apparent impossibility
of sustaining love, for ever, as it were, is a
familiar preoccupation in Johnson's work, one
the poet determinedly works at accepting and
understanding-without adopting easy positions of cynicism or sentimentality. The treatment of love is certainly less celebratory in
this volume than in some of his previous work,
but it is never a simple or purely abstract problem for him.
There is a humane sympathy in Johnson's
verse which has become a distinguishing characteristic, and which allows him to view his
subjects with strength and a hard-won composure in "A Kind of Honesty" and "The
Quarrel". In the latter half of the Australian
section, however, this composure seems to be
less easily maintained. Fear and defeat surface
in "Daughters of Men" and "The Poet Ageing", as if the effort of understanding requires
an act of will that is almost beyond the poet.
This depressive drift is arrested in one of the
last poems in the collection, "Onion", an extraordinary and fierce poem describing a pack
rape. Its positioning at the end of the volume
seems to release the raw surge of an unequivocal commitment that the poems immediately
preceding it have stopped just short of imagining. There is an ego-less strength about this
long and compelling poem, and Johnson confronts risks of a loss of control and sensationalism. Less controlled, the poem could become
embarrassing, but it is, instead, a most disturbing work in which Johnson's sympathy is
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toughened by the sharp modulations of the
language-juxtaposing a penetrating directness
with a darkly ironic romanticism in the imagery. "Onion" is an ambitious poem, which sees
the plight of the girl who is the subject of the
abuse as an inflamed image of the plight of
many other people in his poems-including the
poet himself-who are locked into the "seeking
of one thing, always finding another".
Fires and Patterns is an excellent volume
that, one hopes, should bring Louis Johnson's
considerable strengths as a poet to more
people's notice. His work is evidence of a complex, inventive and probing mind, and it is
immensely readable. More interestingly, the
reader always feels that the discoveries being
caught within Johnson's "little nets" are not
merely caught for the poet's nourishment, but
also for the reader's. And the nourishment to
be found for the reader of poetry in Fires and
Patterns is of no small magnitude-worthy of
greater attention that it has so far received.
GRAEME TURNER

Arthur Yap, Commonplace, Heinemann Educational, Singapore, 1977, 66 pp.
Robert Yeo, And Napalm Does Not Help,
Heinemann Educational, Singapore, 1977, 48
pp.
Both Arthur Yap and Robert Yeo are recognised Singapore poets. Their first volumes of
poetry appeared in 1971; since then their poetry
has developed into a confident medium for
translating personal and social reality into ef·
fective language. For Yap it is the personal
that defines an adequate response; Yeo is more
concerned with the social dimension. It is interesting that they should have both been published at the same time; in more ways than one
Yap and Yeo complement each other, extending the frame of reference which limits a singular approach. Both the poets are young, both
share the unique Baba heritage and both teach.
And yet the poetry reveals marked differences
in attitudes and outlook. It is heartening to
note that there is an assured place for both the
voices that come through these volumes of
poetry; only through variety will the writing
in Singapore assume maturity and depth.
Between the two, it is Yap that has come
further in his struggle to fuse experience into
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words. Earlier emotionality has now been converted into muted feeling; the loss of elaborate
imagery is compensated by crystalline metaphor. The language of Commonplace is terse,
sometimes to the point of excruciation ( e.g.
"Black and White", p.l), and the theme stares
at the reader from an involvement with every
word used:
night is vital, its curved branch
shows signs of the morning
which grows & are little birds
singing ahead of the dawn,
wings panning violet clouds.
my hand cannot open the window
(because it is growing).
i'll wait for midday
to unfasten the bolt of dreams.
climbing up these stairs in creaks
the sun is taped on my shoulders
& with every step i take
i think this house is getting older.
windows are unfolding,
i can't keep my eyes on the dawn
(because it is evening).
("quiescence" p. 43)
The quintessential is poetry's great strength
and Yap knows this too well. And yet there
can be problems with over-distillation-poetry
is not mathematics, neither is life. The control
of language executed through geometric measure must give the bones without the flesh and
Yap has to be cautioned against becoming too
clinical; the Prufrockian mode is useful but
limiting.
There are some very good poems in Commonplace and the ease with which Yap is able
to convey his response is infectious:
how i wish i could
know for sure about tomorrow's party:
how many, who, won't be there. sensitive is
the ear
of night & hears a loneliness for miles.
("gaudy turnout" p. 30)
Yap is witty and sharp at his best and his
poems linger in consciousness without strain.
His warmth and his sincerity radiate with a
compelling insistence through the poetry and
the reader is, always, engagingly, part of the
poetry. One hopes that Yap's new found craftsmanship does not yield to a cynical hammering-out of personal experience.
And Napalm Does Not Help reinforces
Yeo's commitment to social awareness. The
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poet who undertakes to expose layers of reality
which bypass the common man must be prepared to sacrifice finesse for effect. This, however, need not be a limitation in itself; and it
is to Yeo's great credit that in confronting the
socio-political milieu he has not fallen into the
trap of cliched expression. "Whisper for Vietnam" easily ranks as one of the few Singapore
poems which successfully communicates the
poet's anguished involvement with a larger
reality:
My silence has been my inadequacy
to date. Breaking it now is but a whisper
where a yell should be. Morality
slept in the sixties; not neutralist but
just the inability to read history,
to connect, to wake up and to take sides.
Of course
the suffering'S wrong. But as for North or
South?
I still don't know ... You do? I envy you
one of the knowing committed few among
the intellectual sheep of Southeast Asia.
No Mekong marsh can constrict your mind.
You're clear, in Asia, where your interests
lie,
how near to Uncle Sam, how far from
Uncle Ho,
or is it the other way round, if dominoes
fall?
(p.3)
The prosaic tone of the poem enhances the
basically prosaic theme: war cancels the pride
of taking sides. Yeo's universal castigation"Morality/slept in the sixties"-and the implied criticism of prejudiced opinion is well
rendered in the cynical manner of questioning,
and the reader is left to make up his own mind
about the whole situation. In his better poems,
Yeo avoids being didactic-a common plight
of poets who set out to raise man's consciousness. Poems like "Saigon 1", "Phnom Penh 1",
"Vientiane 2", show Yeo at his ablest and, as a
group, represent some of the qualities for
which Yeo's poetry is most noteworthy.
Unfortunately, Yeo tends to get easily agitated when he comes nearer home to talk of
things which matter to his fellow-citizens in
Singapore. Here, verbosity gets the better of
Yeo's cynicism and his tongue-in-cheek ruminations seem to pander to public amusement:
I'm sure we would all like to live in a
garden city if we know what the phrase
means. Is it to live where men don't piss
openly, unblinkingly, as they do in
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cities for lack of what the English prefer
to call public convenience? ...
("Garden City" p.20)
Sure the humour is welcome (as a matter of
fact Singapore poets could do with more
humour), but it too easily slips into blase.
Yeo's danger is that in winning public applause he may suffer the fate of popular poets:
i.e. inhibit credence.
I have said that both Yap and Yeo have
developed as poets: their individual growth is
but a mirror of the general atmosphere of present Singapore poetry in English. Liberation
from the shackles of over-stressed responsibility-whether social or personal-has meant a
freedom to experiment with form and content.
The work of Yap and Yeo testifies to the new
mood: I hope the freedom will not negate the
conviction or integrity fostered by tradition.
KIRPAL SINGH

Paul Depasquale, A Critical History of South
Australian Literature 1836-1930, 1978, Pioneer
Books, South Australia, 328 pp.
The scope of this book as a one man task is
astonishing, and must have been daunting. No
wonder in his foreword Paul Depasquale,
acknowledging a debt to his wife, admits to
'the periods of self doubt which have threatened its existence'.
The study is divided into three periods, the
earliest from 1836-1870, the second 1870-1900
as seeing the end of the colonial era, while the
final period takes in the Great War and its
aftermath, 'a time of cultural lassitude, for
which the year 1930 was chosen as the closing
date because soon after that year a few young
enthusiasts began to reawaken the old dreams
of Adelaide as a cultural centre of significance'.
Within each of the periods the writer has
provided a division enabling him to discuss
background and literary periodicals, verse, and
the novel. Anyone of these-indeed anyone
in anyone period-would provide considerable
material and research, but Paul Depasquale
has combined them so that each section offers
insights not only in its own area but into the
others as well, giving the book a unity and
overall view no single account could encompass.
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Paul Depasquale has an unusual familiarity
with the material he has marshalled, and a
strong individuality which will not be subdued by conventional opinion or academic
caution. It is this which gives his insight into
the books and periodicals and people of such
a long period a flavour. One may object at
times to his comments while vastly enjoying
them. The 'subjectively annotated bibliographies' included in the book are not only
valuable but excellent reading, which can hardly be claimed for most bibliographies.
The writer faces his task with a frankness
that is consistent throughout the book.
Why write a history, let alone a critical
history, of a colonial literature and postcolonial literature so unremarkable that
many South Australians' first question is:
'Is there any South Australian literature?'.
He offers his interpretation of the term
'South Australian literature', and admits 'some
well-educated friends and advisers challenged
the concepts of South Australian literature and
South Australian literature', and have accused
him of flogging the dead horse of narrow
nationalism. The book is an answer to all these
points, and it certainly never wears the blinkers
of parochialism. Rather it opens the interesting question of regional difference and the
possibilities of something distinctively regional
in literature.
Anyone who has been involved in considering the writing of an early period in Australia
can understand his comment:
To a large extent I have had to be my own
bibliographer and compiler of biographies,
so that I have sometimes had a distinct
feeling of progressing through a bog of
quicksand.
This book will provide a path through one
quicksand, but there is much of the same terrain to be travelled even now in most of the
other Australian states.
Partly because of the difficulty of access to
the material the section on the early novelists
of South Australia is of particular interest. The
discussion on Catherine Spence may be felt to
stress her weaknesses at the expense of what
she brought to the novel not only in South
Australia but in Australia at the time. Yet it
is a wide ranging consideration, and there is a
good deal of interest in seeing her placed here
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with her contemporaries, so many of them
women. And so many in South Australia-the
discussion is a reminder of how many there
were. There was already lively debate on the
kind of novel being written in South Australia,
and on 'schools' of novelists, before some of
the other states had produced a novelist.
About some of these Paul Depasquale is accurate, yet at the same time one feels almost
denying the kind of interest the work may have
when seen in the perspective and context he
provides. Maud Jean Franc is an example:
Marian; or, the Light of Someone's Home:
A Tale of Australian Bush Life, sets the
pattern for her work: simplistic-grotesquely simplistic-psychology, idyllic and neatly
ordered settings, naked religious prejudices,
and all blended with a cloying earnestness
of style.

And there are many other equally pithy summaries. Yet when these books are put together
in a context as they are here the sum is more
interesting than the parts. There is also a discussion on Mrs Martin's An Australian Girl
which has drawn varied critical comment in
other places, and is well worth reassessing. His
conclusion on this novel closes the end of the
section on the second period:
With An Australian Girl the South Australian novel comes of age; South Australian
scenes are maturely and easily fitted into
the novel's wide scope, while urban and
rural settings are conveyed with equal conviction; but, above all, the focus of the
author's and of the reader's attention is on
the inner workings of the human mind.
There are glimpses of many interesting
people with which-if an outsider dare say itAdelaide has always been so well supplied:
journalists, writers, politicians, editors-to
name only one, a discussion of E. R. Mitford
whose work from 1867 to 1869 provided the
notable Pasquin, valuable for its many insights
into colonial life.
A Critical History of South Australian Literature offers a source of material and discussion
at a time when there is a real interest particularly in some of the neglected and often rejected work of earlier periods. Collectors,
readers, historians, will all find their own field
of value in this book. Those who are all three
will enjoy a feast.
PETER COWAN
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CORRECTIONS
We apologise for some misprints in No.1, 1978.
In Chris Wallace-Crabbe's article 'Matters of Style: Judith Wright and Elizabeth Bishop' the second sentence should read (p. 53): After The Moving Image
(1946), which we can now see to be atypical of her work ....
In Graeme Kinross Smith's article 'Vance Palmer', p. 40, the editor of The New
Age, whom Palmer got to know in London, was, of course, A. R. Orage.
In the story Roadscape, p. 10, after line "Indeed it is," opens the slash, should
be inserted the line "Not a bright patch in the sky," I say. P. 10: Omnipotent Deus
et Machina should read Omnipatent Deus et Machina.

NEW MAGAZINE
"WA Woman" is a new quarterly women's magazine, its first edition due in
August. Working for Westralian Publishers and Associates, editors Susan Craig
and Sandra Roe are aiming to both entertain women and inform them about areas
which are or should be of concern to them: social and domestic problems and
activities, educational difficulties and opportunities, health and nutritional concerns.
Stimulating interviews will focus attention on local and visiting personalities.
Sections on home, cooking, crafts and travel will provide women with creative
ideas for use in their leisure and family time. The local accent will also cover the
arts, fashion and beauty sections. Western Australian designers, for instance, will
be extensively featured in the fashion pages. Previously unpublished short stories
(not exceeding 4,000 words in length) and poems by local writers will be welcomed for inclusion in the literature section. Contributors will be paid a minimum
of $50 per 1,000 words. Please send new material only to Sandra Roe, "WA
Woman", Westralian Publishers and Associates, First Floor, Park Towers, 517
Hay Street, Perth, 6000, or G.P.O. Box S1503, Perth, 6001.
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